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To all users of WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIERS
1933 WILL PROVIDE YOU WITH A
FURTHER YEAR'S TROUBLE -FREE RADIO

To other USERS OF A.C. MAINS who have not yet
made the acquaintance of these reliable rectifiers

A WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIER WILL ENSURE A

CONSTANT AND LASTING HIGH TENSION SUPPLY, NOT

ONLY DURING 1933, BUT ALSO FOR YEARS TO COME

THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO. LTD.,
82 YORK ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.I.

CUT OUT
Heterodyne Whistle
with a

WEARITE HETERODYNE
WHISTLE FILTER UNIT
Why let heterodyne whistle or " mush," etc., spoil
your reception ? The more sensitive your set, greater
is the need for this Wearite Heterodyne Filter. This
Unit (made in two types) effectively cuts out such
interference-it forms a definite barrier to hetero-
dyne whistle. Type "A" cuts off at 3,500 cycles (for
normal use) and " B " cuts off at 5,000 cycles (for,
the music critic). It fits any set. Write for special
leaflet. Price for both types 10/6.

AND REMEMBER-A GOOD EARTH ALWAYS

NO SPANNER. NO SCREWDRIVER. PRICE 3/6 COMPLETE

The graph shows the
characteristics of the
two types of Wearite
Heterodyne Filters.
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SPECIFIED
FOR THE

"H OM ESTATION

IGRANIC MAINS TRANSFORMER
The Igranic Mains Transformer shown on this
page is specified for the " Home Station A.C.
Two." The primary windings are so arranged
that it can be connected to any standard
50 -cycle A.C. Mains supply of from 200-250 volts.
The input terminals, mounted upon paxolin
boards, are clearly marked in 10 -volt steps from
200 to 250 volts. The output terminals are also
mounted upon a paxolin board and marked with
their respective outputs as follows :-
Sec. I .. 4 volts 3 amps., centre tapped.
Sec. 2 .. 6 volts or 4 volts I amp., centre tapped.
Sec. 3 .. 4 volts 2 amps., centre

tapped.
Sec. 4 ,. 250-0-250 volts. Price 27/6

Write to -day for fully illustrated Catalogue No. D180 of
complete new range of Igranic Quality Components.
Igranic Electric Co. Ltd., 149, Queen Victoria Street, E. C.4.

\/1V
IGRANIC COMPONENTS WILL
BE THE MAKING OF YOUR SET
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SMITH BOASTS AN
ALL- MAINS SET -
(He has almost learnt to
ignore the mains hum in
the background)

JONES USED TO CARRY
MASSIVE H.T. ACCUMUL-
ATORS TO CHARGE AND
SPEND A RADIO- LESS
WEEK AWAITING THEIR
RETURN

BROWN ENJOYS DECENT
REPRODUCTION FROM
DRY BATTERIES BUT IS
APPALLED BY THE EVER -
RECURRING EXPENSE OF
REPLACEMENT

Robinson has H.T. cur-
rent as smooth and silent
as Brown's, as unfailing
as Smith's and he has
neither the bother nor the
expense of recharging.
His Milnes H.T. Unit
recharges automatic-
ally from the L.T. ac-
cumulator.
There are many more
unique features about the
Milnes H.T. Unit. Send
the coupon to -day for
descriptive folder.

PRICES IN U.K.
90 volt - - £2 18 0

120 volt - - £3 16 0
150 volt - - £4 14 0

ROBINSON HAS
SOLVED THE PROBLEM

IN THE RIGHT WAY-
NE HAS INSTALLED A

W.Nes

SPECIAL

CLIO OA CRAY

NICKEL MON CELLS - NO CORROSIO

GNARGING

IC1.1)1.5

NGE.OvER
*OTC. !OR

ouszeiNG AND
NT USE

MILNES RADIO CO. VICTORIA WORKS
BINIGLEY  YORKS

Fleas: send ma full particulars of the Mi!n:s H.T. Supply Unit

Name

Address.

A.i

1.\ - 51 Keir, Dawson-Bradford
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ECHOES OF THE EMPIRE BROADCAST

Did You Hear It?
WHEN it is realised that the highly suc-

cessful Empire broadcast programmes on
Christmas Day were technically an unrehearsed
effort, some idea of the perfection of the Post
Office beam telephony system will be gained.
The only failures during the whole tour of the
Empire, from the English listener's point of
view, were Brisbane and the s.s. Majestic at
sea. It may interest readers to know that
the messages from Wellington and Melbourne
were broadcast by Blattnerphone, having been
recorded two or three days before by the beam
link, when conditions between the home
country and the antipodes were more favour-
able than on Christmas Day.

THE EMPIRE DELIGHTED WITH
THE KING'S SPEECH

A ',READY reports are pouring into the
B.B.C. about the reception of the King's

Christmas Day message. Canada and Aus-
tralia both used the beam system for re-
broadcasting. In Australia the "A" stations

took the Post Office beam
and the "B" stations
relied on reception from

Daventry. Mr. Charlesworth, the new chief of
Canadian broadcasting, reports that the Icing's
speech was the best re -broadcast ever done
in Canada.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS VERSUS THE
EMPIRE

Short-wave Troubles
IT was only to be expected that the starting

up of all the Empire stations on short waves
should cause a certain amount of dislocation
among existing short-wave stations. We hear
that already HBL, the League of Nations
station at Prangins, which transmits on a
wavelength of 31.32 metres, is complaining of
severe interference from the B.B.C.'s Austra-
lian transmission on 3r.32 metres.

OVERLOOKING THE SKIP -DISTANCE
EFFECT

ONE of our exuberant lay -press writers has
been rating the B.B.C. for its neglect of

a golden opportunity to put over a really
worth -while broadcast. It was asked why the

The President of Austria before the " mike" at the opening of the Austrian Radio
Exhibition to mark the country's tenth anniversary of broadcasting

Also in this Issue-

FEATURES YOU SHOULD
NOT MISS

50 Loud -speaker Hints and Tips,
Police Radio on the Road.
Some Helpful Notes on Band-

pass Tuning-by W. James.
The "Home -station A.C. Two."

AND SPECIAL EIGHT -PAGE
SUPPLEMENT FOR

BEGINNERS

recent broadcasts by British statesmen from
the League of Nations short-wave station were
not picked up and relayed. The reason is
technical rather than political, we imagine.
In this country Prangins, the League station,
is not well heard, owing to the skip -distance
effect preventing us getting any appreciable
reflected ray energy from Switzerland.

WEST AFRICA IS LUCKY
ALTHOUGH many parts of the Empire win

have to rely on recorded programmes as
their bread and butter wireless fare from the
B.B.C., West Africa is lucky because its zone
time comes just in our main evening programme
time, namely from 8.3o to 10.3o p.m. Already
West African listeners have heard three plays
including "Mozart" by our Broadcast Critic,
whose "Wren" play has also been sold as an
Empire record to South Africa by the inde-
fatigable Mr. Malcolm Frost.

" HASSAN " AGAIN
T T was in November, 1926 that the B.B.C.
1 broadcast one of those great poetic plays
with which Cecil Lewis's name as producer
will be associated in the minds of the older
generation of listeners. Hassan (for it was
one of James Elroy Flecker's masterpieces)
attracted wide attention when it was heard
on a Sunday afternoon six years ago. There
has been no broadcast revival since, but the
B.B.C. has now decided to give the play in
February. It was always Flecker's wish that
Hassan, which was completed in the face
of death, should be staged. Party of Hassan
will be broadcast on the National wavelength
on February 7, and Part 2 on the Regional
wavelength on February co.

NEXT WEEK: PRACTICAL POINTS ON TUNING FOR ALL SETS
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THE VERY CIVIL SERVANT

WE are saddened, by the story of the
Civil Servant who recently broadcast,

received his 'payment, and was then mortified
to find that, as a Civil Servant, he was re-
quired to pay his hard-earned broadcasting
"perk" into the Exchequer. Actually he
was out of pocket on the deal to the extent
of 2d. for the cheque !

STUDIO APPLAUSE IS NEEDED
SINCE the B.B.C. started its experiment of

cutting out all studio applause, many
letters and messages have been received ask-
ing that the hand -clappers might be allowed
in the studios again, as the vaudeville pro-
grammes in particular sound very "deadly"
without them. This is rather curious when
we remember the outcry that used to be
raised against the studio claque. Apparently,
what listeners do object to is interruptions to
the artistes who are broadcasting, but not to
a certain amount of applause at the end of
each item. The cutting out of the applause
was only an experiment for the month of
December, and we think listeners will find
that the experiment will be counted a failure
and that in the New Year the claque will be
back again in full cry.

END OF THE REGIONAL NEWS
TN the New Year the Regional News Bulle-
.1. tins will be discontinued. Few listeners,
however regionally conscious they may be,
will regret this decision. To take the place of
these bulletins, periodical reviews of out-
standing events of local and regional interest
will be broadcast once or twice a week.

THE NATIONAL TOUCH!

Belfast Goes All Spanish!
LISTENERS who tune in to Belfast on

January 16 may well imagine that they
are listening to a foreign station, for on that
evening a programme of Spanish music will be
presented, which will be announced and
described by a native of the country. The
announcer will be Ignacio Gonzalez-Llnbera,

A SIDELIGHT OF THE "TALKIES"
The popular "Mickey Mouse " cartoons
are made with wireless -type apparatus
to secure synchronization between the
cartoons and the sound. (Above) is the
cartoonist at work, while (right) are the
singers synchronizing with the projected

picture

M.A., D.Litt., professor of Spanish at Queen's
University, Belfast, and the soloist will be
Leonie Zifeclo. The orchestra will be conducted
by Francisco Gomez, who is personally
acquainted with many present-day Spanish
composers.

CELEBRATING EMPIRE FESTIVAL
DAYS

NOW that the. B.B.C. is Empire -minded it
prbposes to celebrate festival days of

Empire as they come round the calendar.
A start will be made on January 26, when an
Australian Day programme will be specially
compiled for transmission to Australia through
Daventry on the 25.5 and 35.3 metre wave-
lengths. Harold Williams, Elisebeth Scotney
and other well-known Australian artistes will
take part in the programme, which will be
introduced by Mr. Bruce, the Australian
High Commissioner in London.

B.B.C. VERSUS G.T.C.
VAUDEVILLE officials at Broadcasting

V House are girding their loins for the
coming tussle with General Theatres Corpora-
tion over the question of artistes appearing
before the microphone when- they are under
contract with the cinema and music -hall
interests. It may surprise many listeners to
know that since Gaumont British secured
control of Moss Empires, no less than 82
per cent. of all entertainment talent is now
under Gaumont control. With such a monopoly
of talent, Gaumont British, as General Theatres
Corporation, must be feeling its way, as
evidenced by the recent banning, of certain
well-known vaudeville artistes who were,15111ed
for the microphone.

FIGHT TO A FINISH ?
/TALK of a fight to a finish between the

Ganmont people and the B.B.C. is some-
what rremature, since it is known that the
head of the G.T.C. concern is very friendly
disposed to broadcasting. Should a general
ban come into force, the B.B.C. would have
no option but to make use of its undoubted
powers to get the best artistes it could, by fair
means or any other. It might be suggested

that the B.B.C. would
proceed to buy up art istes
almost regardless of the
cost, and farm tde n out,
so to speak, to the re-
maining 20 per cent.
interests still in existence
outside the G.T.C. octo-
pus. But, as we say, it is
far more likely that an
amicable arrangement
1v.11 be reached betwe n
the B.B.C. and the G.T.C.
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Continued

SLOW SPEECH DROPPED
APPARENTLY the experiment of announc-

ing the Empire, news bulletins' in slow
speech has failed to produce the desired result.
Although this method of announcing enables
each word to be picked up under adverse
conditions, the sense of the complete sentence
is often lost owing to the appreciable time
elapsing between the beginning and the end
of the sentence. So now the Empire announ-
cers are speaking, just a shade more slowly
than for ordinary news bulletins.

DE GROOT, THE ANNOUNCER
HAVE you noticed the announcements of

Mr. De Groot, the new London announ-
cer? This English -born announcer with the
Dutch name has the distinction of never having
been to a public school, so that his accent is
Entirely devoid of the pecularities that dis-
tinguish one public schcol man from another. top
-Which, for broadcasting purposes, is perhaps
no bad thing !

GILBERTr. AND SULLIVAN AGAIN
ARELAY of Gilbert and Sullivan ,comic

opera will be heard by National listeners
on the last day of the season at the Savoy
Theatre, namely, January zr. Following an
excerpt from the opera which is to be given
that evening, listeners may hear some of the
farewell speeches from the stage.

VERNON COMES HOME 

And then Goes Off. Again!

PROBLEMS
of the day in foreign countries

are to be dealt with by Mr. Vernon
Bartlett in a new series of talks which begins
in January. Mr. Bartlett, who has been
brOs.dcasting from various countries to British
listeners, will return home for one brief talk
on January 12 and will then explain to listeners
his plans for the ensuing series which involves
a further foreign tour, in the course of which
it is hoped that he will be able to bring to the
microphone, some of the men prominent in
the political and public life of various countries.

H. G."WELLS' STORY
rr HE first story by H. G. Wells to be broad-

cast-1- will be "The Country of the Blind,"
which is' in the National programme for
'January g, and the Regional programme for
January to. It will be presented in the form
of a drama by E. J. King Bull and the leading
male part will be taken by Henry Oscar.
Romantic and beautiful in conception, "The
Country of the Blind" has what may be termed
a dream quality, but carries with it a consider-
able amount of satire.

MASS-PRODUCED
TELEVISION

COMING 1
AT last it does look

as though the man
in the street may be able
to judge the progress of
television -in the only
possible way, by getting
hold of the latest type
televisor. We now hear
that complete televisors
will be selling before long
for about X50. These
will work from the mains
and will not need any
extras. The great fea-
ture will be the use of
a large screen.



SPEAKER FRAMES
YOU will be dissatisfied with

your linen speaker if the
framework is not firmly built.
The sketch shows two ways of
making the woodwork joints.
The but -on joint is naturally not
so strong.

CUTTING OUT HUM
W AVE you tried fitting a large

electrolytic condenser across
the energising winding of a mov-
ing -coil speaker? This often cuts
out hum otherwise noticeable
owing to A.C. feed.

TIGHTENING THE
DIAPHRAGMS

MUCH of the success obtained
with a linen speaker depends

on the way in which the dia-
phragms are tightened. It is
essential that the strain be taken
equally all over the diaphragm,
and that the four adjusters are

.properly tightened. Screw back
each adjuster a half a turn at
a time. The tightening should

It-
. -

be done in stages so that the
diaphragm is not burst.

" SAFETY " VALUES
F an output -filter system is
used, the output choke should

have an inductance not exceeding
20 henries and should be capable
of carrying about 5o per cent.
more current than the anode
current required by the output
valve. The filter circuit condensers
should have a working voltage at
least equal to the voltage being
applied to the anode of the output

O. valve. The use of an output
filter or output transformer is

- likely considerably to impair both
the volume and the tone of repro-

- duction-unless properly matched to
the impedance of the output valve
and to the impedance of the speaker.

Practical Ideas for Better Results
PACKING SPEAKER

BAFFLES
YOU will find it advisable to

wear an old pair of gardening
gloves when packing slag wool into
box- baffles. The wool can then
be packed in tightly without fear
of hurting the hands.

CUTTING OUT WHISTLE
IF reception in your locality is

marred by heterodyne whist-
ling, the best plan is to filter out
the interference in the speaker
circuit. Use an output choke or
transformer circuit to prevent the
steady D.C. from burning out the
winding of the whistle -filter choke.
Use a special whistle -filter choke
which will cut out at about 4,500
cycles when used in a suitable
circuit. Use a .006 condenser on

 the set side, and a .oi condenser
on the speaker's side.

SECURING THE LINEN
rrO make a firm job of fixing
-L the linen in a padded baffle,

glue the linen to the mounting
ring at the front end. The hole
in the centre of the linen should
be cut as shown in the accom-
panying sketch, and the ends
turned over and glued. The ring
can then be screwed down.

WORK IT OUT!
BEFORE it is possible to

determine what ratio output
transformer is desirable for a
given speaker and output valve,
it is essential to know the impe-
dance of both the speaker and the
valve. The formula, then, for an
ordinary ba1eincd-aintatur2 type
speaker, is
Ratio = Nalve Impedance

V Speaker Impedance

WATCH POLARITY
WHERE a speaker is specially

designed for use directly in
the anode circuit of the output

 valve; it is important to see that
the negative speaker terminal
joins the anode of the valve and
the positive speaker terminal

--joins the positive ILT.. supply..

MAKING THEM SENSITIVE
MOVING-COIL speakers are

sometimes thought to be
insensitive, and therefore of little
use for battery -driven sets where
there is no power to spare. Lack
of sensitivity with modern speak-
ers can generally be traced to poor
centring (meaning a large and
wasteful air gap) and a stiff
mounting for the diaphragm and
speech coil.

SEPARATING THE WIRES
IN an energised speaker it is

essential to keep the two sets
of leads carefully spaced. The
speech coil wires must not run
close to the energising coil wires.
It is only too easy for ripple to
be induced into the speech coil
if the leads run together.

DUAL SPEAKERS
HAVE you tried the dual

speaker idea vet? Many
manufacturers are supplying small
moving -coil speakers in matched
pairs generally known as "dual
compensated" speakers. They
should be wired together, and it
is found that much better repro-
duction is generally obtained than

with the one speaker alone, as a
wider frequency band can be
carried by the pair of cones.
There are various ways of wiring
up, but the speech coils are often
wired together across the second-
ary of the one input transformer.

LONG EXTENSIONS
WHEN using your speaker

some distance from the
actual receiver it is almost essen-
tial to employ some kind of out-

' put arrangement between the set
and the speaker. Whatever out-
put arrangement is used, it'should
be as near to the receiver' s
possible. The capacity between
the .wires of, a long length of
twisted flexible wire is liable to

'cause a loss of some of the high
notes in reproduction. It is

 therefore a good plan to use
separate wires for extension pur-
poses when the speaker is a con-
siderable distance from the set.

VIBRATING CHASSIS
WHEN some speakers are

handling a heavy input,
there is a tendency for the chassis
to vibrate. A buzz is sometimes
produced, which is a sure sign that
other resonances are being set up
which spoil reproduction. Several
commercial speakers are obtain-
able with several sizes of chassis.
Choose oae which is built up of
L or double L section metal, or
even made from a casting, rather
than from plain strip.

FIT WANDER PLUGS AND
SOCKETS

IT is often an advantage to be
able to make a quick change

of the input transformer connec-
tions to a speaker. Most trans-
formers are. fitted with terminals,
but a more rapid change -over
can be effected if small plugs are
fitted to the terminal shanks, so
that the input leads can have
wander -plug ends.

PREVENTING
BREAKDOWN

"VERY few loud -speakers are
V designed to carry more than

a few milliamperes of energising
current, therefore it is advisable
never to connect a loud -speaker

directly in the anode circuit of an
output valve. An output filter sys-
tem or speaker transformer should
be interposed between the valve
anode circuit and the speaker.

TRANSFORMER
OUTPUT

THOSE who wish to calculate
for themselves the ratio of an -

output transformer ..to suit a
moving -coil speaker in an ordinary
output stage may do so by using
the following formula.

A/Valve Impedance x 2
Ratio= Speaker Impedance

(Continued on page 6)
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" SO LOUD -SPEAKER HINTS (Continued from page 5)

COPPERING THE POLES
IF you are renovating an old

speaker, remember that many
of the new speakers have their
pole pieces copper plated to
prevent rusting. It is always
possible to have the magnets
copper -plated at any plating
works, and is worth the trouble,
as a finer air gap can often be
allowed between the coil or
armature and the magnet.

CHASSIS POSITION
IN console sets it is necessary

to see that the speaker wind-
ings cannot upset the working of
the receiver. Even with per-
manent -magnet speakers there is
the possibility, if the layout is
too cramped, that the mass of
metal in the magnet construction
may upset the tuning of the set.
In " A.'W." published designs this
point is always watched, and you
can be sure that no matter how
compact the layout, there will be
no interference. But it is a detail
worth noting in amateur -designed
sets.

RADIOGRAM WHISTLING

D°
you find that your radio-

gram works satisfactorily as
a receiver, but whistles when the
switch is clicked over to the
"gram" position? This is a sign
that the pick-up wiring runs too
close to the speaker leads. It
may also be cured by fitting an
output choke or transformer.

PADDING BOX
BAFFLES

JUST a point to note when
making up a padded baffle of

the "Broadcasting House" type.
The linen is secured to the baffle
at the speaker end by clamping

under a wooden ring. This ring
must be screwed down securely
and the linen drawn tightly back.
A section of a baffle at this point is
shown by the sketch, making the
detail quite clear.

INSULATING THE UNIT

VIBRATION
is sometimes

transferred from a heavy
speaker unit to the chassis, and
thence to the diaphragm. The
only way to stop this is to bolt
the unit to the chassis with fibre
or rubber washers interposed.
Insulated washers as sold for
electric light fittings can be used,
or they can be cut from an old
car inner tube.

DIAPHRAGM SIZE
THERE is often discussion as

to the frequency range which
can be covered by various sizes of
speaker diaphragm. It is now
agreed by experts that a dia-
phragm of 12 to 54 in., freely sus-
pended and driven by a light coil
movement, can reproduce from
3o cycles to over 8,000.

USING TWO SPEAKERS
T T is always possible to use two
1 speakers together with a fader
to connect them together and to
the set. Use a ioo,000-ohm
potentiometer with its windings
connected directly across the
speaker terminals. Then take a
wire from each end of the windings
to one terminal of each speaker.
Connect the other two speaker
terminals together and to the
"pot" slider. Adjustment of the
potentiometer will then inAble
you to use either speaker at any
desired volume.

USING DRAUGHT
EXCLUDER

THERE are many uses for
rubber draught excluder tubes

in a set, as you have probably
found out. It comes in useful,
for instance, when tacked on to

the wooden framework of linen
speakers, as it makes a resilient
mounting for the stretched linen.

CONNECTING MOVING
COILS TOGETHER

T F speakers are matched, there
1 is sometimes no need to have
separate input transformers for
a pair of speakers worked close
together. Simply connect the
speech coils together, either in
parallel or series, according to the
maker's recommendation.

OUTPUT VALVES
DO not skimp the values of

choke and condenser chosen
for an output unit. With the
average moving -coil speaker, a
20 henry choke is satisfactory,
and a 230 -volt test condenser of
2 microfarads (at least) should be
used.

" DOPED " LINEN
YOU may find it convenient

when making up a linen
speaker to use the special
"doped" material which does not
require the application of any
special dope to tighten it. Treated

linen is available which only needs
damping with water. As the
material dries, the threads con-
tract.

FIT A FUSE
T T is a safe plan to fit a fuse in
1 series with the magnet winding
of an energised -type speaker.
This is of particular importance
with speakers which are operated
direct from D.C. mains, even if
there is a fuse in the receiver
itself.

MOVING -COIL
CONNECTIONS

ITHE way in which the connec-
1 tions are made to a moving -

coil in a moving -coil speaker can
make all the difference to the
performance. If the connecting
leads to the speech coil are too long
or heavy, or if there is -any resis-
tance at all to the free movement
of the coil, the tone will be

affected. Very fine stranded wire
is used in some commercial speak-
ers, but if this is not obtainable
when repairing a speaker, use
fairly fine wire, taken to two
terminals close to the coil.

PENTODE TRANSFORMERS
AA THEN considering the ratio
V V of output transformers for

use with pentode valves, remem-
ber that in many cases the valve
impedance is often not specified
by the manufacturers. An ap-
proximation can be obtained by
assuming the optimum load of th©
valve to equal the valve imped-
ance for the purposes of the
formula. The approximate load
for a small pentode is about
7,000 ohms, and for a large pen-
tode about io,000 to 14,000 ohms.
The formula then is :
Ratio=

V
/Valve impedance X 21/2

Speaker impedance.

LINEN DIAPHRAGMS
AHOLE should not be cut in

the centre of linen speaker
diaphragms. Push the cone piece
through the linen threads after
prising them apart with a needle.
If a hole is cut there is a danger
of the linen bursting at the apex
of the diaphragm.

SCRATCHING NOISES
WHEN scratching noises deve-

lop in a moving -coil speaker
it may often be traced to the
moving -coil touching the magnet
poles, especially on loud notes.

This does not necessarily imply
that the speaker is being over-
loaded. A simple adjustment of
the centring device will stop the
scratching noises and enable the
speaker to be worked at full
volume.

- WITH A PENTODE
SPECIAL output -filter chokes

are available for use in con-
junction with pentode output
valves and it is advisable to use
such chokes whenever a pentode is

the last valve in the set. In such
cases a filter -circuit coupling
condenser of as low a capacity as
.3 of a microfarad will often prove
to be suitable for giving most
pleasant reproduction.

FIT IT WITH FELT
TO make a rattle -free joint

between a speaker chassis and
a cabinet front, fit a ring of felt
(cut to the shape of the chassis
opening) between the metal and
the wood. Draught -excluder felt
can be used, and can be glued to
the chassis so that it will not
come out of place as the speaker is
being screwed in position.

A CENTRING DEVICE
T N one system of coil centring,
1 for moving -coil speakers, there
is a bolt and lock nut fitted at the
centre of the centring piece at the
diaphragm apex. If the speaker
rattles owing to the coil touching
the magnet poles, the coil can be
re -centred by undoing the lock-
ing nut, tightening or loosening
the bolt, and then tightening up
the lock nut.

MAGNET SIDE PIECES
IF yourmoving-coil speaker has

metal side pieces fitted to the
magnet to keep out dust, see that
they do not work loose. On some
speakers these side pieces are held
in position with small screws, and
if these work loose the metal
plates will rattle.

BAFFLE SIZE
UNLESS you use a box baffle,

it is necessary, with some
speakers, to have large flat baffles
to prevent low -note leakage.
Small 2 -ft. baffles cannot prevent
leakage on a speaker which can go
down to 5o cycles. B.B.C. tests
have shown that baffles 5 ft.
square are necessary with certain
speakers capable of covering a
wide frequency range.

(Continued on page 23)
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WHILE Scotland Yard is busy testing
short -wavers for the Flying Squad

cars, and is debating on the advisability
of going down on the short waves from
the shipping wavelengths previously em-
ployed, rapid progress is tieing made with
portable radio at a number of provincial
police headquarters.

The provincial police, tired of waiting
for the results of the Scotland Yard
experiments, have gone ahead with their
own portable radio plant for communication
between local headquarters and "speed
cop" cars and motor -cycles.

In Scotland the police officials have
already made use of radio to check car.
banditry and smash-and-grab -raids. The
Edinburgh police recently carried out some
radio telephony tests with a special four -
valve portable set carried in the sidecar of
a police motor -cycle, and picking up signals
from a transmitter at "H.Q."

Chief Constable Ross, of Edinburgh, him-
self tcok part in the trials and the Edinburgh

OLICE RADIO
ON THE ROAD

Our Special Commissioner describes the
portable radio gear which provincial
police are using to maintain communi-
cation between headquarters and "speed

cop" cars and motor -cycles

traffic police, headed by Superintendent
Berry, were used to carry the portable sets
out into the suburban districts on the edge
of the police transmitters' range.

In these tests a wavelength of 15o metres
is used, but that, of course, will not be the
final wavelength, for that will be kept
secret.

The, transmitter at headquarters is a
low -power outfit taking only 3 kilowatts,
With an output, of course, of less than this.
-Metal strut streamlined aerials were fitted
to the motor -cycle combinations which
toured the City, and were used to check
up the field strength at-a...number of points.

A great deal of secrecy is naturally being
maintained about the radio tests by
provincial police all over the country, but
in a number of cases
the transmitters and
receivers have been
put forward for police
use by the well-known
Standard Telephones

Thi; is the trzn;mitter which has been built on the roof of the Brighton Police headquarters
for the new pocket radio sets to be carried by the Brighton police. The upper picture shows

tests being carried out on the London -Brighton road five miles from Brighton

and Cables concern. The transmitter is a
small affair mounted in a duralumin frame
and using air-cooled valves. A crystal
drive can be used if necessary to keep the
police radio transmitters exactly on their
allotted frequency.

At present the portable sets used in the
"speed cop'" cars and cycles are similar
to the screened four-valvers supplied for
aircraft use.

The tuning is altered to cover the short
wavelength used by the police, for the
standard range of the aircraft receivers is
600-1,000 metres. These Standard receivers
consist of a complete four -valve circuit in
an aluminium box measuring only 9% in.

by 4% in. by 41/4 in. The weight of the
whole outfit is just under 5 lbs. It has
a. circuit incorporating two screened -grid
high -frequency valves with ganged tuning,
and with a transformer -coupled power
valve.

Current Supply
The batteries are in a separate box anti

are big enough for about twenty-five hours'
continuous working. Certain modifications
are made to the aircraft sets to make them
more suitable for police use, but the basic
design is the same.

The Newcastle police have had a to -watt
transmitter for over a year now, and they
find that they get a range of about ten
miles with it, in conjunction with portable
sets carried on motor -cycles. The trans-
mitter is installed at the head office at
Newcastle, and works off the mains. It is
operated entirely by relay buttons control-
ling the rotary convertors, and the officer

(Continued at foot of next page}
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CAN YOU FORECAST THE DESIGN OF OUR NEW RECEIVER P

oft THE SECOND GROUP OF
PICTURE CLUES TO

OUR GREAT SET

10

14`

TWENTY KITS OF COMPONENTS AS PRIZES
HERE are another seven clues (each of them numbered) to

features of the great set which, as announced last
week, we shall shortly introduce to our readers. In all

about twenty clues will be published, and they will provide you
with a most interesting time working them out. Each picture
conveys in veiled form information about some particular
feature of our new set which is of outstanding design.

Wait for the further picture clues to be given you next
week and send all your solutions on a form to be published
in next week's issue.

We offer a kit of components of our remarkable new
receiver, yet to be announced, to each of twenty successful
solvers or competitors who are nearest to the correct

solutions. In the event of more than twenty competitors
being correct, then we shall put all the correct solutions in a heap
and an independent person will choose the twenty prize -winners
from them.

The  Editor's decision on every point connected with this
competition is final, and every competitor by the mere act of
competing acquiesces to that rule.

Here is some fun for any evening when there is nothing
else to do. Get all your wireless friends round you and hammer
out the clues one by one. It is good fun and the prizes will
be kits of components of one of the finest sets which
it has ever been our pleasure to introduce to the
constructor public.

A PRIZE COMPETITION FOR EVERYBODY

"POLICE RADIO ON THE ROAD"
(Continued from preceding page)

in charge has only to push two relay
buttons to start the transmitter-the
generators being in a sound -proof cabinet
underneath the control panel.

This police outfit is now a permanent
affair. It has gone beyond the experi-
mental stage, and it should do much to
convince provincial police of the value of
radio as a link between "H.Q." and the
mobile staff on the roads.

A faked "hold-up" was staged by the
Brighton police in tests to demonstrate the
utility of radio on police cars. The scene
was the London -Brighton road, and the
tests were made before Major -General
Sir Llewellyn Atcherley (Inspector of Police
Forces) and a number of other "big wigs"

in the police, including Mr. Charles Griffin,
the Chief Constable of Brighton.

Pocket wireless sets were used on this
occasion, and they were tested out on the
main road first on cars and then by
policemen patrolling the roads on foot.
A permanent transmitter has now been
installed on top of the police headquarters.

Glasgow is just putting the finishing
touches to its police radio scheme, and the
officials there have chosen a short wave-
length for mobile police working. There
is, in point of fact, keen rivalry between
the forces in Glasgow and Edinburgh, and
the Glasgow police have settled on a radio
scheme which they think more nearly fits
their need than does the Edinburgh
arrangement.

Secrecy is maintained regarding the

provincial police radio tests, as it is not
considered wise that the public should
know how rapidly the wireless "net"
against criminals is spreading over the
country. Radio enthusiasts nevertheless
can be certain that wireless is playing a
bigger part in mobile police control than
the police authorities themselves would
admit.

The choir of the Cardiff Musical Society,
conducted by Raymond Butterworth, will
lead the fourth of the periods of hymn -
singing from the Western Region, under the
general title " Carolare," on January 15.

Mr. Picton Davies will give a talk on the
Lakes of Wales during the Welsh Interlude
for West Regional listeners on January s6.
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PERFECT CONTROL OF H.F. SIGNALS
Power in check, power on demand - that's the story of the P.M.12V, and it
means this - high sensitivity for weak signals, lower sensitivity for strong signals -
in other words, full volume from distant stations, no danger of overloading from
local stations. The P.M.12V is a multi -mu screened grid valve and costs 16/6d.
The Mullard Valves specified for the " Home -station A.C. Two " are - 354 V, Pen 4 V, DW2.

MADE IN ENGLAND

Mullar
THE *MASTER.VALVE

ASK T.S.D.
Whenever you want advice about your set or
your valves-ask T.S.D.-Mullard Technical
Service Department-always at your service.
You're under no obligation whatever. We
help ourselves by helping you. When writing,
whether your problem is big or small, give

every detail.' Ask T.S.D.

Adct. The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2
Aria

Don't Forget to Say That You Sou, it in " A.W."
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YOUR SAFEGUARD Dire.c
ications

Radio
specif

Discriminating Home -station A.C.2" set builders
insist on Direct Radio kits, chosen, tested, and
guaranteed by the experts in Mains driven radio._
"HOME -STATION A.C.2"-Compact-Powerful-Wonderful Quality

HOME -STATION A.C. TWO
£ a. C.

I Colvern type T.D. screened
aerial coil, with reaction ... 8 6

1 Ready Radio H.F. choke ... 6 6
I Varley " Nichoke II " L.F.

choke ... 10 6
2 T.C.C..0002-mfd. condensers,

type 34 3 0
1 T.C.C. .01-mfd. fixed con-

denser, type 34 ... 3 0
1 Dubilier .01-mfd. fixed con-

denser, type 670 ... 2 0
1 Dubilier fixed con-

denser, type 13E256, 1,000 -
volt A.C. test 3 0

I Dubilier 1-mfd. fixed con-
denser, 500 -volt D.C. test ... 2 9

2 Dubilier 2-mfd. fixed con-
densers, 500 -volt D.C. test ... 7 6

2 T.C.C. 2-mfd. fixed conden-
sers, 800 -volt D.C. test ... 10 0

1 T.C.O. 4-mfd. fixed condenser,
800 -volt D.C. test ... 8 6

2 Ready Radio .0005-mfd. solid
dielectric variable condensers 6

1 Ready Radio .0001-mfd. reac-
tion condenser ... 2

1 Belling -Lee baseboard -mount-
ing twin type fuse ... 2

2 Five -pin and 1 four -pin valve
holder 1 10

1 Erie fixed resistance, 350

1 Erie fixed resistance, 15,000

2 Erie fixed resistances, 20,000
ohms

1 Erie fixed resistance, 2 meg-
ohnp

1 Bulgin single -pole change-
over switch, type S81 ... 1

1 Bulgin single -pole on -off
switch, type S80 1

1 Goltone two -pin safety mains
plug, with flex cord and plug
adaptor 3

2 Belling -Lee terminal blocks,
with terminals 2 2

1 R.I. Hypermite L.F. Trans-
former ... 12 6

1 Rawswood mains transformer,
250-0-250 volt, 60 m/a, 4 volt
1 amp, 4 volt 2 amp secondary
windings ... ... 1 1 0

1 Direct Radio cabinet, com-
plete with panel, baseboards,
and supports 1 0 0

1 Epoch 20th Century perman-
ent -magnet loud -speaker,
with pentode matching trans-
former 1 15 0

3 Valves, Mullard DW2, 904V,
Pen4V ... 2 6 0

Single panel bracket, flex con-
necting wire screws, etc. ... 6

1 Calibrator Easy - station
Finder No Charge

0

O

6

1

1

2

0

0

0

0

a

Ell 4 0

KIT MODEL No. 1
(Less Valves, Cabinet and Speaker)

£6:3:0
Or twelve monthly payments of 11/6.

KIT MODEL No. 2
(With Valves less Cabinet and Speaker)

£8:9:0
Or twelve monthly payments of 15/6.

KIT MODEL No. 3
(With Valves and Cabinet less Speaker)

£9:9:0
Or twelve monthly payments of 17/6

KIT MODEL No. 4
(With Valves, Cabinet and Speaker)

£11 :4:0
Or twelve monthly payments of £1/1/0

RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES FOR THE BATTERY SET USER.
Siemens 120 -volt Standard £ s. d.

H.T. battery ... ... 13 6
Siemens 120 -volt Super Power

battery ... 1 4 0
Oldham 0.50 2 -volt L.T.

accumulator ... 9 0
Oldham 120 -volt wet H.T.

accumulator ... ... 4 1 0
(or 12 monthly payments of 716)

Siemens 9 -volt grid bias
battery

Siemens 161 -volt grid bias
battery ...   

Block 80-amp./hour 2 -volt
L.T. accumulator ... 11

Atlas A.C. 241 H.T. mains
units 6
(or 10 monthly payments of 6,6)

Atlas A.R. 260 II.T. mains
units with trickle charger 4 10 0
(or 12 monthly payments of 816)

KKKKKKKKKK ...11.111.41.1MOMMOIN

1 0

9

6

Atlas A.C. 300 H.T. mains a. if.
units with trickle charger
and grid bias 6 10 0
(or 12 monthly payments of 121-)

Bowyer -Lowe A.E.D. Mark
HI Pick-up ... 1 10 0

Collaro A.C. Induction Gramo
motor ... ... 2 10 0

Collaro double -spring Gramo
motor 1 13 0

W.B. P.M.2 moving -coil Speaker
with input transformer ... 4 6 0
(or 12 monthly payments of 8/-)

Epoch A.2 Dance Orchestra
permanent magnet Speaker
with input transformer ... 3 3 0
(or 10 monthly payments of 7/-)

R. & A. Victor permanent
magnet Speaker with input
transformer ... 3 10 0
(or 10 monthly payments of 7/9)

COMPLETE CATALOGUE
OF ALL SETS ACCESS-

ORIES AND GADGETS
PRICE 1/- POST FREE

TO CUSTOMERS OVER-
SEAS. We specialise in
Radio for Export. Goods
to your exact specifica-
tion are very carefully
packed and insured, all
charges forward. Terms:
Cash with order, or de-
posit one-third with order.
Balance C.O.D.

JANUARY 7, 1933

1933
CENTURY

SUPER
BATTERY
KIT MODEL 1
(less valves

and cabinet) L7 0 0
Or twelve monthly payments of 13I

KIT MODEL 2
(withTssv'ejavb7mt) 11 1 1 0

Or twelve monthly payments of £1 0 6

KIT MODEL 3
(thd E12 : 2 : 0

Or twelve monthly payments of 21 2 6

KIT MODEL 4
(Complete kit as specified with " 159 "
Consolette cabinet, valves, and Epoch
Twentieth Century Moving Coil Speaker)£15:O:O
Or twelve monthly payments of £1 7 6

A.C. MAINS
KIT No. 1
(less valves

and cabinet.) £13: 2 :9
Or 12 monthly payments of £1 4 0

KIT No. 2
(with valves, £18:19:3

ices cabinet)
Or 12 monthly payments of £1 15 0

KIT No. 3
(with valves £12:1 :3and cabinet)

Or 12 monthly payments of £2 0 0

KIT No. 4
(Complete kit with valves, special
Consolette cabinet and Epoch .S2
permanent -magnet moving -coil speaker
with multi -ratio input transformer)£24:5:0

Or 12 monthly payments of £2 5 0

CASH, C.O.D., AND EASY PAYMENT ORDER FORM
To : Direct Radio Ltd. 159, Borough High Street, London Bridge, S.E.1

Please dispatch to me at once the following goods
(a) I enclose cross out linelfor which (b) I will pay on delivery
(c) 1 enclose first deposit of 'loot applicable}

NAME

ADDRESS A.W. 7/1/33

Discriminating Set Builders insist on
DIRECT RADIO Specifications

Please Mention !..` A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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UNIVERSAL MAINS SETS
nHERE are, I believe, great possi-

bilities about full -voltage indirectly -
heated valves, and I will suggest in
a moment a way in which they could

be employed safely, and in conformity
with all regulations, for the construction
of sets that would work off either A.C. or
D.C. mains. Some time ago now I
mentioned that I was very far from liking
the operation of these valves direct from
A.C. mains without any intervening trans-
former. If you care to examine the
regulations of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, you will find that it is most
emphatically laid down that an intervening
transformer must be used between A.C.
mains and any wireless apparatus. These
regulations were not drawn up merely for
the fun of the thing, and you can be sure
that there was good reason behind them.
Further, they are adopted by nearly all
insurance companies as the basis of their
policy conditions.

The great point about these valves is
that you can apply to their heaters' the
full voltage of the mains, and they are
just as happy with either A.C. or D.C.
A universal set for either type of mains
could be made by incorporating a I : i
transformer with metal rectifier in series
and arranging a switch to throw these
into action in the A.C. position, or to cut
them out in the D.C. The smoothing
circuits would remain in use in both cases.
Such a circuit is all to the good in the
D.C. set, for D.C. is often distinctly

marcelled."

SNOWED UNDER I
N tha Fast I have mentioned, once
or twice, instances of the queer

11 little ways that some of our wireless
firms have of doing business. I

have just lately had an amazing example.
It began with an order for certain com-
ponents sent to the manufacturers thereof
early in the autumn. At the end of three
weeks they hadn't turned up, so I sent
a gentle reminder. A further ten days
elapsed; then came a parcel containing all
that I had ordered. So far so good, but
the incident wasn't closed; in fact, so far
as I can see, it never will be. Three weeks
later a mysterious parcel arrived which,
on being opened, was found to contain
half of the components originally ordered.
A couple of posts later came a second
parcel containing the other half. The
second outfit was returned with a note of
explanation, but, believe me or believe me
not, within a week all the components were
back again, accompanied by a rather huffy
letter saying that they had been carefully
tested out and that no fault could be found
with any of them. And now I have just
had another big parcel from the same firm.
I haven't yet opened it, but I feel quite
sure that it contains consignment No. 3.
I have a feeling, too, that I shall go on

receiving these parcels about once a month
until stocks run out.

404"le

STRAIGHTENING THINGS OUT
HOUGH France was the world's
pioneer country in braadcasting-
the Eiffel Tower began transmitting
musical programmes shortly after

the end of the War-conditions over there
have always been chaotic. No Govern-
ment has been able to obtain legislation to
regulate satisfactorily conditions under
which either transmitting or listening may
be carried out. The result, so far as
broadcasting is concerned, is that there are,
on the one hand, the official Government
stations which do carry out the provisions
of the Prague Plan and, on the other hand,
the privately owned stations, many of
which don't. There is at present no
receiving licence fee.

The privately owned stations exist
largely upon the revenue from advertising,
whilst the Government stations are without
visible means of support. A Bill is to be
introduced presently before the Chamber
of Deputies by the Government which
seems to have a good chance of becoming
law. Under its provisions the user of a
crystal set will pay annually a fee of some
-seven shillings, whilst the valve man will
have to put down about twice as much.
This seems quite a fair arrangement,
though I am rather surprised to learn that
there are sufficient crystal users left for
it to be worth while to make special regu-
lations on their behalf. If the Bill becomes
law there should be a considerable all--
round improvement in French broadcast

programmes. One hopes also that the
Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs will
shortly obtain powers enabling it to sit on
the heads of private stations which wander
as they list over the medium waveband.

40.-11

A CURIOUS POINT
PEAKING of crystal sets brings to
mind a rather queer point about the
regional scheme. Those who first
conceived 'it intended to make

alternative programmes available to users
of the simplest receiving apparatus, but
actually the scheme has just about extin-
guished the crystal set in this country.
The reason is that the crystal set is inher-
ently unselective. The only known way
of increasing its selectivity is to decrease
the degree of coupling between aerial and
secondary coils and to reduce the number
of turns in the secondary across which the
crystal itself is connected. Unfortunately,
you cannot put back in the crystal set the
loss of signal strength which occurs by
doing these things. You can to some extent
in the valve set by using reaction, but the
reacting crystal set is an invention which
will never be made, for it falls into the
same category as perpetual motion or the
feat of lifting oneself into the air by means
of one's own bootlaces. You must, then,
either have an unselective crystal set,
which during the present period of great
all-round field strength will probably bring
in many stations at once, or increase the
selectivity, in which case you will cut down
signal strength so greatly that there will
probably be no station worth hearing.

PERSONALITIES IN THE WEEK'S PROGRAMME

Gettng ready for a new showl Doris and Elsie Waters, the two popular comediennes,
are here seen rehearsing for a broadcast " act '
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On Your Wavelength! (continued)

CAN'T WE BE ORIGINAL?
T is amazing how this year nearly all

set manufacturers have been smitten
With the same inspiration, if inspira-
tion it can be called. What I mean

is that if you think of buying an ABC set
they show you something shaped rather
like a large bracket clock with the loud-
speaker in the upper storey and the rest of
the apparatus, so to speak, on the ground
floor. And whether you ask for an EFG
or an OPQ or an XYZ, they go on showing
you things rather like bracket clocks with
the loud-speaker-well, I needn't tell you
where the loud -speaker is. We could,
I think, do very well with some more
original designs, and, personally, I should
rather welcome sets which did not carry
their loud -speakers in their insides. Of
course, it is all very neat and nice to tuck
it away like that, but there is a dreadful risk
of cabinet resonances if you cramp the
loud -speaker's style by boxing it in a small
case already pretty well filled with other
bits and pieces. I like to have the loud-
speaker outside the set, and I don't think
that I am alone in that opinion.

010-/P

ARE THEY GROWING TOO SMALL?
HERE seems to be a kind of com-
petition amongst manufacturers of
moving -coil loud -speakers to see
which can produce the smallest.

And, believe me, a miniature loud -speaker
is not the ideal thing for fine quality
reproduction. I look with a certain
amount of apprehension upon the flood
of midgets that is now with us and hope
that manufacturers will return shortly to
concentrating upon larger patterns. Some
of the good quality midgets are not at all
bad performers. I am thinking largely of
the very cheap ones, of which there are
not a few. The name "moving -coil" is
thought by many to be almost synonymous
for good reproduction; they believe that
any moving -coil loud -speaker must be
better than any balanced -armature instru-
ment.  Well, I would certainly much
rather have a good balanced -armature
speaker than an indifferent or poor one of
the moving -coil variety. And if you
don't want to spend very much on a loud-
speaker you can get a lot more for your
money in the balanced -armature line than
in the other.

41,-11

MATCHING COUNTS
HAT so many people don't realise is
jthat the best loud -speaker in the
world can sound perfectly filthy if
it doesn't match the impedance of

the output valve. If you happen to possess
such a thing as a multi -ratio output trans-
former or can borrow one from a friend,
you can very easily satisfy yourself on this
point by making an interesting series of
experiments with different ratios and
different output valves. The hardest of
all valves to match up satisfactorily is the
pentode, for this generally requires net
merely a suitable ratio between the primary
and secondary of the output transformer,

but also a tone -correcting circuit to get rid
of shrillness. Too often one hears a pen-
tode, ill -matched and without tone correc-
tion, making a good loud -speaker sound
more like a tom -cats' orchestra than any-
thing else. The correcting circuit is a very
simple one. It consists simply of a resis-
tance and a condenser in series connected
across the input terminals of the trans-
former. About 40,000 ohms, preferably
variable, and a .004 microfarad are the
values required. The effect of this device
is to mitigate the shrillness of the reproduc-
tion due to the pentode's over -emphasis of
high notes.

4631*

GOING STRONG
HE Daventry Empire station is
obtaining wonderfully good reports
from all over the Empire, consider-
ing that its transmissions are still

more or less in the experimental stage. In
one or two cases the wavelength used will,
I expect, have to be altered, for they don't
yet seem quite to have hit the ideal. On
the short waves it is surprising what a
terrific difference an alteration as small as
a metre or two can sometimes make. Some
wavelengths are much more atmosphericky
than others; some travel far better than
others at certain periods of the twenty-four
hours. As I predicted some time ago, the
wavelength -used for the Canadian trans-
missions seems to be on the short side.
I said, if you remember, that something
well over 5o metres would probably be

WWWWWW MMMMM ..... .......... 0171101.111111111110111.01111

FOR SHORT -WAVERS
A short-wave set should never be worked
without a series condenser in the aerial
lead. One of the ordinary compression -
type condensers is not really suitable for
this ioa and a small condenser of the

neutralising variety Is better. This photo-
graph shows how to connect a neutralising
type condenser in the aerial wire to a
short -waver. As you move the vanes of
this condenser further apart, so you will
find it easier to make the short -waver
oscillate, even when a long aerial is used.

lansorreftraftaimma......saaftaa
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needed for the best results, and I fancy that
the B.B.C. will- have to come round to
this view. It is more. than likely that dur7
ing the next two years the optimum night
wavelength between this country and
North. America will be much nearer too
than 5o metres.

41.5P

CURIOUS CHANGES
HERE are, I expect, a few old hands
amongst readers who remember the
twenty-four hours' test carried out,
a few years- ago by PCJJ, of _

Eindhoven, on 31.5 metres. It was one
of the biggest things ever done in experi-
mental broadcasting. The programme
began at eight o'clock one evening and
went on with no interval of more than a
few seconds' duration until eight o'clock
on the next. Relays of vocalists, orchestras,
entertainers, and announcers were engaged.
for the job. The purpose of the test was
to see how reception upon this wavelength
varied at different times in various parts
of the world. I cannot claim to have
remained glued to the short-wave set the
whole time. I switched on PCJJ at
intervals during the first night and again
during the following day, afternoon and
evening. The difference in signal strength
was quiteextraordinary from hour to hour.
At the start of the transmission he was
coming in pretty well. He then became
less and less loud, and suffered more and
more from fading. At bedtime on the
first night good reception was not possible.
At breakfast time the following morning
he was producing "local station" loud-
speaker volume front a two -valve set.

4540 -
HEARD HIM YET ?

EXPECT that by this time you have.
heard Athlone, the Irish giant
transmitter which replaces the old
Dublin apparatus. The original

Dublin station was rated at 1.2 kilowatts,
but Athlone is the third biggest station
in Europe with 8o kilowatts. Unfor-
tunately, the coming of these high -power
stations, both in these islands and on the
Continent, is not making reception any
easier. It is an actual fact that it is far
harder to receive, say, a dozen stations of
an evening completely free from all
interference nowadays than it was three.
or four years ago. We used to think that
as output power went up, increased
selectivity in the receiving set would do
the trick by enabling us to separate any
station from its neighbours. Now we find
that the most selective of sets cannot get
rid of a particularly horrid type of inter-
ference known as sideband splash. If you
try to tune in one of a pair of powerful
stations operating upon next-door wave-
lengths, the one that you don't want keeps
on splashing and spluttering through. Oh
for the old days when no station used more
than about to kilowatts and you really
could run round Europe with a selective
set I THERMION.
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ome Notes on
BANDPASS TUNING

W. fames makes some instructive comparisons
between old and new tuning systems

MANY sharp -tuning sets have a coupled
or band-pass filter included in the

aerial or valve circuits.
Some sets have two double -circuit filters,

and when they are properly made the
tuning is quite selective.

Now the need for good selectivity has

Fig. 1. An old plug-in coil circuit with
adjustable coupling

not suddenly appeared. It is true that
good tuning is an essential to -day, but if
you looked through the pages of old copies
of AMATEUR WIRELESS you would find
diagrams of selective circuits and articles
describing how to obtain sharp tuning.

There is, however, one difference that
would be instantly noted. Nowadays we
use a two -gang condenser for tuning a
two -circuit filter, and this may be ganged

CI C2

Fig. 2. Another old two -circuit tuning
arrangement having adjustable magnetic

coupling

with condensers tunitig other circuits,
whereas years ago separately -controlled
tuning condensers were used.

Then again, to -day the coils are usually
shielded by being included in metal cans;
years ago they were shielded in high-class

commercial sets but not very often in
amateur sets.

A circuit often used was that of Fig. x,
where the two coils Li and L2 were of the
plug-in type, fitted in, a two -coil holder;
one of the coils was movable and so its
coupling with the fixed coil could be varied
by the operator.

There were separate tuning condensers,
cr and C2. The coupling was not wholly
magnetic as, owing to the position of the
coils, the capacity coupling was far from
negligible. But sharp tuning could be
obtained, the sharpness increasing as the
distance between the coils was increased.
Not being screened, the coils themselves
might pick up the local station, but still,
by adjusting the coupling carefully a local
station could easily be cut out.

Selectivity with Plug-in Coils
With a set of plug-in coils various

wavelength bands could be covered, and
if you happen to have some old coils in
good condition (not damp) it would be
interesting to try them. I recently tried
another old arrangement shown in Fig. 2,
and the results were good, as expected.

In this circuit separate tuning condensers
cI and c2 are used, and two coils LI and L2.
Coil L2 has in series with it a coil of a few
turns, L3, which is coupled to coil L r. The
turns of wire of coil L3 are wound on a
small tube fitted at the end of coil LI, and
can be moved in order to vary the coupling.

A tuner of this sort can be very selective
indeed. But to -day convenience is con-
sidered rather important, and dual -range
coils are used. They are generally of small
bulky shielded and combined with a switch,
but I would not have it thought that so
far as aerial tuning goes the present-day
circuits are more selective than those used
ten years ago or even during the war.

Band-pass Filters
The need for easily -operated and compact

tuners has, however, resulted in effective
filters of the band-pass type. A fixed
coupling is always used; that is, the
coupling element is a fixed condenser or
coil and sometimes a combination of both.

Now a fixed coupling cannot be the best
coupling for a pair of circuits at all
frequencies within the band covered. The
result is that the couplings are designed to
give the best average results, and could be
improved were it possible to adjust them.
It follows that filter circuits having fixed
couplings have definite characteristics
which must be taken into account when
considering a receiver as a whole.

Probably the simplest and most widely
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used coupling is the capacity type in which
a condenser is used, as in Fig. 3. Here
the two coils are marked LI and L2; these
are usually shielded. The tuning con-
densers cc and c2 are nearly always
ganged, and so the whole filter circuit is
tuned by adjusting one knob and, when

Fig. 3. A simple condenser -coupled filter
circuit

the switches of the pair of coils are ganged,
the arrangement is very simple.

Condenser c3 is the coupling component.
It is joined between both coils and earth,
and therefore the circuit of both coils is
completed through the condenser. Any
voltage variations occurring across the
condenser c3 are therefore applied to both
tuned circuits. The resistance R plays no
part in the coupling of the circuits, but is

Fig. 4. An inductively -coupled filter circuit

a necessary accessory in order that the
grid circuit of the valve joined to the filter
shall ha,C,e a complete direct -current path.

Now the condenser c3 has an impedance
which varies with frequency. A non -
inductive type is recommended, but it is

(Continued at foot of next page)
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DESIGNERS OF FAMOUS " A.W." SETS
(1) J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.,

R. J. H. REYNER, our popular Technical
Editor (usually known as jimmy)

started his electrical career at the age of six.,
hen he puzzled out the manner in which a

common flash -lamp worked. Mere theory,
however, would not do, so he trotted into the
dining -room where the table was laid for lunch,
collected all the spoons and forks in sight and
constructed an electric circuit with the lamp at
one end and the battery at the other. The
lamp lit 1

He was able to follow his bent in earnest in
1917 when he won a scholarship at the City
and Guilds Engineering College. He passed
through the course with flying colours, obtain-
ing his A.C.G.I. and B.Sc. (Hons.), the Henrici
Medal for Mathematics, and a John Samuel
Scholarship which enabled him to spend a
further year on research work. He was
fortunate here in coming under the influence
of Professor Howe, to whom he always pays
high tribute for the excellent grounding he
obtained.

P.O. Training
After leaving college, Mr. Reyner joined the

Post Office Engineering Dept. The Radio
Section in those days was small but active,
and the experience gained was invaluable.
He was concerned with the design of receiving
equipment to meet the widely differing condi-

" SOME NOTES ON BAND-PASS
TUNING "

(Continued from preceding page)
correct to refer to impedance, as even the
best of condensers have a little resistance
and inductance. At high frequencies the
impedance is less than at the lower
frequencies, and the result is that the
coupling is weakest at the high -frequency
end of the tuning range. Hence, the
selectivity of the arrangement varies with
the tuning.

Naturally, the selectivity of the coils
alone when tuned varies with frequency,
but owing to the fact that the coupling is
fixed with this type of circuit, it is often
very noticeable that the selectivity is
greater at the low -wavelength end of the
tuning range. At the same time the
efficiency of the arrangement falls off at
the low -wavelength end of the tuning.

Double -humping
These characteristics are roughly opposite

to those of a normal tuning circuit, and so
this type of filter usually performs satis-
factorily when followed by other stages
having plain tuning circuits.

A point worth notine, is that if the
capacity of the coupling condenser is
reduced to broaden the tuning and to
increase the efficiency , of the low -wave-
length end of the tuning range, the chances
are that bad double -humped tuning will
be obtained at the long -wavelength end.'
The size of the condenser is chosen to avoid
this effect, and the actual capacity needed
for the best all-round results depends upon
the characteristics of the coils as well as
the range of frequencies to be covered.

An inductively -coupled filter has
different characteristics. A circuit is shown
by Fig. 4, coils Li and L2 being shielded
as a rule, and tuning condensers cr and cz
ganged. The coupling is effected by the
small coils L3 and L4.

tions encountered at the various stations. I he
direction -finding service of the Post Office was
just being developed and he spent some time
on the equipment and calibration of the earlier
stations at Niton and Cullercoats.

In 1925, being by this time an Associate
Member of the Institution 61 Electrical Engin-
eers and a Member of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, he joined the staff of the Radio Press.
Laboratories -and directed his energies to the
design of broadcast equipment for the benefit
of the home -constructor. During- this period
be produced a number of outstanding designs
and indeed can be said to .have put receiver
design on a scientific and calculable basis by
the introduction of the now universal screened
coils. As a result of this it became practicable
to tune, a number of circuits together and in
1926 he evolved the famous Solodyne receiver,
the first gang -controlled' set for the home -
constructor.

In 1927 Mr. Reyner decided to carry out
receiver research for the Radio Industry in
general and founded the Furzehill Laboratories,
now the finest independent radio laboratories
in the country. At the same time, he retained
an active contact with the home -constructor by
joining the staff of AMATEUR WIRELESS and
Wireless Magazine as Technical Editor, and
during the past six years it has been his ambi-
tion to ensure, in co-operation with the rest of

This type of circuit is relatively more
selective at the long -wavelength end of the
tuning range than at the short-wave end.
It is not as widely used as the capacity -
coupled arrangement, but its characteristics
should be considered with those of the rest
of the receiver.

A switch can be used, and be ganged
with the wave -change switches of the
tuning coils, to alter the coupling when
going from one wavelength band to another.
This is usually done, as a matter of fact,

Fig. 5. A mixed filter circuit combining
capacitative and inductive coupling

but in the condenser -coupled arrangement
a single condenser is generally used for the
two wavebands.

The size of the coupling coils and their
positions with regard to the main tuning
coils must be fixed in order to provide
the best average results over the whole
wave -range. If care is not taken, the
coupling will be too tight at one end of
the tuning range, giving double -hump
tuning; if too loose it will result in loss of
signal strength.
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J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.C.G.I., D.I.C.,
A.M.I.E.E., M.Inst.R.E. The well-known
designer of many famous "A.W." receivers

the staff, a standard of ttchnical achievement
second to none: There can be little doubt but
that he has succeeded.

As might be expected, a combination of
capacitative and inductive coupling has

- advantages, and the wired filter, as shown
by Fig. 5, is sometimes used. It is
necessary that the coupling coils L3 and 1.4.
be correctly connected or the wrong results
will be obtained. The coupling condenser
is c3 as before, and R is the resistance of
1,000 ohms through which grid bias is
applied to the first valve.

The selectivity of this arrangement is
relatively much more nearly constant
than that of the capacitative or inductive
filters, and it is possible to get a good
tuning curve over a large part of the
tuning range.

In practice the effective resistance of the
circuits may vary owing to the action of
the valve connected to the output of the
filter. If care is not taken the first stage
may practically oscillate, and this is bound
to make the selectivity different from when
the stage is a long way off the oscillating
point. But still, the results in practice
are on the whole satisfactory, and filter
circuits are nowadays much used.

The first of a new series of talks, entitled
" Wales from Without," Will be given by
Mr. Gareth Jones fromthe Western Region
on January i8, when he will look at Wales
from Moscow.

The Annual Inter -University Debate
will be held this year at the Powis Hall,
University College of North Wales, Bangor,
on January 18, and a relay will be taken by
the Western Region.

The third talk in the series entitled :
" Western Week -end " will be given by
Mr. George Childs for the Western Region
on January 21.

The second of the " Scrapbooks," com-
piled by Leslie Baily, is to be opened on.
January 7. North Regional listeners will
hear this programme.
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IT
was assuredly one of the greatest thrills

in the history of broadcasting that the
voice of the King should have been heard
beyond the seas, and from, one end to the
other of the British Empire. A simple,
kindly message of greeting and goodwill,
the King's words came as a fine climax to
an hour of wonderment-for a girdle had
been cast about the earth. Millions of
people must have heard the exchange of
greetings in that hour. The Atlantic was
spanned as though it were a mere duck -
pond; Burma, Malaya, North Borneo,
were reached with ease; the Islands of the
Pacific; the Antipodes (though late in their
night) even visitors to Bethlehem heard
Christmas greetings from England. What
an age we live in

The Christmas broadcasting, from the
entertainment point of view, was poor
stuff this year on the whole. Looking at
the programmes from the popular stand-
point I feel that the loss of a good vaude-
ville on Boxing Night was a severe loss.
Last year (and the year before) " all-star "
vaudevilles were broadcast. There is no
doubt whatever that a good vaudeville,
with the best people "doing their stuff,"
offers one of the best possible forms of
entertainment for a night on which
perhaps more people are inclined to listen
than on any other in the year. Variety,
surely, must be the watchword on such a
night ?

Instead, the B.B.C. gave us a pantomime.
It seemed to me-perhaps I had better
confess I started out with misgivings-that
the choice was not wise. Ernest Long-
staffe's productions have never appeale
to me, simply because they do not appear
to me to be really funny. I was not a
bit surprised when lines such as " between
you and me and the workhouse, I mean the
gatepost " came over. Of course, Leonard
Henry was funny. If, on the other hand,
some of " Uncle Leonard's " best lines
were Ernest Longstaffe's and not his own,
I apologise at once.

At all events, there were some good lines.
I liked that of the giant (well played and
sung by Foster Richardson) where he
addressed the hen that laid the golden
eggs. After collecting three he told her
to sit there and think out the next egg.

Yes; there were moments of amusement
in this show. On the other hand, I am
sure it is a just criticism to suggest that
the majority of it was babyish and more
suitable for the Children's Hour than
for evening broadcasting. It was down
again for the Tuesday evening-instead
of a vaudeville or some such entertainment.

XMAS BROADCASTING

Joseph Muscant,
the director of
the Commodore

Orchestr.s

Owing to the production of Mozart my
listening week has been interrupted, but
I have managed to find some items of
interest here and there. I cannot say that
the St. Hilary Nativity Play was one of
them, all the same. There must be some-
thing wrong with me over these plays.
Everyone tells me how marvellous they are.

I noted with satisfaction that the
Foundations of Music for the week pre-
ceding Christmas were devoted to Mozart's
Quintets. Had " Papa " Haydn heard
them, he would have agreed that they were
amongst the foundations of music; he was
a great admirer of all Mozart's chamber
music. I could not help thinking that
neither Mozart nor Haydn ever heard them
played so beautifully as they were this
week (Catterall Quartet and Anne Wolfe).

PROGRAMME POINTERS
More than once recently I have been asked
how I manage to keep up this weekly criti-
cism " because the programmes are so
appalling." That, of course, is a common
type of comment and one that hardly
merits discussion. I have tried to discover
the cause of the discontent-a difficult task.
The only conclusion I have arrived at (thus
far) is that what I have so often referred to
as routine -work" is responsible for some
of the dissatisfaction. People's quartets,
quintets, sextets, and the like. The in-
definite side of broadcasting. It is, indeed,
difficult to see how the long hours can be
filled unless these admirable and hard-
working musicians are employed, but there
may be something in the fact that small
orchestras, with their café type of music, are
too much in evidence. It is impossible to
please everybody (or even " half -every-
body "), but it seems to me that certain
weekly programmes have contained few-
very few-outstanding broadcasts. As
broadcasting goes on I am afraid there will be
a greater strain still upon the Productions
Department. The call will be increasingly
for more outstanding productions and less
routine -work. Foreign broadcasting is very
different in type. Either broadcasting does
not enter the life of the nations abroad as it
does here, or people over there do not mind
cafe music for five hours at a time. In
England there is increasing interest in
broadcasting, and with it a cry for more

productions."

I listened for some time to the organ in
St. Mark's, North Audley Street. shall
be very glad when the organ at Broad-
casting House is finished. These church
organs do not reproduce as they should.
That in St. Mark's is a failure in my opinion.
The player, Master Ivor Keys-what an
excellent name for an organist !-chose
rather a severe programme. He is, I
understand; thirteen. Perhaps when he
is, say, three thirteens, he will have learned
to make up more attractive programmes.

There was some amazingly good singing
in the relay of the first act of Weber's
Der Freischutz from the Municipal Opera
House, Berlin. I was particularly struck
with Hans Fidesser's voice. He played
Max.

One of the best operatic voices I have
heard recently was that of Eileen Hannevig
who sang Isolda's " Liebestod " (Tristan)
in a manner in which I have not heard it
sung before. I was very much impressed.
The item preceding this interested me also.
It was an overture called " Kentish Downs,"
by Susan Spain -Dunk.

These B.B.C. concerts of contemporary
music-the title sounds quite charming-
are a snare and a delusion. They have
thus far proved to be very much on the
hyper -modern side. All the same, I must
say I enjoyed the singing of the six Polish
Folk -songs (Szymanovsky) by the Wireless
Chorus. My heart failed me over those
piano pieces of Schonberg. Schonberg
makes me hate the piano I have loved since
I can remember; he makes me loathe music
for hours after I have heard him. Miss
Kraus is, I am sure, a charming pianist,
but I must ask her forgiveness if I say that
even she could not win me to those
dreadful piano pieces.

It was a good idea to give a relay of
The Yeomen of the Guard on Christmas Eve.
You must have a Gilbert and Sullivan
mind to enjoy any of those operas, but as
there are thousands of listeners who have
the required mind, I imagine the broadcast
will bring in a heavy and appreciative post
to Broadcasting House.

I rather enjoyed listening to Monsieur
Nikita Balieff as compere to his show called
La Chauve-Souris. I liked what he called
"Gipsy Sonks " very much. M. Balieff
reminded me of a Russian lawyer whom I
once knew, in that he had plenty of humour
and did not mind risking some of it in a
language with which he was only partly
familiar. WHITAKER-WILSON.
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ERE'S a new set which simply
bristles with novelties.

This is its specification. It is
a two -valve set, working from alternating -
current mains. It is amazingly compact,
as you can see from the photographs.

It is entirely self-contained, and although
the whole set fits into a cabinet of the
usual speaker cabinet size, it comprises
receiver, mains unit and moving -coil
speaker.

The set needs 'no batteries at all, all the
power for high-tension, low-tension and
grid bias being derived from the mains.
There is pentode output so that, in
conjunction with the moving -coil speaker,
excellent quality is assured.

A very novel feature of the set is its
pre-set tuning. There is a switch on
the panel which is clicked one way for
one local station, and over the other
way for the alternative programme.
There is no knob -twiddling to be done I
Two small solid -dielectric condensers are
pre-set tuned when the set is first built, and
it can then be worked by the least techni-
cal member of the family.

There is an on -off switch on the panel,
and also a reaction control which acts as
a control of volume on local stations.

It is also possible to have normal condenser
tuning fitted in this set, and next week a
straightforward tuning system will be des-
cribed so that the set can be used if necessary
for more than just the local stations.

Owing to the type of tuning coil used,
the set is very selective no matter whether
it is used with the pre-set or normal tuning.
There is an effective detector stage, and
the fact that the set is mains -operated
means that plenty of "punch" is given
by each valve stage.

HOW IT IS BUILT
The photographs show you how straight-

forward the set is. The receiver unit is
on the baseboard, the mains unit above,
and the moving -coil is on the front panel.
The cabinet fits over the whole set.

16

Alternative
Programmes
by the Flick
of a Switch!

ME HOME SIAM(
A NO -TROUBLE RECEIVER -NO

Each of these three sections can be seen
from the photographs, and from the wiring
plan reproduced on page 20. Make a note of
the fact that there is a full-size blueprint
giving details of the receiver, mains unit and
speaker mounting. This can be obtained
(price is., post free) from the Blueprint
Department, AMATEUR WIRELESS, 58-61
Fetter Lane, E.C.4. You will be well
advised to work from the full-size print,
as it will help you with the small amount
of woodwork which has to be done, and
with the component mounting and wiring.

PARTS YOU WILL NEED
This set is built with good parts, and

although the cost is low, the specification
has not been cut down to a price. The
table on the next page shows you the parts
that have been used in building the
original receiver, and the alternatives are
components which it is possible to use if
the first -mentioned parts are not available.
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Here is an entirely novel two -

valve receiver, designed by
John B. Crofts, which is entirely
self-contained, has pentode
output and a moving - coil
speaker, and which is fitted
with a pre-set tuning device
enabling a choice of stations
to be obtained at the flick of

a switch

N A0C011WO
TUNING, NO BATTERY CHARGING

As the set is compact, you should take
care when choosing alternatives to see that
the parts will fit in. The baseboard and
mains unit board are not too cramped, but
in view of the compact design there is
naturally no space wasted. Some care in
choosing your parts is needed, therefore.
STARTING THE CONSTRUCTION
Various constructional stages are shown

by the photographs.
The five photographs below show some

of these stages, and much of the other
constructional work is explained by the
blueprint, in which the various sections of
the receiver are shown separate.

The photographs on this page give a
good idea of the " Home -Station A.C.
Two " in its various con-
structional stages.

On the left, the cabinet
front is seen fixed to the
baseboard, and some of the

baseboard parts are mounted. For this
job, as will be explained later, the blue-
print is invaluable as a mounting template.

Before the front was attached to the
base, the switches and condenser were
mounted on it.

As you can see from this photograph,
the dual condensers are already fixed to
their supporting bracket on the right of
the set, looking from the back.

SIMPLE ASSEMBLY
In the next photograph you see that the

baseboard mounting is complete, the
speaker has been fixed to the set front,
and the few components have been screwed
down to the sub -baseboard which forms
the mains unit.

At this stage no wiring is done.
If you are in doubt about the

baseboard layout, the centre photo-
graph on this page will help.
Here the main components are

screwed down, and everything is ready for
the wiring. As you can see, stand-up type
condensers and similar parts are used, with
the terminals at the top where possible.
This makes the wiring very easy.

In the next photograph there is another
view of the three main sections-base-
board, set front and mains unit board.
Here the set front has been removed
temporarily after the component mounting
so that some of the wiring can be more
easily carried out. This is a tip you may
find helpful. By the way, note the U -shape
piece cut out of the mains unit board so
that it will not foul the speaker when it
is screwed to the front.

The mains transformer wiring has been
started, as you can see from this view.
This may look complicated, but actually
it is very simple if you only follow the
blueprint, on which all the terminal
indications are given.
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The extreme right-hand photograph
shows the designer examining a complete
"Home -Station A.C. Two," all ready to
be put into its cabinet after a first test.

You have no need to worry when building
this receiver, for in spite of its compactness
and neat layout, it. is really very simple.
There is no metal in its construction, for
all the necessary shielding is provided by
the components themselves. The wood-
work, which is very easy, is the only job
which may take a little time. But as
plywood is used, and as all the dimensions
are given on the blueprint, there is no
difficulty about this part of the con-
structional work.

In fact, when the baseboard, set front
and mains unit board have been cut, the
set is half built I

THE WOODWORK
You will see that the woodwork is the

first job to tackle. The baseboards for the
set and mains unit must be cut, together
with the wooden front of the set in which
there is a large hole for the speaker. This
wooden front fixes to the set baseboard by
means of brackets to strengthen it, while the
mains unit is supported above on wooden
feet, allowing just sufficient clearance in
which to fit and remove the set's valves.

The various dimensions for the woodwork
can be gauged from the blueprint, which
you will be well advised to follow as closely
as possible.

There is a little drilling to be done on
the set front for the reaction condenser
and the two switches.

An inset drawing on the blueprint gives
the details and dimensions of the special
cabinet which encloses the whole set. This
can be bought ready-made or it can be
made out of plywood and one or two other
pieces of wood.

All other woodwork dimensions are given
on the blueprint and wiring diagram, and
it cannot be too strongly emphasised that
you should use good quality plywood of
the thickness specified in each case.

It is a great
mistake to use
too thin wood for
the set front or
baseboards, or to
use wood which
is warped.

As a complete receiver the "Home -station A.C. Two" may appear complicated, but when it is remembered that mains apparatus and speaker are included, it will be appreciated that the construction is quite straightforward as these sectionalised photographs show
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that have been used in building the
original receiver, and the alternatives are
components which it is possible to use if
the first -mentioned parts are not available.
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Here is an entirely novel two -

valve receiver, designed by
John B. Crofts, which is entirely
self-contained, has pentode
output and a moving - coil
speaker, and which is fitted
with a pre-set tuning device
enabling a choice of stations
to be obtained at the flick of

a switch

N A0C011WO
TUNING, NO BATTERY CHARGING

As the set is compact, you should take
care when choosing alternatives to see that
the parts will fit in. The baseboard and
mains unit board are not too cramped, but
in view of the compact design there is
naturally no space wasted. Some care in
choosing your parts is needed, therefore.
STARTING THE CONSTRUCTION
Various constructional stages are shown

by the photographs.
The five photographs below show some

of these stages, and much of the other
constructional work is explained by the
blueprint, in which the various sections of
the receiver are shown separate.

The photographs on this page give a
good idea of the " Home -Station A.C.
Two " in its various con-
structional stages.

On the left, the cabinet
front is seen fixed to the
baseboard, and some of the

baseboard parts are mounted. For this
job, as will be explained later, the blue-
print is invaluable as a mounting template.

Before the front was attached to the
base, the switches and condenser were
mounted on it.

As you can see from this photograph,
the dual condensers are already fixed to
their supporting bracket on the right of
the set, looking from the back.

SIMPLE ASSEMBLY
In the next photograph you see that the

baseboard mounting is complete, the
speaker has been fixed to the set front,
and the few components have been screwed
down to the sub -baseboard which forms
the mains unit.

At this stage no wiring is done.
If you are in doubt about the

baseboard layout, the centre photo-
graph on this page will help.
Here the main components are

screwed down, and everything is ready for
the wiring. As you can see, stand-up type
condensers and similar parts are used, with
the terminals at the top where possible.
This makes the wiring very easy.

In the next photograph there is another
view of the three main sections-base-
board, set front and mains unit board.
Here the set front has been removed
temporarily after the component mounting
so that some of the wiring can be more
easily carried out. This is a tip you may
find helpful. By the way, note the U -shape
piece cut out of the mains unit board so
that it will not foul the speaker when it
is screwed to the front.

The mains transformer wiring has been
started, as you can see from this view.
This may look complicated, but actually
it is very simple if you only follow the
blueprint, on which all the terminal
indications are given.

mateur Wirz)

The extreme right-hand photograph
shows the designer examining a complete
"Home -Station A.C. Two," all ready to
be put into its cabinet after a first test.

You have no need to worry when building
this receiver, for in spite of its compactness
and neat layout, it. is really very simple.
There is no metal in its construction, for
all the necessary shielding is provided by
the components themselves. The wood-
work, which is very easy, is the only job
which may take a little time. But as
plywood is used, and as all the dimensions
are given on the blueprint, there is no
difficulty about this part of the con-
structional work.

In fact, when the baseboard, set front
and mains unit board have been cut, the
set is half built I

THE WOODWORK
You will see that the woodwork is the

first job to tackle. The baseboards for the
set and mains unit must be cut, together
with the wooden front of the set in which
there is a large hole for the speaker. This
wooden front fixes to the set baseboard by
means of brackets to strengthen it, while the
mains unit is supported above on wooden
feet, allowing just sufficient clearance in
which to fit and remove the set's valves.

The various dimensions for the woodwork
can be gauged from the blueprint, which
you will be well advised to follow as closely
as possible.

There is a little drilling to be done on
the set front for the reaction condenser
and the two switches.

An inset drawing on the blueprint gives
the details and dimensions of the special
cabinet which encloses the whole set. This
can be bought ready-made or it can be
made out of plywood and one or two other
pieces of wood.

All other woodwork dimensions are given
on the blueprint and wiring diagram, and
it cannot be too strongly emphasised that
you should use good quality plywood of
the thickness specified in each case.

It is a great
mistake to use
too thin wood for
the set front or
baseboards, or to
use wood which
is warped.

As a complete receiver the "Home -station A.C. Two" may appear complicated, but when it is remembered that mains apparatus and speaker are included, it will be appreciated that the construction is quite straightforward as these sectionalised photographs show
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A RECEIVER THAT WILL cm YOU ALTERNATIVE PROGRAMMES BY THE FLICK OF A SWITCH (,°;z:leidniV-L'a°,7)

MOUNTING THE PARTS
As you can see from the photograph,

there is a reaction condenser and a couple
of switches to mount on the front of the
set. When you have fixed the set front
at right angles to the baseboard, using the
panel bracket to act as an additional

2

4

6

0005 0005

0
2.1A

A 6

0002
MF d

Mf

as shown to clear the. speaker. As a valve
rectifier type of mains unit is used in this
set the construction is .very easy. The
major components consist only of a power
transformer, the valve holder and smooth-
ing condenser. ,

Plywood legs should be cut to shape as

20.00Orz 20.000.n.
14/20H 50M./.3

4MFd
awe
NMI

4Mfd
Minone

4v )A,

I I M fa

 1 M fd 2505

0

250s
60 NIA

4v 2or
.3A

 0 001 Mfd

This is the circuit of the set and main;
unit section. Note the switching for
the two tuning condensers, the decoup-
ling and the valve rectifier arrangements

support, mount this condenser and the
two switcheS and then you can carry on
with the mounting of the twin tuning
condensers on the little bracket at the side.

A

le
M At NS ON OFF"

SwISWITCH

3

A.c.mAiNs.m

FUSES

shown, so that when the parts have been
mounted on the mains unit baseboard,
this can be fixed into position above the
receiver section.

order, you will have no difficulty in getting
all leads into position.

- Each wire on - the blueprint should be
ticked off as its actual counterpart is put
into position in the set.

This is rather essential with this par-
ticular receiver, as we. cannot do all the
wiring at once. The receiver section must
be wired first and then the mains unit.
The speaker must be wired up, and finally
the mains - unit must be mounted above
the set and wired to it.

The blueprint shows you that some ,of
the wires .are of the rigid variety, while
there are also flexes in part of the circuit.

The idea of this is that the rigid wire
system is used to connect up the main
components on both the mains unit and
receiver, while flexes are used between
these two sections of the set, so that it is
an easy matter to assemble and alter, and
there is no difficulty about taking the mains
unit out of the set if any adjustment to
either section is later needed.

A stout flex lead should be attached to
the fuse block on the top of the mains unit
baseboard, as this must connect with the
nearest lighting or power plug.

Complete the rigid wiring as far as
possible, but do not twist the flex leads
together until you have done as much as
possible of the wiring. Do not get these
flex leads muddled. You can stick paper
tags on the leads temporarily, while
completing the wiring, if you want to
avoid any possibility of connecting up the
flex leads incorrectly.

THE COMPLETE SET OF PARTS YOU WILL NEED TO BUILD THE "HOME -STATION A.C. TWO"
COILS

1-Colvern, type TD, screened aerial, with reaction.

CHOKES, HIGH -FREQUENCY
1-Peto-Scott (or Lissen, Telsen, Wearite, Varley,

Igranic, Ready Radio, Goltone).

CHOKES, LOW -FREQUENCY
1-Varley "Islichoke II" (or Lewcos, Wearite,

Bulgin, R.I.).

CONDENSERS, FIXED
2-T.C.C. .0002-mfd., type 34 (or Dubilier, Lissen,

Telsen, Graham Farish, Fornao, Goltone,
Sovereign).

1-T.C.C. .01-mfd. type 34 (or Dubilier, Lissen,
Telsen, Graham Parish, Formo, Ormond
Sovereign).

1-Dubilier .01-mfd., type 670 (or T.C.C., Forma,
Ormond, Graham Farish).

1-Dubilier .2-mfd. centre -tapped, type BE256,
1,000 -volt A.C. test (or T.C.C.).

1-Telsen 1-mfd. (500 -volt D.C. test) (or Lissen
Dubilier, T.C.C., Ferranti)

2-Telsen 2-mfd. (500 -volt D.C. test) (or Lissen,
Dubilier T.C.C., Ferranti).

2-Dubilier 2-mfd., type LSB (800 -volt D.C. test)
(or T.C.C., Ferranti, Telsen).

1-Dubilier 4-mfd., type LSB (800 -volt D.C. test)
(or T.C.C.Ferranti).

CONDENSERS, VARIABLE
2-Lissen .0005-rofd. solid dielectric (or TOsm,Polar,

Ormond, Lotus, Graham Farish)
1-Graham Farish .0001-mfd. reaction (or Telsen,

- Polar, Lotus, Orasoad).
FUSE

1-Belling Lee baseboard -mounting twin type (or
Bulgin).

HOLDERS, VALVE
2-Telsen five -pin, and one four -pin (br Lissen,

Lotus, W.B., Igranic, Benjamin, Bulgin; Ready
Radio)-.

RESISTANCES, FIXED
1-Erie 350 -ohm (or Dubilier, Goltone).
1-Erie 15,000 -ohm (or Dubilier, Goltone).
2-Erie 20,000 -ohm (or Dubilier, Goltone).
1-Erie 2-megohna (or Dubilier, Goltone).

SWITCHES
1-Bulgin single -pole change -over type S81.

1-Bulgin single -pole on -off type .S30 (or Claude
Lyons, Igranic, Ormond, Utility).

SUNDRIES
1-Two-pin mains plug.
Glazite connecting wire.
2-Telsen terminal blocks.
4 yards thin Lewcoflex.
Single Bulgin panel bracket.
Length of mains flex.

TRANSFORMER, LOW -FREQUENCY
1-Lissen "Hypernik" (or Lewzos, Lotus, Telsen,

Slektun, R.I., Igranic, Ferranti).
TRANSFORMER, MAINS

1-Igranic with  250 -0 -250 -volt fl)-1Thia 4-vo:t 1 -amp.
and 4 -volt '2- or 3 -amp. secondary winding (or
Wearite, Varley, Heayberd).

ACCESSORIES
CABINET

1-(Direct Radio), complete with panel, baseboards
and supports.

LOUD -SPEAKER
1-Rola, type F5PMP, permanent -magnet with

pentode matching transformer.

Nov the rest of the baseboard com-
ponents, valve holders, transformer, tuning
coil, condensers and so on, can be screwed
down.

Don't guess at the positions, for there is
no space wasted in the design.

The speaker can now be mounted. It
should be screwed to the front with the
transformer uppermost, so that the ter-
minals of the tapped transformer are
accessible, and so that the transformer
itself will not foul'the mains unit.

The next job is to mount the mains unit
components on the' second. baseboard, a
part having been cut away in this board

At this stage you will have all the
components mounted on the receiver and
mains unit baseboard, and the speaker is
fixed in position.

THE WIRING
Wiring is the next job to be tackled.
In this case it is easy but demands care.

One wrong connection will be sufficient to
prevent the set working properly, and may
cause trouble in the way of short circuits.
However, if you pay due regard to the
blueprint, there is no reason why you
should make even one wrong connection.

All the leads .on the blueprint are
numbered. If you follow this numerical

Now when the wiring is finished, the set
can be given a brief try -out before putting
in the cabinet and pre-setting the tuning.

In next week's issue some helpful hints
will be given in connection with the first
tests and operation of this novel set, and
details will also be given of the way in
which a different type of tuning system
can be fitted so that the receiver can be
used without the two-way switch pre-set
device.

Don't forget that you can see the "Home
Station A.C. Two" in the Somerset Street
windows of Messrs. Selfridge & Co., Ltd.,
London, W.

NEXT WEEK: THE "HOME -STATION A.C. TWO" WITH NORMAL TUNING
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UP to the present very little has been said
with regard to the mysterious workings

of the delegates at the Madrid Convention, and
the results ofits decisions will only make them-
selves felt after the next meeting of the U.I.R.,
which is to take place in June next. Whatever
direct 'gain has been made by broadcasting
appears to be limited to a few wavelengths
which can be added to the band and which,
although rated as an extra allowance, at first
sight do not appear to afford sufficient channels
for the new transmitters which are either in
course of construction or contemplated. On
the other hand, a tangible fact is found in the
latitude allowed to European countries in
respect of power.

On wavelengths up to x,000 metres per-
mission is granted to use as much as 200 kilo-
watts and for stations working on wavelengths
above x,000 metres, 15o kilowatts. Certain
exceptions have been made in regard to the
higher power allowed to such stations as
Prague, Vienna, Budapest, Toulouse, Rennes,

20

OUR LISTENING POST
By JAY COOTE

and Leipzig, which are in the medium broad-
casting band.

The fact that European countries may now
transmit with more energy will most certainly
influence decisions in regard to new transmit-
ters which they propose to erect and also those
which are to replace existing stations. As to
the immediate result of Madrid, I learn that
during 1933, both Brussels No. I and No. 2
will be increased to 75 kilowatts I The reason
given, in particular with regard to the former
transmitter, is that it has to compete in power
with Vienna and Florence, which are operating
on neighbouring wavelengths

The coming year will also see bigger stations
to replace those at Belgrade, Zagreb, Hamburg,

JANUARY 7, 1933

Berlin, Lille, Budapest, and Bucharest, as well
as newcomers at Sofia, Lisbon, and elsewhere;
so it seems that to fit these into even a new
waveplan will prove a pretty hefty problem.

If you have listened recently to the broad-
casts from Leningrad and Moscow, you must
have noticed how in the course of a few weeks
their character has changed, inasmuch as
there are fewer talks and much more music in
the programmes. In particular, Leningrad
gives us now on most weekdays, excellent
orchestral concerts with remarkably good
singers as soloists. On 835 metres the trans-
missions are also less subject to morse interfer-
ence than on the old wavelength. Moscow
(T.U.) is equally well worth a visit from time
to time. Personally, when I wish to listen to
its broadcasts, invariably I tune in on 5o
metres, as through this channel they can be
better received. You will find it quite clear of
the Daventry Empire transmission, although
at times-and that for a short period only-
you may get a background from the Vatican.

"THE HOME -STATION A.C. TWO"-CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS ARE GIVEN ON PAGES 16-18
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SKYSCRAPEWCIIART
IS THE CLEAR PATH TO
SUCCESSFUL HOME CONSTRUCTION

MD BETTER RADIO FOR ALL

Ol
fog -

ONLY 86 DOWN
THE ONLY KIT YOU CAN BUILD
YOURSELF EMPLOYING METALLISED
S.G., HIGH MU DETECTOR AND
ECONOMY POWER PENTODE VALVES
This new Lissen "SKYSCRAPER" Kit Set is the only
one on the market that you can build yourself employ-
ing a Metallised Screened Grid Valve, High Mu Detec-
tor and Economy Power Pentode. Around these
three valves Lissen have designed a home constructor's
kit the equal of which there has never been before.
Why be satisfied with whispering foreign stations
when you can BUILD WITH YOUR OWN HANDS
this Lissen "SKYSCRAPER" that will bring in loudiy
and clearly distant stations in a profusion that will add
largely to your enjoyment of radio ?

GREAT CONSTRUCTIONAL

CHARTRIEE
You can get the Lissen "Skyscraper" Chart
FREE from any radio dialer, or by posting
the COUPON below direct to factory.

To -day you can buy
the LISSEN " SKY
SCRAPER " KIT on
Gradual Payment
Terms. "Skyscraper "
Chassis Kit, complete
with Valves. CASH
PR/CE 89/6. Or 8/6
down and twelve
monthly payments of
7/6.
"Skyscraper" Kit
complete with Wal-
nut Cabinet and ir-
built Loudspeaker,
as illustrated. £6 5s.
Cash. Or 11/6 down
and twelve monthly
p: yments of 10/6.

Lissen have published a 1/- Con-
structional Chart, giving the most
detailed instructions ever printed
for the building of a wireless set.
You can't go wrong-every part,
every wire, every terminal is
identified by photographs. Every-
body, without any technical know-

ledge or skill, can
safely and with
COMPLETE CER-
TAINTY OF
SUCCESS under-
take to build this
most modern of
radio receivers
from the instruc-
tions given and
the parts Lissen
have supplied.

COMPLETE IN CABINET £6 5s Or II 6 down and
twelve monthly

WITH LOUESPEAKER payments of 10,6

Mention of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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Selectivity and the Aerial Tapping
CIR,-A recent edition, of AMATEUR

WIRELESS contained an important
contribution, by Mr. J. H. Reyner on the
question of selectivity as affected by the
aerial tapping, the conclusion being reached
as a result of certain experiments, that
"where no reaction is applied to the aerial
circuit, as is usually the case in a high -
frequency stage, tapping down the coil
does not make any great improvement in
the selectivity."

I submit, however, that this conclusion,
although based upon actually measured
quantities, is not a sound one upon which
to base receiver design-a view obviously
held by radio designers, in view of the
universal adoption, in commercial receivers,
of the practice referred to.

The reasons upon which this submission
is based are as follows :-
I. Removal of parallel aerial capacity.

This permits of the use of a larger tuning
inductance, with a correspondingly in-
creased L/C ratio and therefore superior
real selectivity.
2. Avoidance of overloading.

Unless a variable -mu valve is employed,
the H.F. valve is frequently overloaded
when the input is a maximum, i.e., with
aerial connected directly to the grid. In
such cases tapping down has a twofold
effect, both effects having a bearing on the
selectivity question :

(a) Cross -modulation is reduced or eliini-
nated with a consequent improvement in
apparent selectivity.

(b) The removal of aerial damping with
no loss of volume (as the H.F. valve was
being overloaded beforehand) results in an
increased- real selectivity especially notice-
able when receiving high -strength trans-
mitters-.
3. Reaction.

Mr. Reyner's article showed most
strikingly the different results obtained
when using a single -valve circuit with and
without reaction.

The remainder of his article assumed
similarity between his reactionless circuit
and that of a practical H.F. amplifier, how
such a circuit would be followed by further
efficient tuned stage(s), into one of which
reaction would probably be introduced;
and the aerial stage of such an amplifier
is not so reactionless as some supporters
of the S.G. valve would have us believe.
For support of this statement I refer to
the many receivers recently designed which,
while technically reactionless, nevertheless

22

The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by readers and does not
accept responsibility for the letters pub.
lished. Letters cannot be published which do
not beir the sender's full name and address

oscillate freely when the volume control
is at maximum.

Please do not take this to be an attack
on the S.G. valve-it is merely a suggestion
that a practical aerial stage probably
resembles the experimental circuit with
reaction rather more closely than it
resembles the reactionless one.
4. Ganging.

A low aerial tapping enables the various
parallel capacities to be adjusted with
more accuracy than otherwise possible.
This does not, strictly speaking, affect
selectivity, but does facilitate the design
of a selective ganged receiver.
5. Conclidion.

Whatever its theoretical deficiencies, the
practice of "tapping down the aerial" is
a practical and fairly effective means of
improving selectivity in receivers incor-
porating H.F. stages.

May I add, Sir, that this conclusion is
not without support. In common, I
suspect, with many other amateurs, I have
found this practice a most successful one,
and invariably resort to its' application
when Miihlacker & Co. are more than
usually troublesome.

J. B. W. (Reading).
The Chimes from Hilversum

SIR,-I was particularly interested in.
Thermion's paragraph in "A.W." for

December 17, regarding " Big Ben." I am
surprised to read that he was somewhat
mystified at hearing chimes from Hilversum
which are almost identical with those of
our own "Big Ben." Surely this is not
the first time these chimes have been heard
by him? I have very often heard the
same chimes, in fact every Sunday at 4.20
p.m., and I have always been under the
impression that they emanated from either
a church or hall in Amsterdam. Perhaps
some other listener will clear up this
"mystery." F. A. B. (Halstead).

SIR,-I have read with interest Ther-
mion's remarks regarding "Big Ben."

I heard this, and like yourself was a bit
puzzled at first, but came to the conclusion
that it was undoubtedly a gramophone
record. I purposely listened in at 11.4o
last night and again heard the same
chimes, and could hear the mechanism
of the clock working quite plainly.

I was also somewhat surprised to hear
Hilversum close down with what sounded
to me very much like the  tune played
from Moscow each night; it did not seem

The Editor invites letters from readers on
all interesting radio subjects. For the
most interesting letter published each
week a general-purpose valve or other
component to the same value will be given.
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to be the usual National Anthem, although
I have not heard the latter for some time.

While writing this I am listening to a
gramophone concert from Radio Paris, and
there is a record on "Big Ben Singing
Good -Night," with the chimes from the
latter. A. 0. (Newcastle -on -Tyne).

Morse Interference
SIR,-" D.M." (Glasgow) in his letter to

you, complains of morse interference
from ships and other stations when listen-
ing to Huizen.

This interference comes from GKU
(Portishead Radio) exchanging traffic with
liners crossing the Atlantic.

It is my experience that these stations
are fairly selectively tuned, causing only
very little interference and then only with
Radio Paris and Huizen.

" D.M."-think yourself lucky you can't
hear these nasty old tramps with flatly -
tuned spark transmitters spreading from
35o to r,000 metres, nasty little trawlers
covering 17o to 25o metres and the gentle-
man with an ultra -violet ray from 25o to
40o metres.

Truly were you here, GKU would sound
to you, as to me : like a nightingale, and
the long waves-just heaven.

D. B. (Sunderland).
The Ideal Set

C IR, -I read with much interest the
article on the ideal set in the current

issue of AMATEUR WIRELESS.
Ever since it was published I have used

the AMATEUR WIRELESS Plug-in Adaptor
with my receiver, and regularly listen to
the American and Australian short-wave
broadcasting stations on the loud -speaker.
This combination works exCeedingly well,
but I do feel it is high time you produced
a set which would cover all wavelengths
as easily as the present receiver covers
medium and long waves.

J. G. F. (Hounslow).
SIR,-I do hope some manufacturer has

read your article in to -day's AMATEUR
WIRELESS. I have been waiting for over
eighteen months for an all -wave receiver
of simple design, but none of the so-called
all -wave sets that have appeared meet my
requirements.

A set with coils to be changed is most
unsatisfactory. Let us have one that is
as simple to operate as any standard
broadcast receiver.

J. A. K. (Bude).

Lilian Keyes, John Rorke, and Brian
Gaye will be the vocalists in the fourth
Hurdy-Gurdy series of light entertainment
for West Regional listeners, which will
be given on January 17.
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" SO LOUD -SPEAKER HINTS "-(Continued from page 6)
VARYING THE TAPPINGS

NEVER disconnect the speaker
or change any of the input

transformer tappings, while the
set is working. Surge voltages
may be set up by the sudden
disconnection of the leads which
will damage the output valve.
This is particularly the case with
a pentode.

ESTIMATING IMPEDANCE
EFFECTIVE impedance figures

are often given by speaker
manufacturers. These are gener-
ally only average figures. Most
moving -iron speakers can be
treated as 4,000 ohms, although
inductors are generally regarded
as 2,000 ohms. Suitable trans-
former values can be calculated
from these.

CONDENSERING IT
THE old tip of fitting a con-

denser across the speaker
terminals to cut off some of the
high notes is a good one, even in
these days of "quality" repro-
duction. Speakers with small
cones often give an excess of
treble, and even when fitted with
a baffle they cannot be made to
give even reproduction without
accentuating the treble. The
trouble is heightened if the out-
put stage of the set is a pentode.
A small condenser across the ter-
minals will by-pass the high -note
reproduction. The larger the
condenser, the greater the cut-off.

VARYING THE CUT-OFF
THE hint that has already been

given for cutting off high -note
reproduction by shunting a con-
denser across the speaker ter-
minals, does not permit of tone
control unless the condenser value
is varied. As it isn't easy to
alter the values of large conden-
sers, it is best to use a .or or .02
condenser in series with a 25,000
ohm variable resistance. Both
components are connected in
series across the speaker terminals.
Variation of the resistance has
the same effect as varying the
condenser, but is, of course, much
more convenient.

MAKING IT COMPACT
A "BROADCASTING

1? HOUSE" type baffle can
always be used if there is no room
for a flat baffle of sufficient area.
It is estimated that a properly
made box baffle with an r8 -in.
square front, and ro in. deep, has
the same effect as a flat baffle 4 ft.
square.

REPAIRING THE
DIAPHRAGMS

IF a linen diaphragm is acci-
dentally over -tightened during

construction, and bursts, it can
be patched. It is not necessary
to scrap it. Cut a new piece of
linen, fit it over the centre, and
make a good joint by sewing and
covering with the " dope."

SPEAKER EXTENSIONS
TF you have a choke and con -
1 denser output circuit, with
the speaker connected on the
earth side, there is no need to have
two wires for a speaker extension
to a distant room. Take the
" above earth " wire as an exten-
sion, and earth the other speaker
terminal at the distant point, thus
securing a return circuit.

SHIELDING THE WIRING
IF you are troubled with lead

interaction in a compact con-
sole set, carry out the speaker
wiring with thin lead -covered
wire. It may also be an advan-
tage to earth the outer covering
of the wire.

INSULATING A SPEAKER
MOST speaker chassis are

insulated so that there is no
connection between the wiring
and the metal chassis. A fault
may develop, however, and then
the high-tension supply may leak
through to the metal. This means
that the chassis must not touch
any of the other metal parts in the
set. If possible, try to find the
leak. A faulty input transformer
(in the case of a moving -coil
speaker) may be the cause.

FROM MOVING -IRON TO
MOVING COIL

OU may find, when changing
over from a moving -iron type

speaker to a moving coil, that the

resulting volume is not so great
as with the speaker previously
used. Most moving -coil speakers
nowadays are sensitive, but some
types are not so sensitive as the
best moving -iron speakers
(although having many other
advantages) and on battery -
driven sets, where there is not
much power to spare, the differ-
ence may be noticeable. An
improvement in the power stage
may compensate for the slight loss
in sensitivity.

ANCHOR THE CORD
ALWAYS anchor the speaker

cord so that it cannot be
pulled away either at the set or
speaker end. The best plan, in
the case of a cabinet speaker, is
to tie a knot in the cord behind
the speaker back so that the cord
cannot be pulled, through the
hole.

TRANSFORMER
RATTLE

VERY small transformers are
sometimes fitted to the chassis

of moving -coil speakers. Unless
these are securely mounted there
may be vibration which will be
obvious on loud notes. The
transformer laminations, for in-
stance, must be firmly bolted
down. If the clamping nuts work
loose, the laminations will vibrate
under the output stage energy,
and a buzzing noise will be heard.

"We're Thuile
and Solder-
the r citable
pair; Panama
for soldering-
inown every-

where I "

11'

S

Ty' hen fixing Ina
irekas- there's

no need to fret;
Jure call US to
drip you-then
perfection you'll

get I'

See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in the house-garage
-workshop - anywhere where simple, speedy scichiring is needed.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE
ILSIMPLIFIES ALL, SOLDERING

All Ironmongers sell Fluxite in tins: 4d., 8d., Is. 4d. & 2s. 8c1. Ask to see the
FLUXITE POCKET SOLDERING SET-complete with full instructions
-7s. fid. Ask also for our leaflet on HARDENING STEEL with Fl rxite.

FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. 326), ROTHERHITHE, S.E.16

FOR ALL REPAIRS!

IWLA
The World's Finest Reproducers

The
ItOLA F5 - P

SPEAKER
is SOLELY specified for

the
" AMATEUR WIRELESS "
"HOME -STATION A.C.

TWO"
Rola Speakers offer unrivalled
tonal realism. If you want the
best reproduction be sure you
get a Rola.

32/6
COMPLETE WITH

Ask your dealer to demonstrate a Rola Speaker TRANSFORMER
or write to a QN for folder.

ROLA
SPEAKERS

for better
Radio Reception

THE BRITISH ROLA
CO., LTD.

Brondesbury Works,
179 High Rd., Kilburn, N.W.0

Telephone:
Marla Vale 5017-8-9
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SIX=SIXTY CHASS1SET
TYPE 3-32

THIS is a battery set that definitely
competes in performance with the

mains -operated type. It supplies a
striking answer to those who are always
complaining-not without a certain amount
of justification-that all the brains of the
radio business are put into mains sets.
Here is  a battery set with more than
ordinary attractions, as I hope to show.

In what ways would you say the average
battery set on the market compares un-
favourably with the mains type? Firstly,
in the quality. I rather agree. Well, the
Chassiset has a permanent -magnet moving -
coil loud -speaker. It is a Celestion model,
giving a very pleasing overall tone, with

BRIEF SPECIFICATION :
Makers : Six Sixty Radio Co., Ltd.
Price : so guineas, without the batteries.
Valve Combination : Screen -grid (218SG),

detector (zroHL), and pentode output
(22oPen), all Six Sixty types.

Power Supply : Self-contained batteries;
automatic grid bias.

Type : Table -cabinet set, complete except
for aerial and earth. Provision for
external speaker. Moving -coil speaker
inside cabinet. Pick-up terminals.

Remarks : A remarkably ingenious tun-
ing scale distinguishes this well -designed
three -valve band-pass set, which has a
general performance above the average
for the battery type.

much more bass -note output than you get
with the ordinary balanced -armature.

Secondly, there is a feeling that the
battery set lacks the "pep" -of the main
type. To some extent, this is inevitable,
since mains valves are more sensitive than
battery valves. The designers of this set
have got the last ounce out of the three -
valve combination. And with a high
degree of sensitivity is combined really
effective station separation.

An Outstanding Design
The whole set is outstanding in design,

and is completely contained within a
walnut -finished cabinet except for the
aerial and earth. Ample space is left
abOve the chassis for the high- and low-
tension batteries, which fit snugly behind
the moving -coil loud -speaker.

The combination of the valves is, of
course, screen -grid detector and pentode.
There are points of distinction about this
particular circuit. For one thing, band-

pass aerial tuning is employed, with its
great advantage of selectivity.

Another outstanding feature of the cir-
cuit is the elimination of the grid -bias
battery. There are no bias plugs to worry
about, because automatic bias is obtained
from the high-tension supply.

Quite apart from the convenience of
doing away with a battery, this automatic
system, which is ideal for self-contained
battery -operated sets, has the technical
advantage that when the high-tension
battery voltage drops with age, the grid
bias voltage also drops.

The system is largely self-adjusting,
since as the high-tension voltage drops, so
does the anode current. As this current
is flowing through the bias resistances, the
bias voltages developed across them, drop
accordingly.
Unique Tuning

The practical interpretation of this
advanced three -valve circuit also offers
scope for originality. As you can see from
the photograph in the heading, a large
scale is fitted on the lower part of the front
of the cabinet. At first sight I wondered
where the pointer was fitted-in fact, I
thought it must have fallen off ! Then I
got the idea-when the set is switched on,
the pointer takes the form of a travelling
beam of light. The last word in luxury
tuning 1

As the gang condenser is turned by the'
central control knob, a metal -carrying arm
moves behind the scale. On pressing the
knob, contact is made between a bulb
carried on this arm and the low-tension
supply, thus lighting up just the part of
the scale the wavelength marking of which
is appropriate to the tuning point.

Actually, there are two bulbs, one for
the outer scale of medium wavelengths and
the other for the inner scale of long wave-
lengths. Each scale is liberally marked
with stations, in addition to wavelengths
and division markings.

The value of the system lies in the fact
that you see instantly where you are in
the wavelength band, and this without
unduly wasting current, because as soon
as you have settled down on a station, you
just pull the control knob slightly and the
light goes out, thus stopping any extra
drain on the filament battery.

In this very ingenious manner, the
designers have given us a battery set that
equals the best mains -operated set in so
far as facility of tuning is concerned.

Apart from the tuning knob at the centre
there are only two other knobs, the com-
bination switch knob on the -left (for
medium and long waves, gramophone pick-
up and "off ") and the volunre-cum-
reaction control on the right.

Volume is increased by increasing the
amplification of the screen -grid valve over
the major part of this knob's rotation, and
then for the last few degrees, when full
amplification is being obtained from the
valve, a little reaction is added, thus giving
a progressive increase in volume from zero
to the very maximum, of which the three
valves are capable.

On test, the set worked very well, with-
out the slightest trouble in installation.
Neat terminal connections at the back of
the chassis are provided for the aerial and
earth and with the little trimmer nearby
once set to the right aerial load position,
away you go logging all the stations round
the massive tuning scale.

Excellent Selectivity
The selectivity is what you would expect

with a band-pass aerial input. That is to
say, stations fall away completely on each
side of an appreciable spread, and adjacent
high -power foreigners, notably Poste
Parisien and Breslau, come in without
mutual interference.

The S'x-Sixty Chass!set has a number of
original features some of which are

apparent from this photograph

The quality is quite pleasing even judged
on mains -set standards, as there is an
appreciable amount of bass -note output.
The volume from the pentode should prove
enough for most domestic requirements, but
it must not 'be pushed to the limit if the
quality is to be retained.

The sensitivity is good, and Budapest
at the top of the medium -wave scale came
through at -exceptionally fine strength.
Radio Paris was really good on the long
waves, where five stations were heard at
enjoyable strength. SET TESTER.
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GANGED

CONDENSERS
AT THEIR BEST

British Radiophone ganged Condensers are
used by discerning amateurs and set -designers
in preference to all others because of their
extreme accuracy-the trimmers being first
adjusted. Our guarantee is for a maximum
error of 1- m.m.f. ± a per cent., whichever is
the greater.

This unequalled precision is achieved by
virtue of sound mechanical construction, which
maintains the electrical characteristics at fixed
values under the most exacting conditions.

Built up from sheet steel and treated with a
special anti -corrosive medium, the cases resist
all tendency to distort or rust-an important
factor where high and lasting accuracy is
concerned.

The rotor bearings are designed so that any
endwise movement of the spindles is effectively
prevented and smooth, silent action is ensured
during rotation.

PRICES:
2 -Gang Condenser, 15/-; Dustproof Metal Cover, 2/6
3 -Gang Condenser, 25/-; Dustproof Metal Cover, 3/-
4 -Gang Condenser, 30/-; Dustproof Metal Cover, 3/6
Escutcheon and Drum Drive Assemblies with Pilot

Lamp Attachments, 8/6.
Escutcheon and Disc Drive with Pilot Lamp

Attachment, 5,'-.

Send for full particulars of British Radiophone
Components including Gramophone Pick-up,
Volume Controls, Q.M.B. Switches and the

new Band Pass Radiopak.
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RADIONONE
GANGED CONDENSERS

25 emateur WireLT

1805 A.D.
"England expects every

man this day . ! "

1933
oil can expect

Sold under
Limited Licence

H T BATTERY,
to do its duty
eaty day
When you buy a LION H.T. BATTERY,
you not only save money-you get months
of unbounded energy for your Set. This new
all -British Battery is the last word in battery
manufacture ; it is made in one of the largest
factories in the country devoted exclusively
to battery manufacture.

LOOK AI THE PRICES!

60v. H.T. 4/6  100v. II.T. 7/-
120v. H.T. 9/-  9v. G.B. 10d

41v. Pocket Lamp 41d.

 BRITISH MADE 

YOUR DEALER CAN SUPPLY
Advt. of VINCES DRY BATTERIES LTD., LION WORKS,
GARFORD STREET, LONDON, E.14. Telephone : EAST 1902

THE BRITISH IRDICIPHONE, LTD., Aldwych House, Altlwych, W.L2,

Mention of `-` Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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A weekly review of new components and tests of apparatus conducted by J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

THE CLIX " MASTER " PLUG
THE Clix "Master" plug, although

1 small, is a clever piece of work. It
consists of a single piece of springy
phosphor bronze bent double and inserted
in a small split metal carrier. Connection
is made by pushing a wire through the eye

This sketch shows a sec-
tion of the Clix " Master "
plug, showing how con-
nection is made simply by
pushing a wire through
the top and screwing on

the insulated cover

at the top and screwing home a small
insulated cover which effects a perfectly

yet simple contact.
The other end of the plug, being, springy,

makes an excellent fit in any ordinary
socket. The ends are curved to facilitate
easy entry, and we must say that this is
one of the nicest plugs we have handled
for some time.

Considering it sells at a price of y2d.
only, it is worthy of consideration.

FORMO VERNIER DIAL
WE have tested, this week, one of the

Formo vernier dials. The dial is
designed to mount on the condenser spindle
on the front side of the panel, which saves
cutting a large aperture in the panel. The
casing of the dial is made of moulded bake-
lite and is somewhat pear-shaped in design.

A small window is provided at the top
behind which the scale moves. The actual
scale is marked in ioo divisions and is
inclined at an angle of 3o degrees, thus
making the reading of the dial quite easy.
The drive is of the spring -control friction
type giving a reduction ratio of approxi-
mately 12-I. This drive is quite smooth in
action and no back -lash at all was notice-
able.

The overall dimensions of the dial are
approximately 2% in. wide by 31/2 in.
round.

The dial retails at 2S. 6d. and should
prove satisfactory in practice.

BRITISH RADIOPHONE SWITCH
THOSE readers who like midget switches

will be interested in the new British
Radiophone switch. This is a small,
quick -action switch designed for single -hole
mounting. The body of the switch is of
bakelite on to which the front metal frame
is riveted. A small faceplate is provided,
indicating the " on " and " off " positions.

The switch is rated at 730 watts, which
means that with the normal 230 -volt circuit
it will handle a current up to 3 amps. quite
safely. We have tested the switch up to
this rating and found it in every way
suitable.

LEWCOS ALL -WAVE CHOKE
THE newLewcos all -Wave choke is

distinctly unconventional in appear-
ance. The choke itself consists of a i-in.
ribbed bakelite former about 2 in. long
with a spaced winding of fine gauge
enamelled wire distributed over its length.
At the end of this is a random -wound coil
in a bobbin. The two sections are con-

nected in series and are intended to operate
over different frequency bands. The
random -wound coil acts as ,an ordinary
H.F. choke, while the spaced solenoid
winding operates on the short wave-
lengths.

The whole choke is assembled inside a
standard- Lewcos superheterodyne can, the
connections being  brought out to valve
pins arranged to fit a standard socket in
the ordinary way.

The performance curve of the choke is
shown herewith, and it will be seen that
the efficiency is between 90 and 95 per cent.
over the whole range. The choking action
is very even and there are no subsidiary
peaks. We must confess that our experience

1
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This is the performance curve of the Lewcos
all -wave choke

in the past has not favoured the use of
the two -section chokes of this type, but in
this instance there is a definite, though
small, improvement in the performance at
the very low wavelengths due to the special
construction..

" NEW RADIOS FOR OLD"
3 3

My Present Set is: Make Batteries or Mains
Date of Purchase Original Cost of Set

3

a
a

ADDRESS

WE BUY YOUR OLD SET AND SUPPLY YOU
WITH ANY NEW SEASON'S MODEL

Liberal Allowances and Balance Payable
by Cash or Hire Purchase.

HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS FROM SATISFIED CLIENTS

EVERY MAKE OF KIT, SET
OR RADIOGRAM SUPPLIED

5

5

§

Please forward this INQUIRY FORM (without obligation)
Please quote me free your allowance for the new set:
Make Model and list price

Balance of purchase price would be payable by me as follows
Plan A. Whole of balance in cash.
Plan B. Whole of balance over six, nine, twelve * months.

*Delete unwanted words.

NAME (in full)
(Block letters)

It veil) pay you to write for particulars of our amazing exchange
offer, enclosing I . stamp, naming your old set and the new Visit Our Showrooms

i:I III

lil
model you fancy. A FREE QUOTATION WILL FOLLOW. ItADIALADDIN, Limited
Complete transaction executed by mail. THE LARGEST RADIO EXCHANGE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM. III

FREE Wireless set to introduce the Radialaddin Club. § (Dept. A.W.), 46 Brewer Street, London, W.I. 'Phone: Gerrard 4055. III

sommommummummommommmomminommumommummemummummemmemmmosemniummommmammummosimmmummommammommem
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SATOR POTENTIOMETER
WE have received for test a sample of
the new Sator Potentiometers. These

are made on the well-known principle of
a wire -wound track in contact with a
resistance element. The rotor rides on the
wire which therefore takes all the wear,
and as the wire is only the means of making
the contact with the resistance track, it
can be of quite heavy gauge and therefore
robust.

This is the Sator rotary potentiometer
tested

The particular sample has the merit of
being very flat so that it takes little space
behind the panel. It occupies 3/4 in. behind
the panel and is 7 % in. in diameter.

The rated resistance was Io,000 ohms,
and this is graded in accordance with
modern requirements so that when used
for volume control the change shall be

SATOR POTENTIOMETER
i 1 1

f UR701111145016,1101711S

-:',7`'.R CillIeRfinotr OffiR7
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0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 DIVISIONS

The grading of the Sator potentiometer
tested can be seen from this curve

gradual at first and progressively rapid
afterwards. The actual grading will be
seen from the accompanying curve.

Thomas Matthews will broadcast a
violin recital on January 7, on the North
Regional wavelength.

The Northern Studio Orchestra will play
some old-fashioned dances on January 4.

On January i I Mr. Charles Arning leads
off a series of talks to North Regional
listeners on "The Business Man Abroad."

The annual relay from the Mammoth
Circus at Belle Vue, Manchester, will be
be broadcast to the Northern Region on
January 13.

Six centuries of village life is the title of
a talk which Mr. F. W. Brooks is to give in
the Northern. Region on January 9. This
is the first of a series dealing with the
characteristics of the northern countryside
in the Middle Ages and life in the medieval
village.

TYPE
A

TYPE
B

q1BUL:C1101 ) HETERODYNE
9 a elcs) e'&'co W/1/117/1/11161
NOWADAYS, the reception of many high-

powered stations is completely spoiled
by the shrill interference known as hetero-
dyne whistle." It can be quickly and easily
rectified by the inclusion of one of these
special filters, simply connected between your
set output and loud -speaker.

Primarily designed for use
with speakers of the moving -
iron or balanced -armature
type. Cut off 3,250 cycles.

For moving -coil speakers of
all kinds. Cut off 4,750

cycles.

Price
10/6

Each

Price
10/6
Each

Send for special explanatory leaflet "A" giving full
details. Free on request

Telephone:
Grangewood 3266

Telephone:

itio Grangewood 3267

A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD., Abbey Rd., Barking, Essex

STOP BUYING
DRY BATTERIES

HERE'S A CHEAPER WAY
TO GET BETTER H.T.
ONCE AND FOR ALL

Free Booklet
Tells You All about the

STANDARD
Leclanche Self -Charging

PERMANENT H.T. BATTERY
30% price reduction. And we sell direct to give
personal advice and attention. The STANDARD
battery recharges itself when the set is shut down,
and so gives ample level current, month after
month, year after year. Dead silent background.
Brings in difficult stations at their best. These
advantages are enjoyed by thousands PER-
MANENTLY, because the eventual replacement
is merely a matter of changing cartridges at a
few pence each. Send for the free book NOW,

Popular Type Battery for Ordinary Sets.
Any Voltage Model H5, No. 3 size, 12,500 milli -
Any Capacity amp capacity, 120

volts, 84 cells. Price,

5wn

complete without trays
=Do Tiray containers extra

Other capacities 2,000 to 25,000 milliamps.

STANDARD BATTERY CO., Dept. A.W.
184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2

EASY TERMS
Everything Wireless supplied on lowest terms,

Prompt Delivery Guaranteed,
Price List Free on requesL

MANUFACTURERS' KITS'
NEW LISSEN "SKYSCRAPER" KIT, With order

including Valves. Cash Price 29/9/6.
And 11 monthly payments of 8/6. 5/.

"S.2. 900 " KIT. Complete set of parts, With order
exactly to specification. Less Valves and
Cabinet. Cash Price 29,19/6. 9/1
And 11 monthly payments of 9/1.

LOUD SPEAKERS UNITS
NEW BLUE SPOT 99 P.M. MOVING -COIL With order

UNIT. Cash Price £2,18.1.
And 11 monthly payments of 54. 5/.

NEW EPOCH 20c PERMANENT MAGNET With order
MOVING -COIL UNIT.

Cashor C.O.D., 11,151s. 5/6And G monthly payments of 5/6.

ACCESSORIES
12 EXIDE W.H. HIGH-TENSION ACCUMU-

LATORS. (120 volts, 5,000 II/A). The With order
cheapest and best high-tension supply
'here mains are not available.

Cash Price £3,15/-.
And 11 monthly payments of 7/-.

ATLAS ELIMINATOR. A.C.299. Three H.T. With order
output.tappings. 20

Cash Price 52,19/6. 5/.11/A.

And 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
SET OF THREE NEW VALVES, Marda, Cossor With order

or Millard. 1 BM., 1 Det. and 1 Poser,
Cash Price EL 12/3 5/ 2

And 6 monthly payments of 5/2.
Rola Speakers supplied on similar terms.

All above carriage paid.
To avoid delay, mill customers kindly send flr.t

payment with order.
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Tune

in

on

this
New
Wireless
Instruction

The I.C.S. Wireless Courses cover every
phase of wireless work, from the require-
ments of the youth who wishes to make
wireless engineering his career to the man
who wants to construct a broadcastinabset
for his home and, at the same time, to know
how and why it operates and how to
locate any faults that may develop.

No branch of industry has ever progressed,
as rapidly as wireless and the rate of progress
is increasing. Only by knowing thoroughly
the basic principles can pace be kept with it.
Our instruction includes American broadcast-
ing aS'Well as British wireless practice. It is a
modern education, covering every department
of the industry.

OUR COURSES
Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses

dealing with the installing of radio sets and,
in particular, with their Serviceing, which
to -day ultimately concerns every wireless
dealer and his employees. The Operating
Course is vital to mastery of operating and
transmitting.

There is also a Course for the Wireless
Salesman. This, in addition to inculcating
tle art of salesmanship, provides that know-
ledge which enables the salesman to hold his
own with the most technical of his clients.

We will be pleased to send you details of
any or all of these subjects. Just fill in and
post the coupon, or write in any other way,
stating which branch of Wireless interests you
-the information you require will be for-
warded at once:

YOU MAY USE THIS COUPON

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
Dept. 36, International Buildings,

Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Without cost or obligation, please send me full informa-

tion about the Courses I have marked :

CI THE I.C.S. WIRELESS COURSES
13 THE I.C.S. RADIO COURSES

name Age

Address

28
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DEPARTMENT
The attention of readers is directed to the rules printed
below. Replies are sent by post, only a selection of

queries of general interest are printed here.

Variable -mu Volume Control
SIR,-I have a graphite -track type of

volume control of 25,000 ohms and,
having invested in a variable -mu valve to
replace my mains -type S.O. valve,
wondered whether I could use this volume
control as a variable -bias resistance for the
new valve. It is the proper maximum
value of resistance as recommended by the
manufacturers. I do not know the makers
of the volume control but I believe it is of.
American origin.

T. S. (Sanderstead).
It is not a wise plan to use carbon -track

type- volume control potentiometers for
variable -mu valve bias resistances. Such bias
resistances must necessarily carry the com-
bined anode and screening -grid current of the
valve in whose cathode circuit they are joined.
Wire -wound type potentiometers or resis-
tances are preferable for the duty. Some.
British -made carbon resistances are specially
designed for the job, being rated to carry as
much as 15 milliamperes, It is quite safe to
use these. Where the maker's name and:
current rating of the resistance are unknown,.
it is advisable to be guided by caution rather.
than by thoughts of economy.

Working the " Wizard " from a Mains
Unit

CIR,-Since making up the " Wizard "
three-valver I have had extremely

satisfactory results. Lately, however, I
have invested in a mains H.T. unit and
trouble has started. I experience motor -
boating, when reaction is brought up to
increase signal strength, and the whole set
seems inclined to be unstable. Meanwhile,
I have reverted to batteries, but I would
much rather employ the mains unit as the
supply is more constant. Can You Suggest
what may be causing the trouble and how
it may be avoided. W. P. (Kent).

Only two H.T. terminal points are provided
on this receiver, one being the screening -grid
supply and the other the anode supply to all
valves. Apparently, your mains -unit power -
output terminal does not supply sufficient
current at its maximum voltage terminal to
feed the anodes of three valves. We therefore
suggest that you alter the wiring of your set
so as to apply a separate H.T. voltage to the
detector valve. This is best accomplished by
disconnecting wire No. 38 from the positive
L.S. terminal on the receiver and takinr, it to
another terminal on the receiver to be labelled
H.T.-3. The H.T. terminal connections from
the receiver to mains unit will then be :
Positive r to the S.G. terminal, Positive 2 to
the maximum positive in the mains unit, and
Positive 3 to the intermediate positive terminal
on the mains unit.

Metallised Valves and Earthing
SIR,-The increased popularity of metal-

lised valves makes it necessary for
modern receivers to be designed with the

filament wiring to the valve holders,
suitable for 'earthing the valve coating to
negative L.T. I notice that this point is,
apparently, often overlooked in some set
designs issued by the technical press. In
such sets I assume it is necessary to reverse
the filament wiring so as to ensure the
metallised coating being joined to negative
L.T. If my assumption is correct, I should
be pleased to have your verification.

R. McA. (Aberdeen).
Literally your assumption is correct but, as

one terminal of the low-tension supply is
invariably earthed, and as an earth circuit is
always maintained whether the metal coating
of a valve is joined to positive or negative
L.T., it is immaterial, in practice, whether the
filament wiring to a valve holder be reversed or
not. The most important point to bear in mind
is that relating to the wiring of a screen -grid
valve holder in which is used a metallised valve.
If such a valve projects through a hole in a
metal screen, then the metal coating of the
valve is likely to come into contact with the
earthed metal screen and a direct short-circuit
of the L.T. supply may result. With regard
to other valves in a receiver, however, the
filament terminal wiring of the valve holders
is not important.

A BUMPER PARTY
THE manufacturers of Pertrix batteries

and accumulators recently entertained
no fewer than 73o children of their Redditch
employees to a mammoth Christmas partp.
A fireproof cinematograph cabin was
installed in the gaily -decorated works
canteen in which the party was held, and
after the cinema show, carols, popular
tunes and presentations from a giant
Christmas tree kept the kiddies happy.
After the party broke up, a presentation
was made to Mr. R. A. Bachman, Managing
Director of Britannia Batteries, Ltd., as
an appreciation of his generosity in
connection with the party.
CI

CI

WHEN SUBMITTING QUERIES
Please write concisely, giving essential part

titulars. A Fee of One Shilling (postal order),
a stamped addressed envelope, and the coupon on
the last page must accompany all letters. The
following points should be noted.

Not more than two questions should be seat
with any one letter.

The designing of apparatus or receivers cannot
Le undertaken.

Modifications of a straightforward nature can he
made to blueprints, but we reserve to ourselves
the right to determine the extent of an alteration
tocome within the scope of a query. Modifications
to proprietary receivers and designs published by
contemporary journals cannot be undertaken.

Readers sets and components cannot be tettel
rt this office. Readers desiring specific informs
Lion upon any problem should not ask for it to .ha
yublished in a forthcoming issue, as only queries
of general interest are published and these only at
our discretion. Queries cannot be answered by:
telephone or personally.

Readers ordering blueprints and requiring
technical information in addition, should address
a separate letter to the Query Department and
conform with the rules.

Ot
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GET THESE CATALOGUES FREE
Here "Observer" reviews the latest bookletsand
folders issued by well-known manufacturers. ij
you Iran t copies of any or all of them FREE OF
CHARGE, just send a postcard giving the itidev
noun ',erg of the catalogues required (shown at
the end of each paragraph) to Postcard Radio
Literature," "AMATEUR IVIRELIdSS," 58/61,
letter Lane, E.C.4. "Observer" will see air:
'on get all the literature you desire. Pleats
write your name and address in block letters.

The Melotone Kit

I have just received a folder which des-
cribes the Melotone speaker kit, a simple

kit for making up a type of baffle which
enables the best results to be obtained
from any speaker capable of reproducing
the bass. The complete kit includes all
fixing material for treating a cabinet 18 in.
by 18 in. by 9 in., while an additional kit
can be obtained, complete with the cabinet
ready to assemble, if you do not wish to
make your own. 917
Making it a Band-pass

Here's a folder from British Radiophone.
The topic, of course, is the popular Radio-
pak band-pass unit. A distinctly novel
idea it is, for a unit like this, added to an
ordinary detector and L.F. output arrange-
ment, results in a modern -style band-pass
receiver. The folder gives you all the tuning
curves, selectivity factors, and so forth.

918
A Noise Reducer

If you are troubled with induction noises
and crackles, why not try the Trix Noise
Reducer, which is made to G.P.O. specifi-
cation and which is suitable for any mains
set. Eric J. Lever (Trix), Ltd., have sent

- me. a description of this gadget, which you
may find very helpful. 919
Saving in Space

I am impressed by the Lissen ganged
condenser tuning control unit. It consists
of two .0005 mfd. variable condensers,
wavechange switch for two coils, filament
switch, engraved dial and moulded bakelite
escutcheon, all in the one compact unit.
The saving in space is notable, and the
unit is.nearly a complete receiver in itself !
It is issued with full instructions for wiring
it up to dual range coils and to typical
H.F. and detector circuits. 920
The Climax Radio Gramophone

I referred recently to the new Climax
radio gramophone, model AC3. This 'is a
small cabinet measuring only 20 in. by
16 in. by in. and yet housing a balanced
band-pass three -circuit electric gramo-
phone equipment and moving -coil speaker.
There are A.C. and D.C. versions. Full
details are in the Climax sets booklet.

OBSERVER. 921-
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WALNUT or BLACK
and a price reduction
BELLING -LEE "R" type

and "B" type termin-
als and terminal mounts
now made in Black or
Walnut Bakelite.

The Terminal
Mount is re-
duced from
8d. to 6d.,
either colour.

meteor Wireiezy

AERIAL

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION 3

I
9

Advt. of Belling & Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield, Middlesex. p

EnginEEMI GUidE It
containing the widest selection of
engineering courses in the world

Qualify for a well -paid post by studying
cc home with The T.I.G.B. Become an
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.Rad.A., etc.
Training until successful is guaranteed.
Write for Free Guide stating branch,
post or qualification that interests

you to:-
The TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE

OF GREAT BRITAIN,
ST, Temple Bar House, E.C. 4.
(Founded 1917, 18,000 Successes) Fi'ee/!
To Success 0 PA4GES

- RADIO
CABINETS
Model No. A.7 11a tio-dram abinet.
3 ft. 3 in. high, 2 ft. 6 in. wide, 1 It.
6 in. deep. Takes baseboard 19 in. a
14 in, Harrard Automatic Record
Changer or any type of gramophone
motor can be fitted without alterat ion
to cabinet. Accomodates 60 records
at sides of set. Baffle Board included.
Height between baseboard and m dor
board 191 in. Band polished.
OAK ; - - £5 10 0
MAHOGANY - £6 0 0
WALNUT - £6 10 0

STENIOAC LTD. IDtlinAg °4`/I'',L3.0n3dEson7jpi
d . ,

Phone : Clissold 8056

TAYI.EX WET I -4.T. tiATTERD- S
Give long service, improve] volume ant tone. Very economical.
Replacements for Tayles or Standard batteries at toe prices;
details post free. Also Bargain list; Radio Rite and parte:at

lowest prices
A. TAYLOR, 57 STUDLEY ROAD, STOCKWELL, LONDON.

N E W MODEL
ALL WAVE LENGTHS

From 200 to 2,000 Metres
EXACT TUNERS

14/- Post Free
Send for particulars FREE.

We can convert your old Exact Aerial Tuner to the
New Model at a cost ranging front 5/- post Free.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

LOUD
SPEAKER

REPAIRS

Any make Unit, Transformers,
etc., from 3i-; Blue Spots, 5/-:
Moving Coils, Eliminators, etc.,
from 5/s. Repairs guaranteed labora-
tory tested and returned. C.O.D. post.
Special trade terms or by contract.
WEEDON POWER LINK RADIO
CO.,185Eerlham Grove, London
E.7. (Mons Maryland 4344).

DESIGNS FOR APPARATUS FOR ANY RADIO
PURPOSE. INCLUDING TRANSMISSION. OVERSEAS
ENQUIRIES INVITED ; ANY APPARATUS SUPPLIED.

CONSTRUCTIONAL WORK UNDERTAKEN.
We undertake In solve your Problems. inolod tog obtaining

Amateur Transmitting Licence. Whatever your dolioulty. write as.
(barges: 01- per teem Ione or more, 2;6 each, with diagrams.

Radio Technical Agency, (Dept. A.W.),
2, Westgate Chambers, Newport, Mon.

EARN MONEY AT HOME-
Making "Everlast" Leather Matting for us

FINISHED WORK BOUGHT AT FIXED BATES.

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY.
Suitable either sex. Write Dept. D420.

MINIMS (Wellingborough) Ltd., Wellingborough.
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SPECIALISATION '

As a result of m: n3 years research in the production
of mains apparat..s, Heayberd Mains Units incor-
porate improvements and refinements unobtainable
in cheap, mass-produced instruments. There is a

wealth of experience behind Heayberd Mains
Units and components. Mains Unit, model D.150.
incorporates sterling Heayberd transformer, con-
stant -inductance choke, 16 mfd. condensers, and
Westinghouse rectifier, complete in attractive metal
case, ready to switch on. Three tappings are
provided, one fixed and two continuously variable
1)3( means of wire -wound potentiometers.

HEAYBERD D.150 MAINS UNIT
Alternative outputs : 25 ma. at 120 v. or 150 v.
Tappings : 40/110 v. variable 60'130 v. variable,

and 150 v. fixed.
PRICE .. 86/ -

Guaranteed Three Years against breakdown.

POST COUPON NOW
I enclose 3d. stamps for latest Handbook,
"Mains Power for your Radio." Packed
with hints, tips and diagrams.

M

Address

A.W.

10 FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, E.C.2

L.. One minute from Moorgate Und. Statioa

la 1 11 B E R
FOR

.GR EEN HOUSES, GARAGES, S HEDS,etc.
ANY QUANTITY SUPPLIED

*DIRECT FROM IMPORTER TO USER
Battens lin. x 1 in 1 f4 per 100 ft. run
Matchings tin. x 4 in 2/8 per 100 ft. run
Weather Boards Sin. x.1 x 5 in 3/6 per 100ft. runGET OUR FULL LIST.

No Middleman's Profit.
Hundreds of Bargains

In Timber, Mouldings, Doors, Frames, Glass,
*Paint, Wallpaper, Tiles, Felt, Wire, Tools, etc.

FREE TECHNICALADVICE
IDIRECT CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY CO. LTD.
760-765, Cromwell House, High Holborn,
Clerkenwell 3489, London, W.C.1.

RADIO SUPPLIES
send your list of Radio need, for our quotation. Hits, Parts,
Sets, etc. Everything in Radio stocked. Prompt delivery;
seven days' approval. Catalogue free. Tayles and Standard

Wet H.T. replacements stocked.
A. TAYLOR, 57 STUDLEY ROAD, STOCKWELL, LONDON.

LET "AMATEUR
WIRELESS" SOLVE
YOUR PROBLEMS
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ROADCASTING STATIONS
Broadcasting Stations classified in order of wavelengths. For the purpose of better comparison.the power

indicated is that of the carrier wave.

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

13.97 21,470 Daventry (GSH) 15.0
16.88 17,770 Daventry (GSG) 15.0

19.737 (5,200 Zeesen (DM) ... 8.0
19.82 15,140 Daventry (GSF) 15.0
25.28 11,865 Daventry (GSE) 20.0
25.4 11,810 Rome (2R0) ... 15.0
25.53 11,750 Daventry (GSD) 20.0
31.25 9,598 Lisbon (CTIAA) 2.0
313 9,585 Daventry (GSC) 20.0
31.31 9,580 Radio Nations ... 20.0
31.38 9,560 Zeesen (DIA) ... 8.0
31.51 9,520 Skamleback 0.5
31.55 9,510 Daventry (GSB) 20.0
32.26 9,300 Rabat 0.5
40.3 7,464 Radio Nations 20.0
43.75 6,865 Vitus/Paris 0.3
46.6 6,438 Moscow 12.0
48.2 6,202 Rome (tests) 15.0
49.4 6,070 Vienna (UOR2) 2.0
49.59 6,050 Daventry (GSA) 20.0
50.0 6,000 Moscow 20.0
58 5,172 Prague 0.5
206 1,460 Antwerp 0.4
207 1,450 Plymouth(shortly)0.12
207.3 1,447 Seraing 0.2
209.7 1,430 Magyarovar 3.0
211.3 1,420 Newcastle 1.0
214.3 1,400 Aberdeen 1.0
214.3 1,400 Warsaw (2) 1.9

215.4 1,392.5 Brussels (Conf.) .025
217.1 1,382 Konigsberg 0.9
218 1,373 Salzburg 0.5
219.6 1,364.5 Binche 0.3
219.9 1,364 Sealers 0.5
224.4 1,337 Cork (6CK) 1.2
225 1,332.7 Fecamp 10.0
227.4 1,319 Flensburg 0.5
230.3 1,304 Binche 0.3
230.6 1,301 Malmo 1.2
232.2 1,293 Kiel 0.25
233.4 (.285 Lodz 2.2
236 1,270.9 Kristianssand 0.5
236.2 1,270 Bordeaux (S.0.) 2.0
237.8 1,260.9 Nimes 0.6
238.9 1,256 Nurnberg 2.0
240.1 1,249 Stavanger 0.5
242 1,238 Belfast 1.0
242.3 1,238 Liege (Exp.) 0.2
244.1 1,229 Basle " 0.5
245.9 1,220 Berne 0.5
245.9 1,220 Cassel 0.25
245.9 1,220 Linz 0.5
245.9 1,220 Swansea 0.12
247.7 1,211 Trieste 10.0
249 1,205 Prague (Strasnice) 5.0
249.6 1,200 Juan-les-Pins 1.0
250 1,200 Radio Schaerbeek 0.3
250.4 1,198.1 Barcelona (EA.115) 6.0
253.4 1,184 Gleiwitz 5.0
254.9 1,176 Toulouse (PTT) 1.0
256.7 1,168 Horby 10.0
259 1,157 Frankfurt -a -M 17.0
261.6 1,147 London National 50.0
263.8 1,137 Morayska-Ostrava 11.0
265.4 1,130 Lille (PTT) 1.3
267.1 1,123 Valencia 8.0
267.6 1,120.9 Nyiregyhaza 6.0
267.8 1,120 Bremen 0.3
269.4 1,112 Bari 20.0
270 1,112 Salonica 1.0
271.4 1,105 Rennes 1.3
271.9 1,103 Cointe-Leige 0.3
273.7 1,096 Turin (Torino) 7.0
276.5 1,085 Heilsberg 60.0
279.6 1,072.4 Bratislava 14.0
281 1,067 Copenhagen 0.75
282.2 1,063 Lisbon (CTIAA) 2.0
283 1,058 Innsbruck 0.5

Kits- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign

283 1,058 Berlin (E)
283 1,058 Magdeburg
283 1,058 Stettin
284.9. 1,052.8 Radio Lyons
286 1,049 Montpellier 0.8
288.5 1,040 Bournemouth 1.0
288.5 1,040 Plymouth 0.12
288.5 1,040 Scottish National 50.0
291 1,031 Viipuri 13.0
293 1,022 Kosice 2.5
293.7 1,021.5 Limoges (PTT) 1.0
296.1 1,013 Hilversum 20.0
298.8 1,004 Tallin 11.0
301.5 995 North National 50.0
304.9 984 Bordeaux (PTT) 130
307 977 Zagreb (Agrarp) 0.75
307.5 975.8 Falun 0.5
308.4 972.7 Vitus -Paris 1.0
309.9 968 Cardiff 1.0
212.8 959 Cracow 1.5
313.9 955.6 Genoa (Genova) 10.0
315 952.5 Marseilles 1.6
318.8 941 Naples (Napoli) 1.5
318.8 941 Sofia (Rodno

Radio) 1.0
319.7 936 Dresden 0.25
321.9 932 Goteborg 10.0
325 923 Breslau 60.0
328.2 914 Poste Parisien 60.0
331.5 905 Milan 50.0
334.8 897 Poznan 1.9
338.2 887 Brussels (No. 2) 15.0
341.7 878 Brunn (Brno) 35.0
345.2 869 Strasbourg (PTT) 11.5
348.2 861.5 Leningrad (RV70)15.0
348.6 860.5 Barcelona (EAJI) 8.0
351 854.7 Leningrad (RV70) 10.0
352.1 852 Graz 7.0
355.8 843 London Regional 50.0
357.9 838 Tiraspol 10.0
360.5 832 Muhlacker 60.0
363.4 825.5 Algiers (PTT) 16.0
365.5 820.7 Bergen 1.0
366.3 819 Fredriksstad 0.7
368.1 815 Bolzano 1.0
368.1 815 Helsinki 13.2
369 813 Seville (EAJ5) 1.5
370.4 810 Radio LL (Paris) 1.0
372.2 806 Hamburg 1.5
376.4 797 Scottish Regional 50.0
330.7 788 Lvov 16.0
385 779 Radio Toulouse 60.0
385 779 Stalino (RV26) . 10.0
398.5 772 Archangel
389.6 770 Leipzig
390 770 Archangel
394 761 Bucharest
398.9 752 Midland Regional 25.0
403 743 Sottens 25:0
408 734 Katowice 12.0
413.8 725 Athlone 60.0
416.4 720.5 Radio Maroc

(Rabat) 6.0
419.5 715 Berlin 1.5
425.5 705 Madrid (Espart ) 2.0
425.5 705 Madrid (EA17) 3.0
424.3 707 Moscow (RV39) 50.0
429 698 Belgrade 2.8
431 696 Parede (CTIGL) 1.5
435.4 699 Stockholm 55.0
441.2 680 Rome (Roma) 60.0
447.1 671 Paris (PTT) 7.0
449.7 667 Danzig 0.5
450 666.5 Odessa (RW37) 20.0
435.2 662 Klagenfurt 0.5
456.7 657 San Sebastian

(EAI8) 3.0
459.6 652.7 Beromuenster 60.0

(Kw.)
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0

10.0
75.0
10.0
12.0

Kilo- Station and Poweo
Metres cycles Call Sign (Kw.)

465.8 644 Lyons (PTT) 1.6
472.4 635 Langenberg 60.0
480 625 North Regional 50.0
483 621.1 Ivanovo-

Vosnesensk 20.0
488.6 614 Prague 120.0
496 604.8 Trondheim 1.2
500.8 599 Madona 35.0
501.7 598 Florence 20.0
508.4 590 Tartu 0.5
509 590 Brussels (No. I) 15.0
511.8 586 Tartu 0.5
518.6 578.5 Vienna 15.0
525 572 Riga 15.0
532.9 563 Munich 60.0
557.5 537.8 Palermo 3.0
542 554 Sundsvall 10.0
550 545 Budapest (I) 185
559.7 536 Kaiserslautern 1.5
559.7 536 Augsburg 0.3
559.7 536 Tampere 1.0
563 533 Wilno 16.0
566 530 Hanover 0.3
571.2 525.1 Grenoble (PTT) 2.0
574.7 522 Ljubljana 5.2
575.2 521.4 Freiburg 0.25
675 444 Oufa (RV22) 10.0
678.7 442 Lausanne 0.6
720 416.6 Moscow (RV2) 20.0
748 401 Ostersund 0.6
759.5 395 Geneva 1.25

825 363.6 Sverdlovsk 36.0
835.4 359 Leningrad 110.0
840 357.1 Budapest (2) 3.0
848.7 353.4 Rostov (RV12) 20.0
892 340 Saratov (RV3) 20.0
937.5 320 Kharkov (RV4) 20.0
967.9 310 Alma Ata (RV60) 10.0

,000 390 Moscow
(Old Kom.) 100.0

.034.5 290 Kiev (RV9) 100.0
,071.4 280 Tiflis (RV7) 100.0
,071.4 280 Scheveningen -

Haven 10.0
,083 277 Oslo 60.0
,106 271.2 Minsk (RVIO) 35.0
,116 268.5 Moscow (Popoff) 40.0
,153.8 260 Kalundborg 7.5
,I68 257 Taschkent (RV II) 25.0
,I91 252 Luxemburg 5.0
,200 250 Istanbul 5.0
,200 250 Reyjavik 16.0
,229.5 244 Boden 0.6
,250 240 Vienna Exp 3.0
,260.5 238 Bakou 35.0
,304 230 Moscow (T.U.) 165.0
,348 222.5 Motala 30.0
,330 217.4 Novosibirsk

(RV6) (00.0
,4I I.8 212.5 Warsaw 120.0
,445.7 207.5 Eiffel Tower 13.5
,431.5 202.5 Moscow (RV1) 500.0
,538 195 Ankara 1.0
,554.4 193 Daventry (Nat ) 30.0
,630 187.5 Irkutsk (RVI4) 10.0
,620 185 Norddeich (KVA) 10.0
.634.9 183.5 Zeesen 60.0
,675 179 Kharkov 25.0
,725 174 Radio Paris 75.0
,795 167 Lahti 54.0
.875 169 Huizen 8.5
,935 155 Kaunas 7.0

2,030 150 Craciunelu 1.0
2,625 119 Konigswuster-

Hausen (press) 20.0
2,650 113 Eiffel Tower 15.0
2,400 103.5 Konigswuster-

Hausen (press) 15.0

THE EARL OF ATHLONE'S presi-
dential address at the twenty-first

annual conference of Educational Associa-
tions will be relayed on January 4 from.
University College, London, to London
Regional listeners.

A concert by the Leeds Symphony
String Orchestra, conducted by Edward
Maude, is to be relayed from Leeds. on
January 14.

At the religious service relayed from Carrs
Lane, Birmingham, on January 22, the
Rev. Leyton Richards is the preacher.

Dorothy Richards and Herbert Downes
support the Studio Orchestra at a Midland
Regional concert on January 23.

Captain H. B. T. Wakelam will broadcast
to National listeners, on January 2I, a
running commentary on the England versus
Wales International Rugby match, which
takes place at Twickenham, and on Feb-
ruary 4 Captain Wakelam will describe
the Scotland versus Wales match at
Swansea.

The London Zigeuner Orchestra will
celebrate its first anniversary nn January 17
with a London Regional broadcast entitled
"A Continental Hour."

Balakirev's tone -poem, " Thamar," and
Dvorak's violin concerto in A minor are
features of the City of Birmingham Orches-
tra's concert on January 24.
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WHERE TO TAKE THE LEAK
IN many sets, the grid leak is joined

directly between the grid of the detector
valve and the low-tension positive side of
the filament.

Sometimes the leak is connected acro§s
the grid condenser. This connection is not
much used, however, because the tuned
circuit almost invariably connects to the
negative side of the low tension. Most bat-
tery valves give the best results as detec-

0

BY"W.JA M ES
SCREEN -GRID AMPLIFICATION

THE amount of the amplification at
high -frequencies which can be obtained

from a screen -grid valve depends amongst
other factors upon the leakage capacity of
the valve.

This leakage capacity, which is measured
between the anode and control grid,
provides a coupling between the anode and
grid Circuits. There may be other coup-
IMgs between the two circuits due to
imperfectly shielded parts, but these are
always made as small as possible.

Any improvement which can be made in
the valve itself is, therefore, welcome, and
it is worth noting that the leakage capacity
of a Screen -grid valve having a metallised
bulb is usually much less than in the case
of this type of valve, but having a clear

+ bulb.
One make of valve with a clear bulb has a

leakage capacity of about .003 micro-
microfarads, and the metallised type is
exactly half this. In this case, better
results would be obtained from the metal-
lised valve, provided, of course, that the
circuit stray couplings were themselves very
small.

These are the two grid -leak connection
Echemes referred to by W. James

tors when the grid leak is taken to the posi-
tive low tension and this is the chief reason
for joining the grid leak between the grid
and the positive.

BIG BAFFLES, PLEASE
O get the best results from a moving -
coil speaker it is essential to use a

baffle of adequate size and it must be of
suitable material.

Thin plywood is not likely to be satis-
factory as it may vibrate too readily.
Seven -plywood is good, but at the same
time it should be stiffened if used in the
form of a large sheet with a hole cut in it
for the speaker.

Two feet square is really a minimum size,"
and the larger the better. When a cabinet
is used greater care must be taken or
resonances will occur and spoil the results..
Have a cut -away style of back. The
cabinet must be strongly made and it is
advisable to stiffen the sides, or they will
vibrate excessively.

It is easy enough to test whether poor
quality is due to a cabinet by trying the
speaker with a temporary flat baffle of
cardboard. To effect a cure, especially when
a set is also included in the cabinet, is
sometimes rather difficult, but vibration
should be reduced as far as possible.

AERIAL COUPLINGS

THERE are various ways of coupling
an aerial to the grid circuit of a valve.

Sometimes the coil is tapped and the
aerial is taken to the tapping paint. In
another arrangement the grid coil is
coupled to a winding having the aerial
joined to it.

Then again, the aerial can be connected
through a condenser to the grid end of the
coil.

The various methods have their own
advantages. They may be of equal effec-
tiveness. Much depends upon the coil
itself, for when this is a poor one the
method of coupling does not much affect
the results.

With a good coil, however, it is most
important that the aerial be connected the
right way or little may be gained by using
the better coil.

It is always of interest to try the various
arrangements, and if your set has an aerial
coil which is not tuned by a gang con-
denser it is easy to try a few experiments.
You should take a former of ebonite or
paxolin and wind a few coils with various
sizes of wire. Try the effect of connecting
the aerial to -a tap on the coil and also to
the top of the coil, but through a .000r-
microfarad condenser.

The chances are that you will note con-
siderable differences in the selectivity and
strength. A coil of fair size, such as one of
21/2 in diameter, will probably prove much
better than a small coil if it is not shielded.
When shielding is used, hov,ever, the
smaller coil may be as effective.
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ELECTRADIX
NEW CAT LOGUE
NOW READY 72

Illustrated
\ Pages and
New Price
Reductions

WILIPSAVE YOU POUNDS

TYPt Vlectrac121.

`FRa'^ SUPERSEDER

`,T

Get a GENEROMETER
BATTERY SUPERSEDER.-No H.T. Batteries needed for
your set even if you are not on the mains. An H.T. Battery
run down to 30 volts is useless and hest° be thrown away. Yet

you pay for the wasted volts.
The GENEROMETER makes H.T. from your L.T. 2 -volt
battery, rectified and smoothed. Gives 3 tappings and lasts in-
definitely. A boon and blessing to all using H.T.
Rcduced from £3 15s. New and Guaranteed. 37/6

From us only

PARCELS.-For the Experimental Amateur
who wants a useful junk -box of oddments, our
famous Bargain Parcels of Electrical and Radio
Sundries from- dismantled W.D. sets-surplus,
stocks, etc., with Switches, Wire, Chokes, Condensers, and Coils,
and a host of useful parts, post free, 10 lb., 71-, 7 lb., 5/,

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 Upper Thames St., London, E.C.4
"MOMI.1

THE MOST POPULAR
RADIO -GRAM CABINET
ON THE MARKET
Reduced inn IR Carriage

to dV V Paid!!!
Quality Guaranteed Improved
Soundly constructed in selected
oak, etc.. and hand polished.
SPECIFICATION. -3' high.
1'10" wide, l'6" deep. To take pan-
els up to IS" x 7". Panel opening
to suit set. These cabinets allow
ample room for the following:-

Pick-up, Motor. Speaker. Bat-
tei ies. etc., all for the reduced
price of 39/6.

Catalogue Post Free. From one oftka
Largest Mail OrJ er Works in England,
W. S. WILK IN, Cabinet Manu-
facturer, 12-26 Nelson Mews, Guernsey Depot: Mesw.. Leale

Southend-on-Sea, Essex. Ltd., 7, Bondage, Guernsey.

EASY TERMS PROMPT
DELIVERY

Any Amplion, Blue Spot, Baker,
Celestion, Epoch, Goodmans,
Igranic, Lamplugh, R. & A., Rola,
Sonochorde, or W: B. Moving
Coil Speaker supplied promptly

Send 5/- only
and pay the balance by monthly instalments. No
references. Entirely private and eordldfmtial. Write

for Catalogue and details to:

TURNADGE & PARTNERS, LTD.
110, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4

Telephone: Central 1903
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PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE. PER WORD, minimum charge

THREE SHILLINGS. DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Asthe publishers cannot accept responsibility for the bona

fdts of advertisers in this publication, they have introduced
a system of deposit which it is recommended should be
adopted by readers when dealing with persons with whom
they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and 1s. far amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
fees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
accepted), addressed to

AMATEUR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,
- 58/61 FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

NEW EDITION RELIABILITY WIRELESS GUIDE. --
Describes on page 23 Stupendous free gift.
NEW EDITION RELIABILITY WIRELESS GUIDE. -
Complete Constructor's Encyclopedia detailing principal
advertised components. Traders supplied.
NEW EDITION RELIABILITY WIRELESS GUIDE. -
Incorporating Station Log sent post free. --I. H. Taylor
and' Co., 3 Radio House, Macaulay St., Huddersfield.

MET-VICK A.C. ELIMINATORS. Guaranteed new. Com-
plete with UU60/250 Mazda valves, suitable for screen -
grid three or four -valve receivers. Output, 200 volts 30 m.a.
Automatic bias, etc., 47/6. Carriage paid, C.O.D. or cash
with order. Send for list of other unused bargains.-
Seekamp, 46 Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
B.T.H. R.K. MOVING -COIL SPEAKERS. Guaranteed
new, unused. Manufacturers' surplus. Original price,
6 guineas. Highly sensitive and wonderful tone response.
Will handle up to 10 watts output. Available for 6 v.,
100 v., 200 v., 301, Also A.C. models, £2/10/-. Carriage
paid, C.O.D. or cash with order. Send for list of other
unused bargains.-Seekamp, 46 Farringdon Street, London,
E.C.4.

CHARGE YOUR H.T. FROM YOUR L.T. AT HOME. -
Combination trickle. Charges efficiently 1 to 12 H.T.
10 -volt accumulators, 10/6. Postage 6d. Diagram only, 1/6.
-R. Fox, 188 Camberwell Grove, S.E.5.

SERADEX ALL -BRITISH RAD10.-List of chargers,
meters, resistances, condensers, chokes, transformers,
loud -speakers, etc., for stamp.
SERADEX BATTERY CHARGER, TYPE MRI030.-For
A.C. mains 200-230-250 volts, Westinghouse metal -recti-
fied; output variable up to 10 volts, maximum current
3 amps. £1/17/6. Complete with ammeter, £2/5/-.
SERADEX GLASSWOUND RESISTORS, entirely wire -
wound, on specially selected glass formers, fitted wire ends.
Made in usual values, 11 -watt type, 50 to 1,500 ohms, 9d.
each; 2,000 to 5,000, 1/-; 10,000 ohms, 1/3. Intermediate
values, next highest price. Also made in 21, 5, and 8 -watt
types.
SERADEX JUNIOR P.M. LOUD -SPEAKER. -Weight
81 lb.- Sensitivity extremely high. Field strength, 7,000
lines per sq. cm. Supplied complete with 3 -ratio output
transformer. £1/11/6. Ask your dealer to demonstrate.
SERADEX TUBULAR CONDENSERS, 400 -VOLT D.C.
WORKING. -.01 and .1-mfd., 8d.; .25-mfd., 9d.; .5-mfd.,
1/-; 1-mfd., 1/3; 2-mfd., 1/9. Special buffer type, .1 by
.1-mfd., 1,500 -volt test, 119. Lists for stamp.
SERADEX JUNIOR D.C. ELIMINATOR. -Output 15 or
25 ma., two lower taps, complete with all leads, etc., £1/51-.
Absolutely hum free.
SERADEX RECTIFYING UNITS, Westinghouse rectified.
Specially suitable for A.C. Change -over, etc. Suitable for
A.C. mains 200-250 volts. Complete with 4 -volt 4 -amp.

SERADEX TYPE MR8 RECTIFYING UNIT, rectified out-
put (unsmoothed), 280 volts at 60 ma., with 4 -volt L.T.
£2/5/-.
LISTS OF FULL RANGE FOR STAMP. -Carriage paid on
orders over £2.--48 Wake Green Road, Birmingham, 13.

BEFORE BUYING COMPONENTS, KITS, write for keen
quotation. -Childs, Radio Factors, 29 Moray Road,
London, N.4.

BUILD SETS FOR FRIENDS and make money. -Page,
42 Moray Road, London, N.4.

ENGINEERILLeuris increased his salary to £468 p.a. in
seven months, Greaves increased his to £400 p.a. and
Summers his to,1437 p.a., both after five months' tuition.
In each case we secured the jobs for these students through
our Employment Department. Greaves, Summers, and
Lewis are not better men than you. You can do equally as
well, if you know the right road to follow. The first step
is to send for our 250 -page handbook, " Engineering
Opportunities." Among other things this handbook gives
particulars of -B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., I.E.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., M.I,M.T., G.P.O., and all other Exams., out-
lines Home -study Courses in all branches of Civil, Mech.,
Elec., Motor, Aero., Radio, and " Talkie " Engineering,
and explains the unique advantage of our Employments
Department. Whether you be novice or expert, we urge 4
you not to neglect this opportunity. Send for your copy of
" Engineering Opportunities " at once -free of cost. -
British Institute of Engineering Technology. 109 Shake-
speare Rouse, 29-31 Oxford Street, W.1.
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ELIMINATORS AND MAINS TRANSFORMERS RE-
PAIRED. -Prompt service. Moderate charges. -The
Sturdy Electric Co., Derwent View, Dipton, Newcastle -
on -Tyne.

REAL BARGAINS IN RADIO -GRAM CABINETS. -
Every cabinet we supply is made of the most suitable
wood fur use with any moving coil. We beg to thank all
our clients that sent us letters of satisfaction. -Barra -
dough's, Cabinet Makers, 9 Nelson Street, Southend-on-
Sea.

1933 RECEIVERS, KITS, OR COMPONENTS, all makes,
amazingly high part exchange allowance on old; any type of
set or components accepted; send description; also details
of receiver or components required ; quotation immediately.
-Wood, Fowlcotes Buildings, Holcombe Brook, near
Bury, Lance.

BANKRUPT BARGAINS. -List free with 3-v. diagram
All usual lines. Second-hand sets to clear. Century -Super
with valves, no frame, £3; Ekco D.C. mains 3-v., £4
Osram Screened -grid 3, 30/-; Ultra 2-v. A.C. mains, £4
G.E.C. Victor 3-v., 12/6; Telsen 3-v., with valves, 30/ -
New Kits ; S.T,400, 50/-; 1 only. Simple Super at £4/15/-
Mains Sets and Eliminators at keen prices.-Butlin, 143b
Preston Road, Brighton.

" NEW CENTURY SUPER "
CONDENSERS

BUILDERS of the "New Century
Super" will be interested to know

that Messrs. Jackson Brothers (the makers
of the J.B. variable condensers specified
for this set) ask us to deny the rumour
that deliveries of these condensers are
being delayed. They can now, as ever,
give immediate delivery of the Unitune
and Nugang condensers specified.

Talks illustrated with gramophone music
have been given from time to time, to the
enjoyment and edification of thousands of
listeners, judging from the broadcasting
post -bag. This has encouraged the B.B.C.
to arrange a special series, starting on
January 1 r, under the title of "Strange
Music." They will be essentially travel
talks, but native music will form a sub-
stantial part of each broadcast. J. B.
Trend, the groat authority on Spain, will
open the series with a talk on that country
and Richard Hughes will follow with
Morocco. Africa and the East will later be
included.

Emile Littler, manager of the Repertory
Theatre, enjoys his appearances in. the
Midland Children's Hour. On January 27
he gives a talk about Birthdays.

"Amateur Wireless and Radiovision." Price

Threepence. Published on Wednesdays and bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world: 3 months,
4s. 6d.  6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd.'
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

*REPAIRS
to Loudspeakers 4/-, Blue Spots 5/-,
Transformers 4/ -. Moving Coils, etc.
quoted for. Prompt Service. 12 months
guarantee. Trade Invited. Streatham 6618.

Loud -speaker Repair Co.,* 2 SHIPKA ROAD, Balsam, London
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FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINTS
When ordering, masa nerd Postal Order, NOT STAINa

1931 Crystal Set
CRYSTAL. S.E.T (.6.d.)

8

ONE-VALVE SETS (ls. each)
Easy to Build One

WShort-wave One-valver AAW332817

B.B.C. One-valver

A)w344
Portable Short-wave One . . AW 354

TWO -VALVE SETS (ls. each)
25/- Two (D, Trans) .. AW330
Ten -Station Two (D, Trans) .. AW336
Inexpensive A.C.2 (D, Trans)  AW346 
Ideal Regional 2 (D. Trans) ..
Quality 30s. 'Two (I), Trans)

AW348Midget Two (D, RC) .
Ether Music Two (3, Trans)

AW353Mascot Two (D, Tram)

Clarion Voice 2 (SG, D, Pen)  
 AW357
. AW361

AW371.Music Lover's Two (D, Trans)

AW364

Family Two (D, Trans) SG

.. WM260

WWMM22768

New Economy Two (D, Trans)

Economy A.C. Two (D. Trans) WM286
Screen -grid Two (SG, Trans) WM289
A Two for 7 Metres (D, Trans) WM295
New -style Radiogram (D, Trans) - WM299

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)
Home -Lover's All-electnc, 3 (SG, D, Trans) :: AAWW33331

New Favourite Three (13 RC, Trans)

P.W.H. (" Mascot " D, RC, Trans) .. AW337
Home -Lover's Battery 3 (SG, D, Tram) .. AW341
£8 Radiogram (SG, D, Trans) AW343
New Regional Three (D, RC, Trans) _ AW349
World -Ranger Short-wave Three (D, RC, Trans.) AW355
Wizard (SG, D, Trans) AW360
£2 2s. Family Three (D. 2 Trans) AW368
Five -advantage Three (D, RC Trans) .. WM257
Everybody's A.C. Radiogram (SG, D, Trans) .. WM258
Double Band-pass Three (SG, D, Trans) . WM259
Everybody'sA.C. Radiogram(with automatic G.B.)WM262
New Economy Three (SG, D. Trans) .. WM263
New Plug-in Coil Three (El, 2 Tram) .. WM270
Transportable Three (SG, 13, Trans) .. WM271
Multi -Meg Three (D, 2 Trans) ' WM288
Percy Harris A.C. Radiogram (0, RC, Trans).. WM294
Prosperity Three for Batteries (SG, D, Trans) .. WM296
1933 Economy S.G. Three (SG, D, Trans) .. WM306
Harris Ethergram (SG, D, Trans) _ WM308
A.C. Calibrator (SG, D, Trans) _ WM309
FOUR -VALVE SETS (is. 6d. each)

Four Star 4 (SG, D. RC, Trans)
WUp -to -the -Minute Four (2 SG, D, Trans)AAW335186

Your Home Radiogram, (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. AW358
65/- Four (SG. D, RC, Trans) , AW370
Ether Rover'SG, D RC, Trans) WM266
Quadradyne (2 SG, D, Pen) - WM273
Economy Kadiogram (SG, D. RC, Trans) .. WM276
A.C. Quadradyne (2 SG, D, Pen) .. WM279
Ideal A.C. Home Super (Super -het) "*. .. WM290
Gold Coaster (Ae. Short -waver) .. WM292
Triple -tune Four (2 SG, D, Trans) .. WM293
Calibrator (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. WM300
Table Quad (SG, D, RC, Trans) WM303
FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

James Short-wave Super (Super -het) AW328
Simple Super (Super -het) . AW340

SIX -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
New Century Super (Super -het) with copy of

A.W., 4d., post free .. . AW363
New A.C. Century Super (A e. super -het) AW365
Super 60 (with Wearite base) WM249
Super 60 (with Lewcos base) WM2511932 Super 60( Super -het).. WM269
1932 A.C. Super 60 (A.C. Super -het) WM272
Ideal Home Super (Super -het) . . WM280
Easytune 60 (Super -het) . . .. WM284
SEVEN -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
Super Senior (Super -het) .. WM256
Seventy -Seven Super (A.C. Super -het).. WM305

PORTABLES (Is. 6d. each)
Biter's, Two (D, Trans) (1 /-) , . AW345
General-purpose Portable (SG, D, RC, Trans) AW331
Town and Country Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) .  WM282
Everybody's Portable (5 -valve super -het) .. WM291

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)
Universal Push-pull Amnlifier AW300
" A.W." Record Player (LF, Push-pull) AW3I9
The Battery -operated Amplifier .. AW362
A -P -A (Power Amplifier for A.C. Mains) .. WM275
A -P -A Radio Unit (SG, D.) .. .. WM281
Economy Gramophone Amplifier WM277

MISCELLANEOUS (1s. each)
Short-wave Plug-in Adaptor (6e1.) AW326
Short-wave Super -het Adaptor (6d.) AW329
Ether Searcher fladio-gramophone Motor Board AW333

A.W." Short-wave Adaptor .. . .. AW339
"Mascot " Mains Unit AW3SO
" A.W." Trickle Charger AW352
Add-on Band-pass Unit s AW359
Short-wave Adaptor for New Century Super .. AW367
Super 60 A.C. Unit .. W -M228
" W.M." Linen Diaphragm Loud -speaker  . WM243
Short-wave Director (6d.) (wavemeter) WmM228875
Voltage Regulator  
A.C. Mains Unit .. .  WfV1310
Copies of the "Wireless Magazine " and of " Amateur Wireless" cone
tabling descriptions et most of these sets can be obtained at B. ad. sad
4d. respectively, post tree. Index letters" A.W." refer to "Mutest
Wireless" sets and "W.M." to "Wireless Magazine:*
Address letters:

Amateur Wireless Blueprints Dept., 9,-11,1,1121

I enutteur WireleSi
FEE 1/..

INFORMATION BUREAU
COUPON

Available until Saturday
JANUARY 14, 1933
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C08°N1S1178VARIABLE COLVERSTAT
They ar,2 wire wound, smooth in movement, and ideal

for Mains Units and A.C. Receivers.

TYPE T.D.

mwT.D.COIL
Specified for the " Home -Station A.C. 2."
The Colvern T.D. Coil is complete'y screened and incorpor-
ates tapped aerial coupling and reaction.

Four alternative aerial tappings are arranged as sockets with
a wander plug.

The first two tappings give aerial couplings similar to those
normally employed but with greatly increased selectivity.
Numbers 4 and 5 give a high degree of selectivity with weak
aerial coupling suitable for use in a swamp area. There is no
break through on the long wave -band from B.B.C. stations.

Price 8,6
Suitable for detector L.F. type or screen -grid receivers.

COLVERN LIMITED, Mawneys Rd.,

Type S.T.SC. Pro-
tected Windings.
Ratings, 5 watts.
Standard values, 250
to 25,000 ohms. 5 3

Send for, the
Colvern cir-
cuit Booklet, R.L. 10.

Romford, Essex

12 Months
Guarantee

INMMIMMMEMMMI

Owing to greatly hie Teased production we
announce this amazing reduction

THE GLORIOUS
ROYAL 4 Valve
RADIOGRAM now
A.C. ALL MAINS. 15 gns.u:ariable-m screened-grid
valve, power grid detection and corrected Pentode
output, and Mazda valve rectification. Re-
c,ives signals 200-2,000 metres. Magnetically
coupled band-pass tuning with illuminated cali-
brated dial. B.T.H. Mains -excited Moving -
cal Speaker. Line Voltage Regulator with
safety fuse inccrpwated. Garrard Electric
Motor, _4utomatic stop. B.T.H. lick -up. Special
criomphone tone corrector. Walnut cabinet.
Triple gang condenser controlled by single knob.
The finest value in the world. Honestly
worth double. (Also D.C. Model, 17 gas.)

Write for illustrated booklet.
ROYAL RADIO, CO;, 5, Buckingham

Rd., South Woodford, E.18.
'Phone Buchitu rst 2 736

7 DAYS FREE APPROVAL !
H.T. BATTERY ELIMINATORS

BRITISH THROUGHOUT 2 Years Guarantee
Westinghouse rectifiers in A.C. Models.

1

D.C. MODEL Send for literature to actual manufacturers.
V.11,1,C, RADIO COMPANY,

Mail Order Dept.
198 Goswell Road, London, E.C.1

A.C. MODEL

30/ -

.in Amateur Wireless" Handbook

2/6 net

THE HOW AND WHY
OF RADIO

By ALAN HUNTER
Of all Newsagents and Booksellers, 2/0 post Ire; from Amateur
Wireless," 58161, Fetter Lane, London,

SELFRIDGE'S
Special offer of a limited number of the

CLIMAX AUTO -BAT

If you cannot call
POST YOUR

ORDER
You are assured of
every satisfaction.
Order early, van.:
lilies are limited.

150 VOLTS AT 20 M/A

Originally
Pr iced

52/6

The makers claim that there
is no other British A.C.
Mains Unit on the market
to -day, capable of giving
ae ontpebof Si) in/a. ut 130
vette, at a similar prier.
Ouceagain Selfridges estab-
lish a new record low -price
lewd for a reliable Maine
Unit.
Westinghouse metal reclin-
e:Wen.
Variable voltage switch for
all supply voltages front

SOO v. to 230 v.
(40-100 cycles), or
100 v. to 124 v.
Three tappings:
60/75 v., 80/110 v.,
anit 120/150 v.
20 mfa. maximum
anode current at
IllaXiU11.11 voltage.
Dimensions: 05 in.
by 31 in. by 31 in
Metal ease fitted
wits earth terminal.
No live parts ex-
posed and no pass'.
bility of shock.
Complies with all
I.E.L. Regulation..

SELFRIDGE'S PRICE

4 0

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention " A.W." to Advertisers
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EVERYTHING C. ELECTRICAL
Mourgooranter

T
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NOTE -
The OSRAM Auto-
matic °Cushion -
Springing" for damp-
ing out microphonics.

Precision in
Construction means
Reliability in

Performance.
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SET

0SRAM 1VOLT

VALVES WIT0 TUEA.
the world.WEMBLEY

VILAMOT
The filament

with. die highest electro-n.
emission

efficiency
of any Battery valve filament

n.

A CHOICE OF TWO

DETECTOR
HIGH EFFICIENCY

VALVES
OSRAM H2

For full technical information
WRITE for OSRAM Wireless Guide
Post free on request.

The High Amplification Detector for most
Sensitive Reception in (Det.-L.F.) Battery Sets.

Amplification Factor 35
Impedance 35,000 ohms.
Mutual Conductaw.e 1.0 m.a./v.

Price 71-

OSRAM HL2
The non-microphonic high Slope Detector for
Quality Reproduction in 2 -volt Battery Sets.

Amplification Factor , 27
Impedance 18,000 ohms.
Mutual Conductance 1.5 m.a./v.

Price 7/.

MADE IN
ENGLAND
SOLD BY ALL

' WIRELESSDEALERS emir*
FOR EXTRA OUALITY-'-+
WITHOUT EXTRA COST

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.2.

Printed by The Sun Engraving Co., Ltd., London and Watford. Published by'Bernard Jones Publications, Ltd., 58-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.
Sole Agents for South Africa : CENTRAL NEws AGENCY, LIMITED. Sole Agents for Australasia ; GORDON & Gown, LIMITED. Saturday, January 7, 1933.
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WIRELESS TIT -BITS FOR BEGINNERS
BATTERIES IN SERIES

VERI' often, when a certain
voltage is wanted, as for

the high-tension supply, you are
told to use a battery of that
voltage or two smaller batteries

offer a great inducement to the
incoming signal to which it is
tuned not to pass on into the
rest of the tuning circuit. At
the same time the well -designed
trap will allow stations on wave -

Two high-tension batteries of 69 volts each when connected in series
as above give you a total voltage of 120

connected in series. Many
beginners do not seem to under-
stand what this means.

Let us take a very simple
example. _You might want a
12o -volt high-tension supply for
the set and you might only be
able to buy two 60 -volt batteries.
Yet if these are connected in
series you will get your 120 volts
just as well as with a 120 -volt
battery.
 The point is that when two

batteries are joined in series the
total voltage obtained is the sum
of the voltages of the separate
batteries.

To join two batteries in series
you must connect the negative
terminal at the end of one
battery to the positive terminal
at the end of the other battery.

This will leave you with a
positive connection at the end
Of the first battery, which
becomes the positive end of the
series arrangement, and a nega-
tive connection at the end of the
other battery, and this becomes
the negative connection of the
Series arrangement.
HOW WAVE TRAPS WORK

DO you know what a wave
trap is? Its name gives

the clue to its job, which is quite
simply to trap waves that you
do not want to pass into the set.
The local station, for example,
is certainly not wanted when
you are listening to a fofeignet.

The idea of the wave trap is to

lengths adjacent to. the unwanted
station to come through, though
often this can be achieved only
by some loss of signal strength.

The wave trap is nothing more
than a sharply tuned tuning
circuit inserted in the ae; ial lead.

(30 TURN TONING
COIL cormrism

AERIAL \ \
LEAD /

00O5
MFD.

L.
TO AERIAL TERMINAL OF SET

The simplest wavetrap con-
sists of a coil tuned by a con-
denser with a tapping for the

aerial lead as shown above

The more sharply this -trap circuit
tunes the greater will be the trap's
power of discriminating ,between
the station you do not want and
all the stations you do want.

In its simplest form the wave
trap consists of a solenoid coil
of Go turns, tuned by a .0005-
microfarad variable condenser.
There are tappings on the coil.
The aerial lead is taken to One
of them, usually to a point
between 5 and to turns from the
end of the coil connected to the
aerial terminal of the set.

ON THE SHORT WAVES
MANY beginners want to

know how .short-wave
reception differs from reception
on the normal broadcasting
wavebands. The essential
difference is in the tuning.

On short waves we are dealing
with very high frequencies and
this makes it essential to use
very small capacity tuning con-
densers and a range of inter-
changeable short-wave coils.

The easiest way for the broad-
cast listener to get down to
short waves is by connecting
up what is called a plug-in
adaptor. A more sensitive unit
is the short -Wave super -het
converter.

Both types of short-wave unit
consist of a one -valve detector
circuit with special short-wave
tuning coils and condensers.
The tuning of the broadcast set
is not used when either of these
units is connected up.

HOW DOES A MAINS
VALVE DIFFER?

THERE is A great difference
in the working of a mains

valve when compared with a
battery -operated valve. It is
quite easy to see why this
difference -is present and how it
works out in practice.

The mains valve has to get its
filament heat from the mains,
which may be A.C. or D.C.
There are irregularities in the
mains supply not present in the,
supply from an accumulator as
used for a battery -heated valve.

These little variations would
cause the heating of the filament
to vary and that in turn would
cause the electron emission to
vary, so producing a loud hum
in the reproduction.

To avoid this we use one
electrode for heating and another
for the electron emission. The
heater filament wire, like the wire
in a battery valve, is connected
across the power supply, thus
causing a current to flow through
it.

The current causes the wire
to heat up and the heat from this
wire is passed on to what is
called the cathode, which is a
separate electrode surrounding
the heater wire, but insulated
from it.

The heater wire of an A.G.
valve is quite separate front
the cathode, which is the
electrode that emits the

electrons

. Although the heating of the
filament wire varies with the
mains variations the indirectly
heated cathode does not, as it
Cannot folio* the relatively
rapid heat variations that are
occurring.

Because the cathode doss nct
vary_ in.- its. heat the electron
emission, which, remember, t.;
coming from the cathode,
remains constant, and there i ;

no hum during reception.
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PERCY W. HARRIS'S

4BLI I LD AS You LEARN

T N last week's lesson we discussed coils
1 at some length, and in particular the
form of dual -range coil adopted (because
of simplicity) for the present receiver.
The design of the receiver is such that
almost any standard make of coil can
be used, and accordingly I have received
a very large number of inquiries from
readers who want to know how this or
that make of coil can be adopted.
Some of the coils are open, some are
screened, and some have been designed
for special circuits. How are we to
know what to do, which one to use,
and how to use it?

Two Coils Are Wanted
Let us see what we want in the case

of our receiver. We have, you will
remember, two separate and distinct
coils, the first used for coupling the
aerial to the first grid circuit and the
second for the dual purpose of allowing
the screen -grid valve to be coupled with
the detector and permitting reaction to
be applied progressively by means of a
variable condenser. In each case
provision has to be made for both
medium and long wavebands.

Last week I talked to you about the
effect known as " break -through " and
mentioned that nowadays it has been
a comparatively simple matter, so far
as manufactured coils are concerned, to
overcome this defect. While the exact
reasons for a break -through in a

Valuable information is given this week on using s
alternative makes of coils in the screen -grid three -valve

which Percy W. Harris now adds a pentode output va

particular coil are
not simple to explain
in an elementary ar-
ticle, it will be found,
in a large number
of coils in which

break -through has been avoided, that
the aerial winding is separate and
distinct from that used for the grid
circuit, the two being coupled together
electro-magnetically.

A typical coil circuit of this kind is
illustrated for the benefit of those who
have absorbed sufficient from these
articles (and the theoretical ones accom-
panying them each week in the supple-
ment) to follow the conventional dia-
grams. In any case, whether you can

Circuit of a typical commercial dual -range
coil, showing the simple three-point switch
method of shorting the aperiodic aerial wind-

ing when medium waves are wanted

follow this diagram or not, I should
explain that in the type of coil to which
I refer there are four distinct windings
where no reaction is applied and five
where reaction is included.

There are two windings f
medium band and two for the lo
as our switching system calls
long -wave winding to be short -c
on the medium band, switching
so simple as that we have used
own home-made coils.

Using A Three-point Sw
In the coils to which I refe

must be at least a three-point
that is to say, one point of the
connected to earth and two
connected to the ends of the res
long -wave windings. When the
is in a short-circuit position t
long -wave windings are shun
earth. For this reason such coils nearly
always have a built-in switching system.

So far as reaction is concerned, it is
usually possible so to arrange the
windings that one reaction coil serves
for both medium- and long -wave wind-
ing without any switching.

Now, suppose you have one of the
numerous excellent commercial coils,
either screened or unscreened, and
desire to use it for our first instructional
receiver. First of all, look for the
diagram supplied with the coil. The
maker nearly always gives a clear
explanatory leaflet telling you which
terminals on the coil to connect to which
parts of the receiver.

Typical coils are shown by the
diagrams. Here the terminals are
marked for grid, earth, reaction i,
reaction 2, and aerial. It will now be
quite obvious to you, having studied
the previous articles, where to connect
the grid and earth wires, but you may
have some doubts about which way to
connect the reaction.

As one reaction terminal of our
winding in our set is connected to earth,
you must join one of your reaction
terminals to the same wire as that which

Alternative makes of aerial -tuning coil are shown above, with their appropriate connections to the other components of the set. Study thisdiagram with the blueprint layout given last week in the "Wireless Made Easy" Supplement

PAGE TWO
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goes to the earth lead from the coil, the
other going to the reaction condenser.

If the maker does not tell you which
to connect to which in his data, just
try one way or the other. You cannot

oscillation with one terminal reaction
do any harm, and if you fail to get

,11

connected to earth and the other to the
condenser, just reverse these connec-
tions, joining the one which previously
went to earth to the reaction condenser

1
and the one which went to the reaction
condenser to earth. One or other of
these ways round will give you the
correct result.

Tappings For Aerial Coupling
Some coils have several terminals

marked, for example, "aerial r, aerial 2,
aerial 3," etc. This enables you to get
exactly the same effect as is obtained
with the spring clip on the coil designed
specially for this receiver, and you will
join the lead coming from the com-
pression condenser to which ever of the
terminals gives you the best results.

So far the information I have given
you applies to, the use of commercially -
made coils in the first receiver connected.
to the detector and two low -frequency
stages. If now you want to use a pair
of coils in the screen -grid, detector and
one low -frequency set with which we
are dealing at the moment, for the first
coil ignore the reaction winding, leaving
the reaction terminals blank. In the
second coil connect them up as I have
just explained to you.

In this case, however, a little more
explanation is required. You will
remember that the connection from the
screen -grid .circuit to the second coil
comes through the .000r fixed condenser.
Where shall we take this lead ? Experi-
ments must be made to find which
gives the best result with a particular
coil, and you should try first of all
taking it direct to the grid. terminal
ignoring the aerial winding.

Making The Set Stable
If the set is unstabled in this way,

try taking it to the aerial tapping giving
the strongest coupling, in fact, try the
connection from the .000r condenser to
the various tappings just as you would
if the lead came from the aerial
compression condenser. Probably you
will find, particularly if it is a screened
coil, that the best results will be
obtained when the .000r condenser is
taken straight to the grid terminal.

--r"":-.0111:1111=1

-PENTODE. OUTPUT CHOKE/

P

A pictorial diagram showing how a pentode pliwer valve can be used in the three -valves with
the aid of a pentode output choke and a large fixed condenser

So much, then, for the placing of
coils. Many commercial coils are now
arranged in pairs so that the switching
can be "ganged" or joined together by
a long rod, and in most cases you will
have to use the switches incorporated
in the coils. This, however, depends
upon particular makes and how they
are arranged.

I'm afraid I have taken greater space
than I intended for discussing coils, but
my correspondence on the matter has
been large and I thought it essential to
deal in more detail with them this week.
Now let us consider another important
step forward in receiver design, and that
is the introduction of the pentode valve.

In this series of articles I cannot
discuss valves in principle or in detail,
but as you have probably wondered
what this pentode valve is and why so
much fuss is made about it, let me say
at once that its chief virtue is that its
efficiency is very much higher than that
of the ordinary power output valve.
When judging the efficiency of a valve
we must consider how much of the
high-tension current supplied to it is
really used for producing signals in the
loud -speaker wand how much is just so
much waste.

We can ignore the filament current
at the moment. We 'are, however,
vitally concerned with the best use of
our high-tension battery out of which
the whole power for operating the
loud -speaker comes. Do not imagine
that the input signal supplies the power
to operate your loud -speaker --this is
quite a mistake.

The input signal only serves to control
the power supplied by the high-tension

battery and, so to speak, directs
operations. When you point a gun at
a rabbit; you operate the trigger with
your finger, but it is not the force
exerted by your finger which kills the
rabbit. It is the stored -up energy in
the gunpowder in the cartridge. Simi-
larly, it is not the incoming signal which
works the loud -speaker and produces
the sound waves. It is the stored -up
energy in your high-tension battery or
mains unit.

Why The Pentode Is Efficient
Now the ordinary output valve is

really very inefficient, some four -fifths
of the high-tension supply to the output
valve being wasted. In the pentode,
however, the efficiency is ever so much
higher-two or three times higher in
the case of a good pentode, and there
is every reason to think the efficiency
will be raised still higher when it suits
the purpose of the valve manufacturers.

The pentode valve has a filament, a
grid and a plate connection just as has
the ordinary output valve; there are,
however, two more grids, making three
in all, one of the inside grids beino-
connected direct to the filament inside
the valve and. therefore not requiring
any external connection, and the remain-
ing one being brought out for joining
up to the high-tension battery.

There are two ways of bringing out
this.last grid, one being to a terminal
on the side of the valve, and the other
to a central pin, this latter arrangement
now becoming standard. If you desire,
then, to use a pentode valve in this
receiver (I can assure you the efficiency

(Continued on page Six)

11.F. COIL

LISSEN
EXTRA W.

H.F. COIL

RA
I WIRE

a TEL.SE.14
I NOTE:- WAVE -GRANGE. WITCH

&WIRES 46,47&46 NOT REQUIRED

Alternative makes of high -frequency coil are shown above, with their appropriate connections to the other components in the set. Study this
diagram with the layout given last week

PAGE THREE
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ELEMENTARY

Here is a simple analogy for detector by-
passing. Man and dog approach the wall
(modulated wireless waves at detector), and
then man goes over the ladder (low frequency
current through the choke), while dog goes
through the drain pipe (high frequency cur-
rent through the condenser), the two being

thus separated

What is this gadget here?
That is a high -frequency choke as

used a great deal in up-to-date wireless
sets.

What is it used for?
For choking or stopping high -

frequency currents. We sometimes have
a circuit which is carrying not only a
high -frequency- Oscillation, but at the
same time a low -frequency oscillation
or even a steady flow of current.

Don't they get mixed up?
No. It is quite possible for the two

types of current to flow through the
same circuit. Actually they combine
and give us a current which is varying
from instant to instant in a very
complex manner. We do not need to
worry about this because the circuit
behaves as if the two currents were
entirely separate, and we can therefore
calculate the effect of each current
individually.

We can even do more than that.
We can deliberately separate the two
currents by splitting the circuit into two
parts, one of which is specially suited to
one type of current and the other only
suitable for the second sort of current.

For example, suppose we have a mjan
and a dog walking down a road. On
the ordinary road or footpath the two
can travel together quite easily. The
man takes more or less sedate steps,
while the dog frisks about his feet.

Suddenly the footpath finishes at a
wall, over which there is a ladder. The
man, of course, is able to climb up the
ladder without difficulty, but what
about poor Bonzo? We could; with a
certain amount of difficulty, help him
up the ladder as well, but the process
would not be easy.

Fortunately he spies a drainpipe
leading through the wall. Now this
does not appeal to the man. Even if
it did he could not get through it
because he is too big, but Bonzo has
no difficulty at all and charges through
in great style. Alas, the other side of
the drainpipe leads on to quite a

PAGE FOUR
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IRELESS COURSE
FOR BEGINNERS

In this week's instalment J. H. REYNER and the " A.W."
STAFF explain how high -frequency current is by-passed to earth

by means of a choke and a condenser

different path, and master and dog are
separated I

Is this touching *tory meant to represent
what happens to high- and low -
frequency currents?

Exactly. We often want to separate
a current into its high- and low -
frequency parts. For instance, in the
anode circuit of a detector valve we
have both types of current. We apply
high -frequency voltages to the grid, and
therefore we obtain high -frequency
variations of current in the anode
circuit. This gives us our high -
frequency current.

At the same time, because the valve

DUST
PROOF

COVER

SYMBOL
-OA

"ea/ t101
ti

SECTIONS

EBOti IT E
BASE

construction of a high frequency
The windings are done in a series of
keep down the self -capacity of the

complete choke

is arranged to act as a detector, the
average or mean value of the current
is continually changing in accordance
with the modulation of the wave at the
transmitting station. Therefore we have
low -frequency currents existing in the
anode circuit at the same time.

I thought the detector turned the high -
frequency currents into low -frequency
ones?

That is not quite correct. The high -
frequency currents which we receive on
the aerial have the low -frequency
modulations riding on their backs. All
the detector does is to enable the
low -frequency modulations to dismount,
as it were, so that for the first time
they have a separate existence. The
function of the detector is to extract
the low -frequency currents, but it does
not automatically get rid of the original
high -frequency oscillations.
Surely we only want the low frequency

current?
That is so, and it is here that we use

a divided circuit of the type I suggested

Typical
choke.
slots to

earlier. We split up the circuit into
two parts. One part contains a ladder
or in other words a high frequency choke.
This is a device which high -frequency
oscillations have great difficulty in
passing.

Low -frequency currents on the other
hand flow through it comparatively
easily, just as the man is able to climb
the ladder without much trouble. All
our low -frequency currents, therefore,
flow in this circuit.

It is most important, however, that
we should provide a path. for the dog,
that is to say, the high -frequency
current. This point is often overlooked
but it is really absolutely essential.
Fortunately we are able to do this
quite easily with a by-pass condenser.

I thought a condenser was used for
tuning?

That is only one of its functions. It
has other very useful properties, one of
them being the property of acting as a

high -frequency
current.

I don't see how a condenser can pass any
current. There is no circuit.

Look at 'it this way. If you apply
a voltage across the plates of a condenser
the electrons in the dielectric sideslip,
and there is a corresponding sway of
electrons through the circuit giving a
charge on one of the plates. This gives
us a momentary current.

If we now reverse the direction of the
voltage there is a swing -back of all the
electrons, followed by a charge in the
opposite direction. So you see that if
we have an oscillating voltage applied
first in one direction and then in the
other, we obtain a motion of the

METAL
PLAT ES --MOULDED

CASE

it

1 MICA T
SYMBOL

Typical fixed condenser construction. Note 11
that the two sets of plates are interleaved
with pieces of mica, which insulate one set

of plates from the other
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How High -frequency Current
electrons in the circuit backwards and
forwards just as if the condenser were
not present, or perhaps I should say
just as if the condenser were an actual
conductor of current like a piece of wire.

Why have the condenser at all?
Because it has some effect, obviously.

In the first place it will not allow any
continuous flow of current in one
direction only. It is a complete barrier
to what we call direct current, which is
often useful. Secondly, even with an
oscillating voltage the actual current
depends upon the size of the condenser.

Obviously the larger we make the
condenser the more electrons we have
in the dielectric capable of being
influenced by any voltage applied to
the circuit. Therefore we can say that
the current through a condenser is
directly proportional to the capacity.
If we double the capacity we obtain
twice as much current for a given
voltage.

I see. How fast must the oscillations be
before the condenser will act like this?

There is no sudden change. The
value of the current depends upon the
number of electrons moving past any
particular point in a given
time, say one second. If
the variations in the
voltage are relatively slow,
the movement of electrons
in a given time will only
be relatively small and the
current will be small in
consequence.

As we increase the fre-
quency of the oscillations,
although the same electrons
are still surging backwards
and forwards, they do so
many more times a second,
giving us an increase in
current, and in fact the
current through the con-
denser is directly propor-
tional to the frequency
or rapidity of the oscil-
lations.

You have not told
me what the
high - frequency
choke is.

Simply an induc-
tance coil consist-
ing of a large
number of turns of
wire on a suitable
former. You know
that when a current
flows through a coil
a magnetic field, is
produced. Now if
the current is vary-
ing this magnetic
field must also
vary, and you know from what we said
in the discussion on oscillating circuits
some time ago that the magnetic field
objects strongly to any rapid alteration
in its condition.

In other words an inductance coil
acts exactly in the opposite manner to
a condenser. If the current through the
coil is steady then it offers no objection
to the passage of current other than
that due to the actual resistance of the
wire.

If we vary the
magnetic field is

fr
HIGH -FREQUENCY

CHOKE

current, however, the
agitated and induces

REACTION
NDENZiER

DETECTOR Est PASS
CONDENSER

Under -side of three -valve set chassis, showing in particular a
high frequency choke, a detector by-pass condenser and a

reaction condenser

You mean the same condenser conducts
high -frequency currents better than
low -frequency ones?

Exactly ; and it is here that we obtain
the by-passing action. If we use a
condenser of about .0002 to .0005
microfarads, it acts as quite an easy
path for high -frequency oscillations.

On the other hand, if we are only
dealing with speech frequencies which
are several thousand times slower, the
condenser is nothing like such an easy
path and the low -frequency currents
prefer to go by other routes if these
are available. In this case we have the
high -frequency choke circuit, and they
prefer to go this way, leaving the
high frequencycurrents to go through
the drain -pipe or by-pass condenser.

back e.m.f. to try and stop the current.
The more rapid the variations of current
the larger are these opposing forces, so
that the coil practically refuses to allow
high -frequency currents to flow through
it at all.
Surely it will also have some effect on

the low -frequency currents?
Yes. We have to choose the value

of the inductance so that it has only
a small effect on the low -frequency
currents while acting as an almost

Next Week !
WHY GRID BIAS IS NEEDED
A specially interesting instalment
of the ELEMENTARY WIRELESS

COURSE for beginners

WIRELESS MADP FAcT

is By-passed

H -F. OSCILLATIONS
HERE WITH L.F.
MODULATIONS RIDING
OH 'THEIR SACK

L.F. CURRENTS
HAVING SLIPPED
OFF THE BACKS
OF THE H.F.
OSCILLATIONS
GO THIS WAY

HY. CURRENTS NOW
FREE. OF MODULATION

GO THIS WAY

Theorectial circuit of a detector valve, showing the high frequency
choke in the anode circuit and the fixed condenser between the anode

of the valve and earth

complete barrier to high -frequency cur-
rents. So you see, we have here the
two components which act as complete
separators. The high -frequency choke
acts like the ladder and allows low -
frequency currents to pass quite easily,
but makes it very difficult for the
high -frequency oscillations. The by-
pass condenser on the other hand acts
like the drain -pipe, providing an easy
route for the high -frequency oscillations,
but one which the low -frequency cur-
rents find altogether too difficult.

I would emphasize the necessity in
a properly designed circuit for providing
both these parts. A high -frequency
choke without a suitable by-pass con-
denser cannot do its work properly.

What does a high -frequency choke look
like?

It is simply a number of turns of
relatively fine wire wound in a suitable
former. Usually the former is provided
with anything from five to ten slots,
and we wind the wire in these slots,
first filling up one slot and then going
to the next and filling that, and so on.
Why is that done?

Because the coil is rather more
efficient if it is wound in this way, just
as the long -wave winding of a tuning
coil is usually wound in slots.

Is the high -frequency choke always
necessary?

No ; for example, if we have a low -
frequency transformer following a detec-
tor, the primary winding will sometimes
act as a choke. We must still provide
a by-pass condenser however, and in
fact this component is of more impor-
tance than the choke.

If we use a high -frequency choke in
the anode circuit without a by-pass
condenser, it will prevent the detector
valve from working properly, because
the low -frequency currents only arise
because of the variation of the high -
frequency current.

If we do not provide an easy path for
the high -frequency. .choke the strength
will be reduced. It is as if our man
refused to go for a walk without his
dog !

PAGE FIVE
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WORTH
HAVE you ever looke

through that AMATEtI
WIRELESS feature entitle
" Broadcasting Stations" give
near the end of the issue?
contains a regularly-amende
list of all the foreign stations o
Europe, as well as most of th
Russians.
Stations That Entertain an

Stations That-!
We can broadly distinguis

between foreign stations tha
are of interest merely as add
tions to the log and, forei
stations that offer some thane
or real entertainment., Ti
second class of stations conta"
the only ones worth while.

It will be of interest to beg
ners to decide the conditions f
worth -while foreign station r
ception. Firstly, we think th
most important condition is th
the signal strength of t
foreigner shall be sufficient
great to enable good loud-speake
strength to be obtained witho
unduly forcing the set.
Weak Signals are not Wort

Worrying About !
This is a very importan

point. For if the signal is
initially weak that a great de
of amplification is needed t
give loud -speaker results, th
chances are that the resultin
high background level will spo
reception.

The second condition f
worth -while reception is th
the signal shall not be undul
interfered with either by adja
ent stations or by mor
messages.

The third condition is that th
signal shall not unduly fade. T
some extent all foreign statio
are apt to fade, but low way
lengths are more susceptible
this trouble than high way
lengths.

For a start you may take
that stations below 30o metr
are not worth while from a
entertainment point of view
as they fade too greatly. Ther
are one or two exceptions, bu
the general rule is not debatabl

That rules out quite a larg
number of stations that figur
in amateurs' logs. Let us mak
the point quite clear that
are talking now of worth-whi
foreigners. Because unless th
point is borne in mind ma
readers may feel inclined t
write in to assert that the
consistently get many good
foreigners below 30o metres !
Try Between 300 and 5

metres !
Another point is that this bar

to the below-3oo-metre station
applies only after dark. Durin
the hours of daylight sever
shortish wavelength foreign
come through at fair strength
and without fading.

-is
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Regional's

point than North National's. A degree or so above you
With luck you should get ought now to hear the new
Brussels No. 2 on 338 metres Athlone high -power station test -
just before you come upon ing. This new 6o -kilowatt Irish

Free State station is now
testing and announcing in Irish,
English and several other lan-
guages.

Working down from North
Regional you should find Lan-
genberg, a high -power German,
on a wavelength of 472 metres.
If your set is not very selective
you will come upon Beromuen-
ster first after going down from
North Regional.
Rome's Lady Announcer

Going down a few more
degrees you will certainly find
Rome on 441 metres, and just
below this Italian with its lady
announcer you should be able
to get Stockholm on 435 metres.
Both the last-named stations
are reliable high -power signals.

Above the North Regional
"signpost" it is worth while
trying for Prague on 48S metres,
Brussels No. I on 509 metres,
Munich on 532 metres, and
Budapest on 55o metres. These
are strong signals, and when
free from interference are worth
hearing.

Below the North National
"signpost" you might try for
Trieste on 247 metres, an
Italian that on some evenings is
worth hearing.

London Regional.
Can You Get Miihlacker Clearly?

If you live well away from.
the London Regional station
you should then be able to get
Milldacker, the high -power Ger-
man on 36o metres. Is there
anything between London Re-
gional and Scottish Regional?
Well, you can try, but we do
not think you will have a great
deal of luck.

Between Scottish Regional
and Midland Regional you ought
to get one or two more good
stations. Toulouse, a degree or
so above Scottish Regional,
especially if you catch him on
his new 6o -kilowatt outfit, now
testing, is well worth while.
And Leipsig, just below Midland
Regional on 389 metres is a
wonderful signal. It ought to
be-the power is 75 kilowatts.
Now For The Best of the Batch

Between Midland Regional
and North Regional you will
find what is probably the best
batch of foreigners available on
the whole of the medium wave-
band. Just above Midland
Regional, for example, is the
Swiss station, Softens, announc-
ing in French, on a wavelength
of 403 metres.

PERCY W. HARRIS'S
"BUILD AS YOU LEARN"

(Continued from page Three)

of it will be still further increased
by your so doing), you should
change your ordinary four -pin
valve holder for a five -pin one.

The four pins will be con-
nected just as at present, and
the fifth pin must be taken out
to an additional wander plug.
This wander plug can be inserted
in the high-tension battery, as
near as possible to the maximum
voltage applied to the output
valve, or the lead can be con-
nected straight to the maximum
high-tension terminal on the set.
Grid bias for this output valve
must, of course, be carefully
arranged according to that speci-
fied by the makers.

Let me say at once that it is
a very risky proceeding and
likely to injure your pentode if
you change the grid bias while
the set is switched on. In
any case you should not do
this even with an ordinary
output valve, but it is particu-
larly important not to do so
with a pentode.

The set will work quite 'effec-
tively with no further alteration,
but as the pentode valve 'haS a
tendency when used in direct
connection with the loudspeaker

to give an over -accentuation of
the high notes, making the set
sound rather shrill, it is usual to
connect it to the loud -speaker
through a special "pentode -
choke," which you can buy
from a number of makers.

The connections are quite
simple, the pentode choke taking
the place of the loud -speaker,
the loud -speaker itself being
connected on one side to earth,
and on the other side through a
2-microfarad condenser to the
choke tapping provided. You
can, if 'you like, re -arrange the
parts on the baseboard so as to
allow for the choke and con-
denser on it, or you can use the
choke and condenser on a small
board outside or even in the
loud -speaker cabinet itself. As
we are working out an experi-
mental set, and there are many
readers who may be quite satisfied
with the receiver using an ordin-
ary output valve, I must leave
the choice of means to them.

Next week, in response to a
very large number of inquiries,
I will show you how, with very
simple modification, you can
use a variable -mu valve in this
receiver.

PAGE SIX "OHM S LAW WITHOLI1 TEARS" -NEXT WEEK
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CONNECTING UP to the RIGHT TERMINALS
eoocD000

Ai HT- liT+1 1-1T+2 GB+ GB -1 GB -2 LS+ L S-
A composite terminal strip drawn to show all the terminals usually found on battery sets

CON FRONTED with the ar-
ray of terminals on the

average set, you may be excused
for being slightly perplexed as to
where all these connections have
to be taken. Actually, as we
shall show, there is nothing very
difficult about the receiver's
external connections.

The large diagram shows a row
of terminals such as might be
fitted to a well -designed three -
valve battery -operated set. It
will be seen that terminals are
fitted for the aerial and the earth,
and for a variety of other exter-
nals that may not be obvious,
from their terminal markings.

" L.T." is short for low tension.
This is the battery used to heat
the filaments of the valves. It
has a positive terminal marked
in red and a negative terminal
marked in black.

Make sure you do not trans-
pose these two connections. No
great harm will be done, but you
will lose a certain amount of
efficiency.
 " }LT." is the abbreviation for

high tension, the battery used to
supply the anodes of the valves
with a high positive voltage.
Often you will find that a lower
voltage is wanted for the first
valves in the set than for the
power or last valve. This
explains why there are so often
more than one high-tension posi-
tive terminal.

The " H.T." terminal is the
lower voltage tapping and if
there are several, the highest -
numbered positive terminal is
taken to the maximum battery
tappings.

Gril bias is represented on the
terminal strip by several " G.B."
terminals. There is always one
" G.B. " terminal and always
one " G.B.-", but there may, in
some sets, be several negatives.

The object of grid bias is to
apply a negative voltage to the
grids of the amplifying valves
(and to the detector it -it works
on the " anode -bend " system),
and it happens that just as the

Connect the positive and negative
terminals of the loud -speaker as
shown so that positive goes to L.S.-j-

and negative goes to L.S.-

anodes of valves require differ-
ent positive voltages to work
properly, so the grids of these
valves require different negative
voltages.

" G.B.-i " is usually the low-
est bias voltage terminal and
" G.13.-2, " or some higher num-
ber, if there are more than two
negative terminals, goes to the
maximum negative tapping on
the bias battery.

Sometimes, when there are
several negative bias tappings,
you will find it necessary to plug,
say, G.B.-2 into the top of
G.B.-r, as perhaps the two
valves concerned will want the
same grid bias.

Now about those terminals
marked" L.S." They are for the
connection of the loud -speaker.
In these days it does not much
matter which way round you
connect the speaker, but with
certain types it is important to
connect the " " terminal
to the speaker terminal marked
positive. Otherwise the magnet-
sm the unit may be impaired

To provide for different voltages
on the anodes of the valves,
H.T. +1 is taken to a less positive

tapping than H.T. +2

This does not apply to moving
coils.

We are now left to consider the
connection of the aerial and the
earth. Far from being the most
straightforward of the set's con-
nections, these two may prove
the most difficult to make really
satisfactorily.

The aerial is often provided
with two or even three alterna-
tive connections to the set. The

Then. are usually two or more
grid -bias negative terminals and
G.B.-1 is taken to a less negative

tapping Lion G.B.-2

-  - -

reason is that aerials differ so
much in their electrical charac-
teristics that several degrees of
coupling are often needed in order

The earth terminal can be con-
nected to either an earth pipe
(water main) or to a buried spike

or tube

to obtain adequate aerial selec-
tivity.

There is no standard method
of indicating which of two aerial
terminals is the more selective.
Many sets with two aerial ter-
minals will be found to have
terminal " Ai " as the normal
connection and "A2" as the
more selective connection, but

The red terminal is taken to the
L.T.+ terminal and the black
terminal to the L.T.- terminal

only by actual trial can this
point be fully proved.

The earth connection can be
either a water -pipe or a buried
earth, such as a tube or spike.
Its proper connection is most
important and has a real bearing
on the results that can be ob-
tained.

If you consider the terminals
in groups, such as " H.T.",
" L.T.", and "G.B.", there is
little chance of making a mis-
take. What may happen,
though, is that the positive tap-
pings for the high-tension and
the negative tappings for the low
tension get mixed up. If this
happens you may seriously inter-
fere with the working of the set.

The most fatal mistake you
can possibly make is to connect
the high-tension battery across
the "L.T." terminals. If this
happens you will blow all the
valve filaments.

The way to avoid this cala-
mity is to fit a fuse between the

high and low-tension negative -
terminals, and then the fuse will
blow before the current reaches
sufficient value to harm the

AERIAL.

Terin'nal Al, abo,e, would give
more selective tuning than A2
because the coup ing would be

smaller

filaments.
So far we have not dealt with

the question of pick-up termin-
als. These are not found on all
sets, though more and more
listeners are insisting on this
additional facility.

The terminals for the connec-
tion of a gramophone pick-up are
marked ' P.U.' as a rule, but
sometimes they are marked
" Gram."

To them you can connect a
pick-up, but very often, as
explained previously in the
supplement, it is necessary to
insert a volume control between
the pick-up terminals and. the
pick-up.

Otherwise what you do is to
connect the pick-up directly in
the grid circuit of the detector
valve, which, although it is
biased negatively, will be over-
loaded by the full voltage from
the pick-up.

Sometimes the pick-up will
not overload the first valve
when connected up in the direct
way, but, due to the amplifica-
tion between the first valve and
the power valve, the latter will
be overloaded. No matter
which valve is overloaded, the
quality will be impaired.

Another point. When con-
necting a pick-up, or the -two
leads from the potentiometer
volume control, to the pick-up
terminals of the set, try reversing
the connections to see which way
round gives the better results.

In addition to pick-up ter-
minals, some sets now fit ter-
minals for the external connec-
tion of a loud -speaker, to be
used at the same time as an
internally -fitted speaker.

Be careful to connect up to
these terminals a speaker of
approximately similar charac-
teristics to that in the set or
one speaker will give greatly
reduced volume.

-----. -=1111.2011.- -
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WIRELESS FAULTS YOU CAN TACKLE
CAN a beginner, knowing

 -..a little or nothing of wireless,
tackle a set when it goes wrong?
We think he can very often do
so, because many of the faults
in wireless reception are quite
easy to locate and remedy.

Just a little common-sense '
added to systematic search
throughout the vulnerable points
we shall mention and there is
no reason why nine wrong sets
out of ten should not bd put
right by the beginner.

With every wireless set there
are certain parts that will
deteriorate, quite naturally,
with time. I,f you imagine that
a wireless set can be fitted and
forgotten except for the pro-
grammes it provides you will be
forcibly reminded that it is not
an ornamental piece of furniture
hut a temperamental piece of
radio engineering.

When. Valves "Go Off"
What gradually "goes off " in

a wireless set? For a start, the
valves do. From the day you
put in a new set of valves you
must count the hours to the day
when you will have to renew
those valves or put up with bad
reception.

These days valves last a long
time, but r,000 hours or one
year's listening is about the
limit for really efficient valve
service. Of course, the valves,

Be sure that the wander plugs of
the high-tension and grid -bias
batteries are making good con-
tact or crackling noises will
almost certainly develop and

spoil reception

good British products that they
are, will gO on trying to do their
job, but lost emission will be too
much for them.

When a valve loses its emission
it loses much of its power to work,
for emission means the flow of
electrons from the filament" to the,
anode, upon te'lli'ch action thi
valve functions.

So if your set is just generally
dull in performance, in contrast
to what was once a sparkling
cfficienc-y, try the effect of. new
valves. .This may work a
miraculous cure.

What else tends to run down
as soon as it is installed? The

power supply, consisting of the
high-tension battery, the accu-
mulator, and the' grid -bias
battery. The most quickly run
down is the accumulator, but
as this only needs re -charging
it is not likely to be an un-
suspected cause of poor recep-
tion.

What is much more likely is
that the high-tension battery
rated originally at say 12o
volts has through old age
dropped to perhaps 90 volts or

"high resistance," or has become
inefficient in some other way.

Suspect buried earth plates and
tubes. In fact, condemn them at
sight if they have been down for
more than a year. Almost cer-
tainly the contact has become
oxidised. Dig up and plant
afresh, weeding out bad contacts
and indifferent earth leads.

Then the aerial-by no means
exempt from suspicion when the
set develops a fault. In tact,
we have come across more than

To test the voltage of a high-tension battery you must connect up
the voltmeter when the battery is actually in use

even lower. This will be more
especially likely in sets using
What is known as a standard -
capacity high-tension, which is
the smallest, and mistakenly
thought to be the cheapest, size
of high-tension battery
marketed.

Beg, borrow, or otherwise get
hold of a voltmeter, and if you
do not know how to use it ask
a friend to measure for you
the voltage of the battery when
the set is working. If the
voltage has fallen below roo
volts for a r2o-volt battery,
or 8o volts for a ro8-volt battery
the time has tome to get a
new one.

A Complete Cure
Its installation may easily

work a complete cure of many
minor faults in reception, such
as weakness of signals, bad
quality, instability, and general
queerness of behaviour.

Don't forget the grid -bias
battery, though. That does
not last for ever, in fact it runs
down in six months usually,
so put in a new one fairly
frequently or you will increase
your high-tension battery cur-
rent, which is a poor way of
economising I

Nov we have tried the parts
that usually are to blame for a
Surprisingly large number of
faults in wireless sets. Next on
the list 'of frequent causes comes
the earth. You may not believe
this until you actually come up
ag,airist a set that is behaving
in a perplexing way simply
because the earth has gone

smINICIC

one listener whose complete
reception breakdown was due to
nothing more than the fact that
the aerial lead came adrift
from the lead-in tube.

As a rule losses in the aerial
are traceable to the insulators,
which get very dirty in course
of time or to the lead-in tube
which often makes a bad contact
at the point where the terminal
screws down to the lead-in wire.

Leads of all kinds joining the
set to accessories can cause
faults, especially intermittent
faults, such as crackling noises
and occasional breaks in the
programme.

Loud=speaker leads, which are
subject to frequent strain,
should be carefully examined
for wear. So. should the leads
to the low-tension battery, for
often these leads get covered
with acid and partially rot away
the insulating covering..

Stopping Those Crackles !
Dirty plugs in batteries cause

more crackles than we should care
to count. Open split pins in
wander plugs for the high-tension
and grid -bias. The pins on
valve bases should also be sprung"
open to ensure really good contact.

We have dealt with points
that frequently occur and that
can be tackled by the beginner
without any knowledge of the
inside of the set.  Of' course
many other' faults do develop,
such as breakdowns in com-
ponents, but here you must
carry out experiments that
entail a certain amount of
technical knowledge.

Substitution is the usual
means of telling when a part is
faulty. You put in a part you
know is good and then if the
set works you know the part
you have taken out is "dud,"
It sounds very simple but really
takes a lot of time and some
practice.

Where Is The Faust?
There is another v a y the

beginner can do something to
narrow down, if not to eliminate,
the source of faulty reception,
and that is to, prove whether the
fault is in the set or is due to
some external cause over which
the listener has no control.

Crackling noises may start up,
for extnple, and be due to an
electrical machine and not to
anything inside the set.

You can prove this by
removing the aerial and then
the earth from the set. If the
noises cease when you do this
is is probable that something
outside is causing the trouble.

You may tune in your local
one night and find that there is
an unaccustomed whistle as a
background. Many beginners
think this means there is some-
thing wrong with the set,
whereas actually it is caused by
some foreign station coming too
close in frequency to the local,

Carefully open out the split pins
of valve bases to ensure a good
contact -with the valve -holder
sockets. Take care not to damage
the connecting wires that run

through the pins

thereby setting up an audible
heterodyne or interference beat
note.

Fading is another so-called
fault that is really not due to
anything wrong with the set
but to atmospheric or rather
ether conditions.

If your home station fades
when normally you get fade -free
reception you may suspect that
a nearby listener is absorbing
some of the energy you shoukl
be receiving.
 Look around to see whether

there . is a much higher aerial,
or inquire as to whether a neigh-
bour has bought a new and
powerful set.
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